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ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF ATMOSPHERES AND
OCEANS*

A. G. W. CAMERON, P. J. BRAhCAZIO, AND N. W. PANAGAKOS

In recent years it has become evident that the careful in applying the results thus obtained to
atTnosphere and oceans have been produced by the the escape of the other rare gases from the earth.
outgassing of volatile materials from the earth's L.V. Berkner of the Southwest Center for Ad-
interior, principally from volcanoes. In 1950 W. vanced Studies, Dallas, Texas, discussed the origin

W. Rubey presented geological evidence indieat- of oxygen in t,m earth's atmosphere. According
ing that sea water has progressively accumulated to Berkner, the existence of an appreciable atmo-
in this way. At about the same time, Harrison sphere of oxygen implies the presence of life. He
Brown pointed out that the very low abundances pointed out that the production of oxygen in the

of the noble gases in the earth's atmosphere con- primitive atmosphere from the photochemical dis-
• stituted compelling evidence that at least the sociation of water would in turn lead to a layer

atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen were almost of ozone in the atmosphere. The ozone layer is a
_: er,tirely of secondary origin, having been out- buffer against the destruction of terrestrial life as
_: gassed, possibly in different chemical form. we know it by the ultraviolet rays of the sun. If

The main purpose of the 1963 conference was the amount of oxygen in the atmosphere were
to consider new evidence for mechanisms which very small, the ozone layer would occur at ground

,_ might add to or subtract from the contents of the level, and the sun's ultraviolet radiation would
'_ atmosphere and oceans, and to consider mecha- penetrate to the surface. In such a harmful en-

nisms which could contribute to the origin of at- vironment, life would be unable to emerge frc.m
!_ mospheres of other planets. H.H. Hess opened the seas onto land.

the discussion with a consideration of the prob- Tracing the history of the earth's atmospllere,

lems of convection currents in planetary mantles. Berkner pointed out that a sufficiently long period
The important factor is th_ time between nucleo- of time had to elapse for marine life to produce

i synthesis and the formation of the solid planet, sufficient oxygen to change the composition of the
_ The protoplanet will contain radioactive materials atmosphere and produce high-lying ozone layers._
_ which generate beat, and the rate at which it is When this took place, lifo was able to emerge--

!_ generated will decrease as the activity of the radio- first in plant form, _hen in animal form in perhaps
_ isotopes decreases. A planet may or may not a few million years.

have convection, depending on whether enough The helium problem wa_ examined by G. J. F.

} radioactive materials remain in the mantle to MacDonald of the University of California at Los

.!. cause vigorous heating at the base. Angeles. He pointed out that if it is assumed that
K. K. Turekian of Yale University discussed the escape of gases from the earth's atmosphere is

some models for the degussing of argon from the due only to temperate effects, then the rate of
earth. He showed that at least eighty percent of influx of helium by out gassing is larger than the

the argon now in the atmosphere must have come rate of escape. The helium in the earth's atmo-
from the mantle. He proposed that the most use- sphere should be building up a¢ a rapid rate, but

: ful degassing model appeared to be one with con- this is not the case. MacDonald noted that
tinuous degassing of the earth as a whole. Ture- analyses of satellite drag data by I. Harris and

i kian pointed out, however, that one should be W. Priester showed that an additional heat source
derived from the solar wind is necessary to account

*PubliahedinPhy_dc,Today.:19-22,February1964. for the time variations in the temperature of the
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SKETCH1.--Ultraviolet absorptionby variousatmosphericco_tituents, aspresentedby L. V. Ber]_er of the Southwest
Centerfor AdvancedStudies. The absorptionbeyond2000angstromsis almostentirelydueto ozone.

upper atmosphere. He also noted that if the _ " ' ' ' ' ' '

earth'smagnetic fieldwas at one time significantly 600 I" ...e Richordton xenon
stronger, as indicated by measurementsof ancient .j ...._ AveragechondriteCOrbofloceOUSxenon

baked clay, the interaction between the field and _ 400 _ °-_ +error

solar plasma could increase the heating of the _ - -_.
upper atmosphere. This could account for a ,o_ 2oo ""'".'._
greater rate of escape of helium, averaged over a

loi_gtime scale, o _"'"-_ -,_.._._
R. O. Pepin discussed some of the recent work -_o I I _ , _ , '

done by J. R. Reynolds and his group at the Uni- 124 t26 _2e 130 132 134 136
versity of California, Berkeley, in the field of M
"xenology"--the study of the isotopic abundances SK_.TC.2.--Comparison betweenthegeneral anomaliesin
of the xenon isotopes. These studies are provid- xenonfromthe Richardtonstone meteorite (an ordinary

ing com'4derableinformation about the early his- chrondrite) andinxenonfromcarbonaceouschondrites.
tory of the solar system; for example, the anomal-
ously high abundance of _29Xeresulting from the In this respect, Pepin cited the work of W. B.
decay of primordial 1"I allows us to obtain the Clarke, who conducted heating experiments on
formation ages of meteorites. He pointed out irradiated uranium oxide samples. Clarke found
that the relative abundances of the xenon isotopes . that the xenon evolved at low temperatures was
differ for di,_erent types of meteorites and, in isotopically different from that evolved at high
particular, the isotopic abundances of the xenon temperatures. The inference is that the isotopic
isotopes in tbc earth's atmosphere differ from the anomalies may be due to temperature fractions-
abundances found in meteorites. The problem is tion effects on a fissionogenic component of the
to account for all these anomalies, xenon gas.
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Among the studies done by the Berkeley group

was an analysis of some deep-seated terrestrial .
_ rocks. They found that the xenon evolved from " i"

these rocks contained a fission component result- ._' __ :I _'

ing from uranium spontaneous fission. This sug- _ • "_'_ ",_
gests the feasibility of a U-Xe dating method, to - "_"

_ be used in conjunction with other established "'_ I ._._- " • _ ,
_ dating techniques. ' ". _:
_. Peter Signer of the University of Minnesota

_i showed that the abundances of primordial gases

_,_ in meteorites are generally similar to those in the
S_ETCU&--Seated in the cabin of his balloonobservatory,_ atmosphere or in the sun only when there is a

:_ Audouin Dollfus of the Observatoirede Paris prepares
_i_ great amount uf this gas in the meteorites. If the for a flight in which he attempted to detect extrat_r-
_ amount of gas is small, then a very large degree of restrial water.
_ fractionation can occur among the elements.

In order to understand the composition of the perature of an upper atmosphere of pure argon
earth's atmosphere, one must be able to explain at well above 1400 degrees, since argon is a very

i the differences between the isotopic abundances inefficient radiator of electromagnetic energy. It
: of xenon isotopes in meteorites and in the earth, was agreed that much more study is needed for an

_: A.G.W. Cameron of the Goddard Institute for understanding of the manner in which an argon
_' Space Studies interpreted the differences in abun- atmosphere--if it exists--could be maintained on

dances of the light "shielded" xenon isotopes as Mercury.
! resulting from neutron capture in the sun during Important new data concerning the presence of
• the deuterium-burning stage of early solar history, water vapor on Mars and Venus was presented

However, this interpretation requires that the by Audouin Dollfus. Reporting on observations
: bulk of the xenon in the earth's atmosphere should made with a specially designed telescope which

have once been in the sun, and that it has since he carried aloft in a balloon, and on observations
been captured by the earth from the solar wind. made from an elevated mountain observatory,

The c_mposition of Mercury's atmosphere Dollfus said he measured 0.01 gm/cm _ of water
raised considerable discussion among participants vapor for Venus above the cloud-top level.

at the conference. Mercury is the smallest planet, For Mars, Dollfus found 0.02 gm/cm 2of water
and, because of its small size, has been generally vapor, enough to cover that planet to a depth of
believed to have no atmosphere, or a very tenuous a fifth of a millimeter. This is five times as much

_: one at best. George Field of Princeton University as had been generally estimated. The disagree-
• discussed measurements of the differential polar- ment between Dollfus' observations and those of

ization of scattered light from Mercury made by several other scientists who give lower values for
" Audouin Dollfus of the Observatoire de Paris, the water-vapor content of the Martian atmo-

Meudon, France, who had interpreted them as sphere raised sharp debate at the conference.
_ showing the presence of a small atmosphere. Participants concluded that various experiments

Field suggested that the atmosphere of Mercury may have been subject to unforeseen sources of
: may be composed of a considerable amount of error, and that it is extremely important to make

radiogenic argon which escaped from the interior new measurements.
of the planet. The observed atmosphere would H.D. Holland of Princeton University sug-

require that Mercury had outgassed to about the gested that pools of molten sulphur, rather than
_u.meextent as the earth. However, if the atmo- oceans of water, will be found on the surface of
spheric oonstitution is to be nearly pure argon, the Venus. When that planet was formed, much less
temperature o[ tb_. upper atmosphere should not water was secreted than when the earth was

i exceed 1400 degrees. Above this temperature, formed, he suggested. The main substance
evaporative escape would tak_ ,"!ace. A problem ejected from Venusian volcanoes p_'obably is
arises in that theoretical estimatez place the tem- sulphur dioxide, which would react with carbon
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monoxide to form liquid sulphur on the surface, planet. He also discussed some of the chemical
Thomas Gold of Cornell University suggested equilibria that could influence the composition of

that some of the depressions on the moon's surface gas in the Venusian atmosphere.
may be regions of collapse caused by underground Sagan noted that the planet must be extremely
rivers which result from an "outgassing" process hot at the surface, a temperature of perhaps 650°
taking place in the moon. K on the dark s;de and about 750° K on the bright

He reasoned that if there is water in the interior side. The pressure at the base of the Venusian
of the moon, radioactivity should produce enough atmosphere appears to be at least 30 atmosphere_,
heat to vaporize it. The water vapor would then which would indicate that there may be an appre-
seek to rise from the interior to the surface, but it ciable amount of water vapor. Nevertheless, be-
would be trapped by a permafrost or ice layer cause of the high temperatures, the amount of

which must exist below the surface at a depth of water in the Venusian atmosphere would be enor-
150 feet. However, large meteorites striking the mously less than that in the earth's oceans.

lunar surface could form craters extending below Hence, Sagan disagreed with Gold's suggestion
the ice layer; the water in the area of the explosion that an approximation of the Venusian atmo-

would then flow underground towal ds the crater, sphere could be obtained by heating the surface of
The extensive area that is drained might then the earth.
collapse, forming the rills that are a common fea- Despite the relatively large amount of observa-
ture in moon photographs. Gold pointed out that tional data on Mars, there is still a considerable
these rills or depressions, converging on craters in degree of uncertainty about the abundances of the

fiat ground from many angles, could hardly be planet's atmospheric constituents, according to
caused by stresses from the craters themselves. Richard M. Goody of Harvard University. The
Unlike the stress pattern, the rills do not converge amount of carbon dioxide could be reliably deter-
in a straight line, but zigzag--sometimes for mined if the atmospheric pressure at ground level
hundreds of miles, were known, but this is uncertain by at least a

Gold also suggested that Venus may possibly be factor of two. Thc amount of oxygen is probably
covered by water which has escaped from the in- very small. One clue to the abundance of oxygen
terior of the planet. The CO_lSensusamong scien- in the Martian atmosphere might be obtained by
tists has been that if there is water on Venus, it is detecting that element's allotrope, ozone. This
in the planet's atmosphere and does not exist in raises a problem, however. If there is oxygen on
appreciable amounts. However, Gold cautioned Mars, ozone should be present even at the ground
against ruling out the possibility of water on the level. Berkner pointed out that o_.one formed
surface. His contention was that it is too difficult near the ground may react with anything that can
to explain what happened to the water that must be oxidized, unless the entire surface of Mars is
have been present on Venus at some time in its sufficiently covered by an oxide layer that further
past if this were not the case. oxidation is impossible. It is possible that the

Venus resembles the earth closely in many of continual weathering by wind on Mars would
its prope_'ties. Hence, Gold reasoned that water expose fresh rock surfaces and that the subsequent
should have been outgassed from Venusian vol- loss of ozone would eventually result in a very
canoes to the same extent that this outgassing had small amount of oxygen in the atmosphere.
occurred on earth. If Venus' surface temperature P.J.E. Peebles of Princeton University pre-
is somewhat less than that measured by instru- sented new calculations showing tha_ Jupiter and
ments on Mariner II (perhaps a little less than Saturn have approximately the same composition,
600° K), then water would be in equilibrium with predominantly hydrogen and helium, and that the
steam. Hence, Venus should possess a very mas- ratio of hydrogen to helium is similar to that of
sive lower atmosphere composed primarily of the sun. Using a variety of reasonable values for
steam, different mixtures of hydrogen and helium--and

Discussing the atmosphere of Venus,, %gan with a core of heavier elements near the center of

of Harvard University reviewed many of '_. "rat the planet--Peebles found that a helium-hydrogen
uncertainties in the measured parameters _ .le ratio by number of 0.075 to 0.08 for Jupiter, and
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_ perhaps twice this amount for Saturn, was re- atmosphere of Jupiter which have velocities aa

_: quired in order to reproduce the mechanical prop- high as four kilometers per second relative to the

_. erties of these planets. The amount of heavier underlying atmosphere. This has become known

_': elements has not been well determined, but it is as the "Spinrad effect." Spinrad has also deter-

_: only a few percent by mass. mined some preliminary values for the composi-

Rupert Wildt of Yale University Observatory tion of the Jovian atmosphere. His work indi-

i summarized the results obtained by H. Spinrad of cates that the ratio of carbon to hydrogen on

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, who showed that Jupiter is greater than that in the sun, and that it
: at t,mes there are clouus of _mmor... ,. the upper is higher still in the atmosphere of Saturn.
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THE RED LINE OF ATOMIC OXYGEN IN THE DAY

AIRGLOW*

_ A. DALGARNOt AND JAMES C. G. WALKER
It is argued from the observations of the red line that the rate coefficient for deactivation of

the excited oxygen atoms in collisions with molecular oxygen cannot be much less than 10-_0
cmasec-' and that the solar flux in the region of 1450_ cannot be as large as the reported measured
values. It is further argued that photodissociation of molecular oyygen and recombination of
molecular ions are inadequate to explain the observations and bhat an additional mechanism is
operative at high altitudes. The mechanisms of fluorescent excitation and of non-thermal excita-
tion by photoelectrons are briefly examined ap_t it is concluded that although the latter may be a
significant source of excited atoms, neither mechanism explains the observed variability. It is
suggested that the variability in red line int,_._sitiesis associated witil the presence of hot thermal
electrons and sample calculations are prey..,t,_d of the altitude profiles that may result from this
source.

1. INTRODUCTION ol the r,_d line have not been correctly identified

From a theoretical survey, Bates and Dalgarno and _,' _ibed.

(1954) concluded that the red line of atomic oxy- 2. MODEL ATMOSPHERES
gen at 6300/_ is one of the strongest features of To describe the structure of the neutral corn-

the dayglow spectrum, and a more quantitative ponent of the upper atmosphere, we have era-

study of the red line by Brandt (1958) yielded an ployed the analytic representation of Bates (1959)

intensity of 50 kilorayleighs (kK _, about half aris- which is specified by _he temperature, tempera-

ing from photodissociation of molecu'.ar oxygen in ture gradient and composition at a reference alti-
the Schumann-Runge continuum tude, z0, and by the exospheric temperature, T

O_+hv--,O(sP) +O(ID) (1) (¢o). For the atmospheric parameters, we adopted
the values

and about half arising from dissociative recom- dT I

bination of the molecular ions 02 + z0= 120 km, -_ I ,o
=2OK/km, T(zo) =350K

O2+q-e--,O(_D)-kO t. (2) and for the number densities of atomic oxygen,

The ground-based m ,asurements of the red line molecular oxygen, and molecular nitrogen at 120

in the dayglow by Noxon and Goody (1962) and km the alternative sets (i)n(O)fSX101° cm -a,
by Jarrett and Hoey (1963) yielded intensities n(O2)--1X10" cm -s, n(N2)=SX10 _ cm -3, which

comparable with those predicted by Brandt, but we shall describe as the high O_ atmosphere, and

other ground-based measurements by Noxon (ii) n(O)=SX10 _ cm -s, n(O_)--2X101° cm -8,

(1963) and rocket-based measurements by Zipf n(N_)f5X1011 cm -3, which we shall describe as

and Fastie (1963) and by Wallace and Nidey the low O.. atmosphere. The models appear to i
(1964) have shown that the intensity of the red span the possible atmospheres (Nicolet, 1961;

Fline is often much less than the predicted value. Harris and Priester, 1962; Pokhunkov, 1963;

This variation in intensity is significant for it sug- Jursa, Nakamura and Tanaka, 1963; Schaefer, ;

gests that the mechanisms leading to the emission 1963; Hall, Schweizer, and Hinteregger, 1963; i_¢ier, Hotfman, Johnson, and Holmes, 1964).

*Published1._Journalo/tire AtmoelJheeic Sciences, 21(6):463-474, The mass density distribution corresponding to
September 1964.

tQueen. U_ve_aity, Belfast, NorthernIreland. the low O, atmosphere with T( _o) = 750K and to __
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high 05 atmospheres with T(¢o)--750K and , .
_ 1000K are compared in Fig. 1 with the density

*!* distributions derived from sateiiite drag data --7-- sotem,, d,.,

_ (King-Hele, 1963; Jacchia and Slowey, 1964; -- Tap. io, o_

Bryant, 1964). The red line observations that ..... 75o. h,0h O_
_ ..... IOOQ* high Ot
:_ we shall discuss were carried out in 1962 and 1963 io.,a

and except when otherwise noted our results refer _

• to the low 02 atmosphere with T( ¢o)ffi 750K, an

_ atmosphere in harmony with the drag data and an
• atmosphere more easily reconciled with observa- _

tions of the red line than are the high 02 atmo- _ __. _ _e
i spheres. The number density, temperature, and -
* mass density distributions corresponding to the -_ _\ _,eo

low 02 atmosphere with T(_)=750K are pre- _ x
• sented in Table 1. \_

;_ At altitudes below 120 km we used an atmo- x ,962

: sphere similar to the model of Jastrow and Kyle _4, \ \

:_ (1961). _\

_ 3. PHOTODISSOCIATION IN THE SCHUMANN- "
RUNC,E CONTINUUM " %

%
At wavelengths between 1_0 _ and 1750/_, %

: ultraviolet radiation is strongly absorbed iv the trap 300 400
: Schumaan-Runge continuum of molecular oxygen Altitude, km

02(X_Zg -) +hv--,O_(B 3Z.7)-_O(3P) +O(_D), (3) FIGURE1.--Comparisonofthe model atmospheres with mid-
year daytime maximum satellite drag densities (King-

_i the process providing a substantial source of O(_D) Hele, 1963;Jacehia and Slowey, 1964; Bryant, 1964).

" TABLF,1.--750 ° low OsmoJel atmosphere.

i Temper- Concentration, cm-* Entission prob-

Altitude ature Density ability, p, for
km °K gm cm-3 flJ 10-_0cm_sec-_

O O_ N_ e

120..... 350 2.96(-111 ' 2.00(11) 2.00(10) 5.00(111 1.25(5) 3.43(-3)
• 130..... 507 1.04(-11) 9.05(13) 5.94 (9) 1.65(11) 1.43(5) ' 1.14(-2)
• 140..... 602 5.26(-12) 5.51{10) 2.61 (9) 7.87(101 1.70(5) 2.55(-2)
' 150..... 660 3.11(-12) 3.78(10) 1.35 (9) 4.37(10) 2.05(5) 4.79(-2)

160..... 695 1.98(-12) 2.76(101 7.55 (8) 2.61(161 2.53(5) 8. 15(-2)
170..... 717 _ 33(-121 2.08(10) 4.41 (8) 1.62(10_ 3.13(5) 1.30(-1)
180..... 730 18(-131 1.59(10) 2.64 (8) 1.04(10) 3.80(5) 1.94(-1)
190.. """.__ ,o 6.4_(-13) 1.24(10) 1.61 (8) 6.70 (9) 4.38(5) 2.74(-1)
200..... 742 4.65(-13) 9.66 (9) 9.90 (7) 4.37 (9) 5.,_(5) 3.63(-1)
225..... 748 2. 14(-13) 5.30 (9) 3.01 (7) 1.54 (9) 7.65(5) 5.71(- 1)
2,50.... 749 1.04(-13) 2.95 (9) 9.30 (6) 5.52 (8) 1.01(6) 6.87(-1)
275.... 750 5.32(-14) 1.65 (9) 2.91 (6) 2.00 (8) 1.25(6) 7.32(-1)
300 .... 750 2.81(-14) 9.27 (8) 9.21 (5) 7.30 (7) 1.37(6) 7.50(-1)
350 .... 750 8.36(-15) 2.97 (8) 9.46 (4) 9.95 (6) 1.09(6) 7.55(-1)
400 .... 750 2.64(-15) 9.68 (7) 1.00 (4) 1.40 (0) 7.00(5) 7.58(-11
450 .... 750 8.61(-16) 3.21 (7) 1.10 (3) 2.02 (5) 4.50(5) 7.58(-11
500 ..... 750 2.88(-16) 1.08 (7) 1.25 (2) 3.01 (4) 3.00(5) 7.58(-1)
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atoms in the upper atmosphere (Bates, i948), posed the solar ultraviolet flux to be that of a
The rate of production of O(_D) atoms at an black body at a temperature, T,. The limited
altitude, z, and for a solar zenith angle, 0, is given data (Purcell, }'ackeb- and Tousey, 1960; Detwiler,
by Garrett, Purcell, and Tousey, 1961; Tousey, 1963)

f_7._ are consistent with a value of 4750K for T,. The
Ql(z,S) _n(02 I z)J]F®(X)a(X) exp[-_(X)]dX (4) results shown in Figs. 2 to 5 are actually appropri-

ate to a s_lar temperature of 4500K, but they may
where Fob(h) is the incident flux, a(h) is the ab- all be scaled to a temperature of 4750K by multi-
sorption cross section and p is the attenuation p._ying by a factor of 2.9, the loss of accuracy being
factor, negligible.

f2 Values of the production rates of O(ID) atoms
_(X) =e(X) +.) co0e are shown in Fig. 2 for several values of 0. Since

n(Q, I {y_-k(R _-z)_ siI_0} i'd tile intensity of the red line at 6300/_ iv_the night) y, (5) airglow is much less than that of the green line at

R being the radius of the earth. For the calcula- 5577 _ (cf. Chamberlain, 1961a) and since the red
tion of QI we have used the measurements of a(_) line is emitted at a much greater altitude than is
by Metzger and Cook (1964) and we have sup- the green line (Packer, 1961; Tarasova, 1963), it is

clear that severe deactivation of the O(_D) atoms
must occur at the lower altitudes (Bates and

IOe ' I ' I

i03 I ! I I I I

8.0 o

750" Io_ 0 e

..... 750*IVllh0e

...... I000" hiQh O|

,o'
,o'

t
u

u _ IO -m'" "'3 I0' ; B cmz.c

O

_) _ ,0-lO"m©ms sec"l Ot_,ved
.... ::_--:r::-':_:-_:..X.

,i0_1

K)'
0 2o 4o 6o 80 I00 120 14G

i0| e. de(Irse*
_00 iSO 200

FmuRE&--Dependence on solarzenith angleof the in-
Altitude, km tensity which results fromthe photodiMociationof Os

FmURE2.--Dependenceon altitudeof the rateof produc- with T°- 4500K. Results areshownforseveralatmos-
tion of O(ID)atoms by photodissociationof Ol for the phericmodels and several values of the deactivation
750° low Os model atmospherewith To-4500K. Re- coefficient,t3. The upper limit imposed by Noxon's
suitsareshownforseveralvalueso¢solarzenithangle,0. (1963) observationis indicated.
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_' 120 1.2 8 - O"

I00 • 1.0
_,

80 8

_ ,<

" '3 60 _ .6-

.. "'40 ,o 4

:_ 20 .2

0 I 0 _k J I
I00 JSO 200 250 I00 JSO 200 250

'_ Altitude, km Altitude, km

FIGURe'.4.--Dependence on altitude of the emission of FIGURE &--Dependence on altitude of the zenith intensity
X6300whichresults from the photodi_oeiationof O2. which results from the photodissociationof Us. The

; The results are for the 750° low 02 model atmosphere results are for the 750 ° low O= model atmosphere with
with T,-4500K and/_ ==10-1° cm, = sec-z. T,-4500K and/_-10 -1° cm s sec-t.

Dalgarno, 1953; Seaton, 1954). Deactivation by During the day, deactivation by electron impact
electron impact is negligible (cf. Bates, 1960), and is still negligible but there occurs the possibility

•_ Bates and Dalgarno (1953) and Sea,on (1958) that O(ID) atoms may be removed by resonance
have argued that the deactivation probably occurs absorption of solar radiation.

;! in collisions with molecular oxygen. With this There appears to be only one allowed transl-
assumption, Wallace and Chamberlain (1959) tion, the wavelength of which coincides with a
have derived from an analysis of auroral observa- strong solar line, and that is the transition to the

• ,ions of the 02 atmospheric band system a rate O(2p83s_D) state at 1152 _,, the solar flux of ),1152

i c(_fficient,/3, such that being about 10' photons cm-= sec-_ (Hinteregger,
1961; Hinteregger and Watanabe, 1962). Despite

4X10-" cm8sec-;</_<10 -l° cms sec -l. the substantial flux and the wavelength coinci-

Despite the fact that the mechanism does not dence, the mechanism can be discounted because

conserve spin, it has been suggested that deactiva- the only allowed transition from the upper state
tion of O(_D) by molecular nitrogen is comparable returns the atom to the original _D state.
in efficiency (DeMure and Raper, 1964) and, al- The probability that an O(ID) atom at altitude,
though the arguments are not convincing, the z, will emit a 6300 _ photon is given by

1 Ae=4 On(O, Iz)}-'possibility cannot be excluded. Because the N= p(z) ffi 1+_--_+ A.00density profile closely parallels the O=density pro-

file, the inclusion of N2 deactivation would in- =={1.32-1-1.45× 10=0,=(O=lz)}-t, (6)
• volve no important modification of our subsequent

arguments and we shall largely ignore it. where Ax is the radiative transition probability for
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the line of wavelength ), (cf. Chamberlain, 1961b). 02 + but it is apparently now believed that NO+
Values of p(z) are _dven in Table 1 for 8 ffi10-'0 is the major participant (cf. Wallace and Nidey,
cms sec-t 1964). The proposed reaction

The intensities of red line emission for a solar

temperature of 4500K and various values of the NO+(X'_+)Te--*N(4S)+0('D) (7)
deactivation coefficient, 8, are shown in Fig. 3 as fails to conserve spin. We therefore concentrate
a function of solar zenith angle. The intensity on O_+ recombination as a source of O('D) atoms.
for an overhead sun varies from 433 kR in the ab- The ionospheric and airglow data presented b,_
sence of deactivation to 1.2 kR if 8 has a value of Barbier (1964) indicate that the rate of electron
10-_° cm3 see-', which is close to the maximum removal in the nocturnal ionosphere exceeds th4
possible for a thermal collision. Fig. 3 includes rate of emission of 6300/_ photons by a factor ol
also the intensities corresponding to two other about 8, consistent with our suggestion that (7)is
model atmospheres to show the lack of seneitivity not an important mechanism for O(ID) excitation.
to the details of the number density distribution. The nocturnal inten,_ity of the red line is be-

To determine 8 we note that Noxon (1963) has twoen 50R and 100R (c.. Chamberlain, 1961a) anc
reported that the intensity of the dayglow red line considerable daytime enhancement is to be ex-
at noon at Fort Churchill was less than 2 kR on pected. The calculations by Brandt (1958) werq
15 December, 1962, a result in harmony with an basc_l upon a simple sequence of ion-removal reae-
observation of Wallace and Nidey (1964). :._. tions and his results were sensitive to the adopted
Noxon w,_ observing with the sun at a zer reaction rates. It is now clear that the actual

angle of about 80°, it follows from Fig. 3 thP.t, for reaction paths in the iono: phere ace much morq
the low O2 atmosphere with T(®) = 750K, complicated (Nicolet and Swider, 1963; Dalgarno,
8>1.7X10 -'° cma sec -_ if T, ffi4;50K and that 1964a). Serious uncertainties remain, the eons_
8>3.7X10-" cma sec-' if T, ffi4500K. If dent- quences of which can be largely avoided by assum-
tivation in collisions with N2 were si_,aificant, the ing that local equilibrium prevails between ion
implied upper limit on T, would be incl'eased, production and removal rates, an assumption

Bates and Dalgarno (1954) pointed out that which is valid below 300 km throughout most of
photodissoci_tion in the Hartley continuum of the day but fails at greater altitudes because of
ozone is an intense source of O('D) atoms below the increasing importance of diffusion.

100 kin, and Cadle (1964) has predicted an in- The ion production rates, q(O+), q(N_+), ant
tensity of 2 kR for the resulting red line emission, q(O_+) cm-_ sec -_ have been calculated for a wide
his calculationsfoilowingBrandt (1958)inusinga range of model atmospheres and solar zenith
value of l0 -n cm _see-' for 8. With either of the angles by Dalgarno and McElroy (1964a) and
two limits derived from Noxon's observations, the some of their results are reproduced in Fig. 6.
actual red line emission below 100 km must be In order to estimate what fractions of the ions,
negligible. O_', N, +, and O_+, lead to (O_D) atoms, it is neces-

Adopting a value of 10-'° cm3 see-' for 8, we sary first to determine what fractions of the ions
show in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, the emission O+ and lg= �areconverted to O=+ ions or possibly
rate and zenith intensity as functions of altitude to NO + ions. The fractions depend upon the
for a number of solar zenith angles, electron density distribution and we have adopted

the distribution measured by Brace, Spencer, and4. IONIC RECOMBINATION
Carignan (1963) in a quiet ionosphere and in-

There is usually a good correlation between the cluded in Table 1. The intensity of the red line is
nocturnal intensity of the r,_dline and the critical insensitive to the details of the adopted electron
frequency of the F region (Barbier, 1957; Barbier density profile.
and Glaume, 1962; Barbler, Roach, and Steiger, The reactions which remove Nt + ions have been

1962; Carman and Kilfoyle, 1963; Barbier, 1964), discussed by Nicolet and Swider (1963). They a_
supporting the belief that the main excitation

mechanism is dissociative recombination. Origi- N_++e--,N'+N '' (8)
nally the molecular ion involved was identified as N,+TO,_Nt+O, + (9_
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lo, . , . , _, "T"'---- The O+ ions are removed by the ion-atom
interchange reactions, (12) ard

O',_+Or-_Oy_+ 0 (13)

-----_ = O" (Bates, 1955). For our calculations we have

_ 7o lOS ..... 8 -90* adopted a raLe coefficient of 1X10-u cm3 see-_ for
'_ both (12_ -nd (13) (Sayer_ and Smith, 1964) but
"_ ._ the red line intensity depends only upon the ratio

'l: of the rates ,_f the two "eactions.

u The ion, G_+, disappears by dissociative recom-
bination

,o* (14)
g
"_ I throughout the altitude region in which (14) migh_

i t ",, provide a significant source of emission of the red
I line. Thus, if f is the probability that (14) pro-

© \ ""_>" / duces an O(ID) atom, the rate of production is

oK} /;i(" " , given by

, I _'--.-''"",, Q=ffi q(O2+)+q(N_+) a,n(O2)-I 14 m,n(N:) [I/ •

,, ,, -

I X [a.n (e) +a.n(02) + (a,o+an)n(O)] -1

.,o mo
Altitudo. km +q(O+) I 1-_ (15)

FmvnE&--Dependenceon altitudeof the ion production L ann(O:) J J
ratesfor the 750"low O_modelatmosphere.

The reaction is energetically capable of producing
N_++O---_N2+O + (10) two O(_D) atoms so that f may be as large as 2.

In Fig. 7 Q2(z) is shown c,s a function of altitude
N2+TO--,NO+TN. (11) for several solar zenith angles with f taken equal

The rate coefficient of (8) has been measured as to 2. The results provide an upper limit te the
2X10 -7 cma sec -1 (cf. Biondi, 1964) and of (9) as possible excitation rates consistent with the
2X10 -_° cm3 sec -_ (Fite, Rutherford, Snow, and adopted ultraviolet flux and reaction rates.
van Lint, 1962). Rate coefficients of 2X10 -u Becausen(N2) is much greater than n(O_) in the
cm_sec -_ for (10) m,d (11) have been derived by altitude reb4on where q(O+) and q(O=+) are corn-
Norton, Van Zandt, and Denison (1963) and by parable, the las¢ term of (15) is important only at
Whitten and Poppoff (1964) from ionospheric high altitudes where the production rat,,s are
da_a. The analyses of ionospheric data in,pose small. Thu_ the intensity o[ the red line is insen-
arbitrapr temperature variations on the rates of sitive to the magnitudes of a_ and _. In con-
the possible processes and the derived coefficients trast is the sensitivity to the relative values of a,
have little quantitative significance. H_wever, and a,. Reaction (9) is an important source of
the measured concentrations of N_+ apparently O_+ ions at the lower aItitudes where the produc-
require that one or both of (10) and (11) be rapid tion rates are large, whereas the sequence oi (10)
so we assume that each of them has a rate coeffi- followed by (13) is important only at hi;,h alti-
cient of 1X10 -u cm_ sec -_. Since, in the atmo- tudes uhere the production of OOD) is small.
sphere, (10) is usually followed by Accordingly, we illustrate in F;g. 7 only the sensi-

tivity to the ratio _/_,, the dashed curves of Fig. 7
O++Nr-_NO++N (12) arising when the value of 2X 10-_° cm_ see -_ for

the distinction between (10) and (11) is unim- _, is replaced by zero so that most cf the N_+ ions
portant for our purposes, disappear by dissociative recombination.
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104! ' ' ' _ ' upon the values of T, and .f, but there are signifi-

I cant differences in the variations with solar zenith

a I =2 x I0"'°cms see" angle and with altitude. The zenith intensity has
been measured as a function of altitude by Zipf

..... a, = ', and Fastie (1963) at Wallops Island on 7 May
1964 with the sun at a zenith angle of 60°. We

IO_ - have attempted to reproduce the observational
'-u data of Zipf and Fastie b) combining the contribu-
• tions of photodissociation, shown in Fig. 5, and of

_'E ionic recombination, shown in Fig. 10, and regard-

, ing the solar temperature, T,, and the excitation
° probability, f, as disposable pa,'ameters subject to

IOs f_2.
o _ Fig. 12 shows the best fits we have been able to
C

.o obtain by this procedure for three model atmo-
U

spheres. The results for the 1000° high 02 at-
"U

mosphere with T, = 4660K and f--2 agree closely

I with the observations, the total zenith intensity
Io _ being 4.8 kR of which 3.1 kR is due to photodisso-

elation and 1.7 kR to ionic recombination. The

corresponding intensities appropriate to a zenith
angle of 80° are, respectively, 2.7 kR and 1.0 kR,

04 ' ' ' "1 ' I ' !

i
I0O 200 _o0 400 0- o.

Altitude. km

FIGURE L--Dependence o," altitude of the rate of produc-
tion of O(ZD) atoms by the dissociative recomb:.nation
of O2+ for the 750° low O= model atmosphere, iOs

m

The possible additional source of O(1D) atoms
p, ovided _., the dissociative recombination of
V.Q+ (_) is .,town in Fig. 8 on the assumption _hat o
ever:, _0 + recor:bination yields an O(_D) atom. "_ IO2
The actual yield is presumably much less than unity.

The rate of emission of 6300 ._ photons pro-
"O

duced by dissociative recombination of O2+ with
c:atag= 10_, a,iazo=aslatt=2X 104, a,lat_ = 1, _=

19-x° cm8see-_, and f= 2 is shown in Fig. 9. The to
correspondlng zenith intensities are shown in Fig. 10.

F;g. 11 shows ihe sensitivity of the predicted
intensities to the atmospheric model.

5. PHOTODISSOCIATIONAND IONIC
RECOMBINATION I , I , I , i

I00 2OO 3OO 4OO

A comparison of Figs. 3 and 11, and 5 and 10 Altitude. km

shows that the contributions of photodissociation FI(,URE&--Dependence on altitude of the rate of produc-
and of ionic recombination to the zenith intensity tion of O(tD) atomsby the dissociativerecombinationof
of the red line may be comparable, .depending NO+ for the 750° lo'_vO_modelatmosphere.
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,_ O ,,o"

{ O., O"

? = z

g d ,:
I

o_ 8

E IO _

1

,
I00 200 300 400 I00 200 300 400

Altifude, km A#fifude, km

c_ _'IGU/tE 9.--Dependence on altitude of the emission of FIGURE 10.--Dependence on altitude of the zenith in-
h6300 which results from the dissociative recombination tensity which results from the dissociative recombination

-L
_- of O2 �forthe 750° low O2 model atmosphere, uf O_ the 750 ° low O_ mode! atmosphere.

the sum of which exceeds the upper limit of 2 kR lead to intensities which are markedly lower than
_- observed by Noxon (!963) at Fort Churchill at the Zipf and Fastie results. The situation cannot
#

.?, noon on 15 December 1962. In order to be con- be improved by using lower values of/and higher
_ sistent with an upper limit of 2 kR at 80°, it is values of T, because, with a deactivation coetii-

necessary with the 1000° high O_ model atmo- cient, B, of 10-_° era* see -_, the photodissociation
sphere to adopt, a solar temperature not greater contribution is nearly independent of 0 as 0 varies
than 4580K, even with f= O. The results for the from 60° to 80°, as shown in Fig. 3.

i other models shown in Fig. 12 lead to even greater There are also discrepancies in the detailed de-
_ conflict wi_h Noxon's upper limit, pendence of emission on altitude, Zipf and Fastie

Temporal variations in the solar ultraviolet flux (1963) finding that the emission rate is 2.6 X 10_
:_ in the neighborhood of 1216 _ are small (Lindsay, cm -_ see-' from 120 km to 190 km, increasing

1963), and there is no evidence to suggest that abruptly to 5.0X10 _ am-' sac -_ from 190 km to
large variations occur in the flux at the longer 220 km. The dependence of emission on altitude
wavelengths of the Schumann-Runge continuum, would be modified if the deactivation coetl_cient,

Ignoring the possibility of temporal cl.,ange in T,, _, were to change rapidly with increasing _mpera-
we have determined the values of T, which give ture. As Bates (1960) has pointed out, OOD)
the largest intensities at 60° consistent _ith the atoms produced by dissociative recombination ini-
upper limit of 2 kR at 80°. The intensiSes as a tially possess considerable klneti_ energy so that
function of altitude for the three model atmo- the effective temperature controlling f/ may be

spheres are shown in Fig. 13. All of these models higher than the ambient tem0erature. The effect
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2.5 , , , , , , , , ..... O(sS)--,O(ID) +M641, (18)
.o

or

"''"_ "'_" ._._,._.

,, _ O(3S)--_O 0S) +)`2325 (19)

2.0 "" "*_" '_" "-. "_'" %%•_. followed

by

",, "x. O(IS)---_O(ID) +)`5577, (20)
_"_ _.

_" 1.5 _ ,. may be a more abundant source of dayglow red
_ K_ line emission and incidentally of dayglow green

i line emission also, for the atmosphere is opticallyvery thick in the triplet centered at ),1304.

I.o _(\ The intensity of )`1304 has been measured by

_(\ Donahue and Fast!e (1964) and by Fastie, Cross-v
• white and Heath (1964). If we assume a Doppler

?so. ,o, oz "_ '_ width corresponding to a temperature in the re-

..... ?___ high Ot _ gion of 2000K for the line and a value of 4.0X 10-6
.s ,ooo* high Ot (Garstang, 1961) for the ratio of tke transition

probabilities for the emission of )`1641 and )`1304
radiation, the measured intensities of M3C¢ lead
to an estimate of the order of 100R for the red

0 i I i I i l i I
0 20 40 60 80

8. degrees 5 , ,

FIGUREll.--Dependence on solar zenith angle of the
intensity which results from the dissociative recombina- -- Data
tion of as + for several model atmosnheres with _ = 10-_°-

cm* see-1 and f=2. 4
point

is probably small since molecular oxygen is a scatter
minor constituent at the altitudes of interest and

thermali_ing collisions with the major constitu- =_

ents, O and N2, occur more frequently than ._ a

deactivating collisions with O2. A rapid cha_ge i

of t_ with increasing altitude will not, in any case, _

remove the discrepancy between the predicted "_

intensities of Fig. 13 and the observed intensities. __ z
The discrepancy can more'_plausibly be attributed
to an additional excitation mechanism• o4,,mx

6. FLUORESCENT EXCITATION "\

Bates (1948) and Chamberlain (1958) have o --v_" to,., o, ,, \ .
..... 750 e Isigh O| _Ts"41"_OK

shown that resonance scattering of sunlight ..... _oo- h0ih O. _,

0 (sp) +)`6300__.0 ('D) (16) ,_4_o x

does not contribute significantly to the twilight- o i i

glow in the red line and it follows from their calcu- _o l_O 2o0Altitude, km
lations, but including deactivation, that the yield

in the dayglow does not exceed 20R. Fmua_. 12.--Comparison of the data of Zipf and Fastie

Fluorescence through the sequences (1963) with the theoretical intensities at e-60 ° which
result from photodissociation and ionic recombination.

O(_P) +M304-,O(aS) (17_ ALlthree models use/-2 and _-10 -t° cm' sec-I.
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2

!_ a , , | gas will be accompanied by an enhancement of the
( | red line. Spencer, Brace and Carignan (1962)

--Data l and Brace, Spencer and Carignan (1963) have

_i. presented the results of measurements of electron
4 densities and electron temperatures from several

rocket flights. If we assume that there is no

_' point depletion of the high energy tail of the velocity
scatter

_ _ distribution, the associated red line emission rates

_ 3 • may be easily computed using rate coefficients

_ '_ --::_._ derived from Seaton (1956). The emission rates

__ _ -,_..\ and intensities as functions of altitude are shown

Io: ", a _ _ "_ inFigs. 14and 15foradeactivationcoefficient_= 10-1° cm 8 sec-L

• ___ _, In calculating the zenith intensities, it is neces-

_ _ sary to estimate the emission at altitudes above

those for which electron temperature and density
rso- ira, or\ data are available. We have assumed _hat the

I ...... .oho. \ ,
..... _o" high o. _ ,. .\ electron gas is isothermal and in diffusive equi-

44sox librium at these altitudes. The contribution of
the high altitudes to the overhead intensity is

610 K
0 ! !

I00 150 200 250 IOs , i , I ,

Altitude. km

FIGURE13.---Comparison of the data of Zipf and Fastie ,,../6.02
(1963) with theoretical intensities at 0=60 ° due to / ..,_\f\I

photodissociation and ionic recombination for models i* ./
which lead to an intensity of 2kR at 0ffi80°. The If \-'_6.ol

I

calculations assume f--2 and _ = 10-1° cm3 sec-1. _ !J,-_

line, an estimate which is consistent with the fact '= a°2 /f\\'

that M6_1 radiation has not been detected in the _e _ \\ /'-.\

airglow. The contribution of (19) and (20) is i_ II _ "k

much smaller because the ratio of the transition _ \._" '\\
probabilities for the emission of h2325 and M304 .\.

is 1.6X 10-s (Garstang, 1961). _"_.b3 ,None of the mechanisms discussed so far ex-

plains the great variability of the red line in- m l[ _

tensity, discovered by Noxon (1964). The elec- _'

tron temperature is markedly higher than the

neutral particle temperature in the F region and

well be very variable (Spencer, Brace and /_lI._ _\may

Carignan, 1962; Brace, Sp'ncer and Carignan, I /:11 \.o,
1963; Nagy, Brace, Carignan and Kanal, 1963) I
and the energy source responsible may also be a mo 200 3o0 4oo
source of excitation of the red line. Altitude, km

7. ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION Fmua_ 14.--Dependence on altitude of the emission of
_,6300which results from excitation by thermal electrons

7.'_ Thermal _xcitation for four measured profiles of electron temperature and
density (Spencer, Brace, and Carignan, 1962; Brace,

It has been pointed out (Dalgarno, 1964b) that Spencer, and Carigna., 1963. The result_ are for the
a rise in the temperature of the ambient electron 7bo° low O=model atmosp;,ere with $-10 -_ocm_ seo-_.
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Io .' i . , ' ' Flight 6.03 was fired from Wallops Island on 3
August 1960, following a period of magnetic dis-

s.o2 turbance. Below 250 km the results are similar

6.o, "- _ to those for the quiet ionosphere Wallops Island
flight 6.04. However, the 6.03 emission rate is
enhanced at greater altitudes, with a second maxi-

6.on \ mum at 310 km and a relatively slow decrease

i ...... "-," \\ abe-e this altitude. The predicted intensity for
--_\. flight 6.03 is 1.2 kR.

6.04 -,_.....,

_ \ The daytime electron temperature is very sensi-
. " tive to small disturbances and it appears that the

\'_ intensity and the altitude dependence of the red_ .

._ \ line may be still more sensitive. Thus an increaseo
o \ of 10 percent in the electron temperatures meas-

,o- "\ ured on flight 6.04 would raise the predicted red
"\ line intensity from 0.79 kR to 2.1 kR. The corn-

"\ bined profile due to such arbitrary thermal excita-
tion, to Schumann-Runge photodissociation with
T,=4610K and to ionic recombination with f=2

I0 t I , I -- Ooto
I_ 200 300 400

Allitude. km _ Theory

FIGURE 15.--Dependence on altitude of the zenith in- 4
tensity which results from excitation by thermal elec-
trons for four measured profiles of electron temperature Doto point
and density (Soencer, Brace, and Carignan, 1962; Brace, / s¢otter
Spencer, and Carignan, 1963). The results are for the n_

750° low 02 model atmosphere with _ ffi10 -1° cm s sec-x. _ 3

about 30 percent for flight 6.02, 20 percent for _"m

flight 6.01, 5 percent for flight 6.03, and 0.1 percent __
for flight 6.04. °,t

82Flight 6.01 was fired from Fort Churchill on 16
March 1960, during spread F conditions and flight
6.04 was fired from Wallops Island on 3 March
1961, during quiet ionospheric conditions. The
red line intensities predicted for thermal excita- I
tion are 4.1 kR and 0.79 kR, respectively. The
altitude profiles are markedly different, the emis-
sion rate for flight 6.04 peaking at 220 km and
decreasing rapidly and that for flight 6.01 varying 0 I ,
little from 220 km up to at least 320 km. _o Iso 200 2so

Flight 6.04 provides an interesting contrast to Altitude.km
flight 6.02 which was fired from Fort Charchill on FIGURE16.--Comparison of the data of Zipf and Fastie
15 June 1960, also during quiet ionospheric condi- (1963)with the theoreticalintensity which results from
tions. Flight 6.02 is actually very similar to the the combination of photodissociationwith T,-4610K,

spread F flight &01 with a predicted intensity of ionic recombinationwith f-2, and electronexcitationgivenby th_profilecalculatedforflight6.04enhancedby
4.9 kR and an emission rate varying little from a factorof 2.7. The theoreticalresultsareforthe 750°
225 km up to at least 280 km. low O2modelatmopsherewith$-10 -l° cmssee-1.
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Fastie (1963), as Fig. 16 demonstrates. This tion and the intensity may be of the order of a
model reconciles the observation of Zipf and kilorayleigh in which case the importance of ther-
Fastie with No×on's (1963) upper limit on the mal excitatiol, in the interpretation (Fig. 16) of
intensity at Fort Churchill if we assume that elec- the observed profile (Zipf and Fastie, 1963) must
tron impact excitation was negligible at the time be correspondingly diminished.
of Noxon's measurement.

The very high intensities of the order of 40 kR 8. CONCLUSIONS
olserved by Noxon and Goody (1962) and by Noxon's observation that the intensity of the
Jarrett and Hoey (!963) can be ascribed to thor- red line at a zenith angle of 800 is less than 2 kR
mal excitation by electrons with a temperature in places severe restrictions upon the contributions
the region of 4000K. Such high temperatures fcom photodissociation of molecular oxygen and
have been detected, but only occasionally, on from recombination of molecular ions. It appears
Explorer XVII (Brace and Spencer, 1964) and it necessary that the deactivation coefficient for col-
is significant that very intense red line emission is lisions of OQD) atoms with O_ be as large as 10-_°

also a rare phenomenon (Noxon, 1964). cm3 see -l, and that the solai" flux in the region of
The Explorer XVII data show an early morn- 1450 A be less than the reported values. Then

ing maximum in the electron temperature (Brace the contributions of photodissociation and of !ohio
and Spencer, 1964), related presumably to the recombination vary from at most 3.4 kR for an
dawn effect (Dalgarno and McElroy, 1964b), and overhead sun to at most 1.3 kR for a zenith angle
an early morning enhancement of the red line may of 90° .

be a regular feature of its diurnal variation. I_ is difficult to reconcile the limit placed by
Satellite observatiuns (Willmore, Henderson, Noxon with the altitude profile measured by Zipf

Boyd, and Bowen, 1964; Brace and Spencer, 1954) and Fastie without postulating an additional ex-
show that the electron temperature remains higher citation mechanism effective at high altitude.
than the neutral particle temperature during the The additional mechanism may be impact excita-
night. The temperatures are usually too low to tion by photoelectrons or it may be thermal ex-
give rise to significant thermal excitation and the citation by hot electrons. The latter source can
intensity associated with the nocturnal rocket tentatively bc identified as that responsible for
flight 6.05 of Brace, Spencer and Carignan (1963) the observed variability of the dayglow intensities.
was afractionofarayleigh. However, the energy The dayglow red line may therefore provide a
source associated with the heating of the electrons means of monitoring the electron temperature and
may contribute directly to excitation of the red thereby of gaining information about temporal
line and it ]s interesting to no*_e that Barbier variations in _p))er atmosphere energy sources.
(1964) has suggested that about 20R of red line A search for correlations between simultaneous
emission is not directly correlated with the normal measurements of the red line and the electron
ionospheric parameters, temperature would be instructive.

A similar effect may occur during the day.
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A LATITUDE SURVEY OF THE NIGHT AIRGLOW*

T. N. DAVISt AND L. L. SMITH/;

A four-colorturretphotometerhas been usedforshipboardobservationsof the night airglow
and the aurora. Zenithobservationshavebeenobtainedduring1"962closeto the 70°Wmeridian
fromthe northernauroralzone to the Antarcticpackice. Most of the observationsweretaken
ih,ring the SouthernWinter.

Maximumsin the [Oil 5577Aintensitywerefoundnear30-40°Nand 4C°S,withtheSouthern'
Hemispherelevel beinggenerallylowerthan that in the NorthernHemisphere. The [Oil 6300A
latitudinalvariatien wassimilarto tha. of [Oil 5577Aexcept that maximumsin the latitudinal
distributionwere foundnear 15° geomagneticnorthand south latitudes. In contrastwith the
{OIlemissions,the sodiumgroup(NaD doubletandOHbandsnear5893A_generallyincreasedto
thesouthwithmaximumsnear20-30°Nand40-50°Sgeographiclatitude. The total5340Aback-
groundincreasedfromnorthto south. Whenthe integratedstarlightand zodiacal light com..
ponentsweresubtractedfromthe total background,the resultantterrestrialcomponentshoweda
pronouncedminimumat law latitudesand apparentsymmetryabout the geomagneticequator.

I. iNTRODUCTiON 5340A with a turret photometer built by the

Phot_,:netric observations of the aurora and the Fritz Peak Observatory following a design by

night airglow made aboard the U.S.N.S. Eltanin Purdy, Megill and Roach (1961). This instru-
during the period March/November, 1962. The ment has a 5° diameter circular field of view and
Eltanin departed from New York in late March was mounted on a free swingilJg gimbal to assure
and moved northward into the Laborador Sea observation of the zenith. The gimbal mount

was effective in reducing the effect of the ship'swhere photometric observations of aurora were
made on four nights After returning to New motion to the extent that the photometer axis

York, the Eltanin departed on May 24 on a trip pointed to within 5° of the zenith throughout most
of the observations. Observations at a givensouthward and arrived in Valparaiso, Chile on

June 27. Clear skies existed throughcut most of wavelength were obtained at 5 minute intervals.
The two-color method (Roach and Meinel,this cruise and useful airglow observations were

obtained on 17 nights. In the period July7 1955) was applied to the 55"77, 6300 and 5893A
November 1962, the Eltanin made several cruises observations in an attempt to remove the con-
southward from Valparaiso and useful observa- tributions due to airglow continuum, zodiacal
tions (during clear, moonless dark horns) were light, and integrated starlight; the me_hod in-
obtained on 36 nights. See Figure l for the post- volves subtraction of these contributions as

determined by observation _hrough the 5340Ations of the Eltanin when the observations were
made. filter. Details of the data reduction and calibra-

tion procedures together with tabulations of theObservations wer_ made in four narrow wave-
results are given in a limited circulation report

length bands centered near 5577, 6300, 5893 and
(Davis and Smith, 19_t).

A complication to the deter,,;nation of the
*Published in the Journal of GeopAyMca! RHmrch, 70(,5):1127-11,_8,

Mfr_h1.loeb. iatensities of the [Oil 5577, [OI] 630(, and NaD
tGoddard Space Flight Center and lJ'nlver_ity of Al_ka, College. 5803A emissious arises due to contamination from

^l_.k_ nearby OH band emissions. Figur 2 _hows the
_Frita Peak Observatory, National bureau of Standardm. Boulder,

Cao_do. filter transmission characteristics and wavelen_l_,:
92_5
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_' _ ' )' "_"4,._t ' \' -/ '/ contribution through the 6300A filter is estimated

",: . ";'o._.__k__ _ to be in the neighborhood of l0 to 20 Rayleighs.6ol -eoi At low levels of [Oil 6300A emission encountered
during some of the measurements described below,

>co,...... _ I-_"_ _ the OH contamination is especially severe. Seri-

%_ ous contamination also oec.,rs through the 5893A

filter as a result of the OH (8/2) band near 5386A.
41- -4o The NaD and OH emissions can covary (see

.__(__ Chamberlain, 1961 p. 517) and it is estimated that

approximately 70 percent of the line and band
2c - -2o emission measured through the 5893A filter is due

to the NaD doublet at 5890/5896A. Since the

.'---_2oo_ observations reported here are obtained over a

_l " _ _

( . __¢ I J--_ o/ I__ wide ,.mge of latitude, it must be recognized that
i .'"_-o there is much uncertainty about the OH con-

tributions. Hence, no attempt has been made to

21._zo._ :t ___-zo contamination.C°rrectthe results presented I)elow for OH
II. RESULTS

4c 40 Several types oi' variation occur in the night

.__ airglow; these types include latitudinal variation,
"-'"40""------ seasonal variation, diurnol variation, nightly ca-i-

, "W._ ation and possibly also effects produced by high-

.'_'_so ....___ __.___.__._...----'_ m altitude explosions. Considering the nature ofthe data taken so far aboard the Eltat, in/-it is

• "f"('" - impossible to completely separate the different

t°'s,---_, , , (I/£, , . _ types of variation. An additional complication
r°_2o _ 7o t.omm_ _ arises from inhomogenietics of the data, since on

some nights complete observations are obtained,
FmURZ1.--Location of the Eltanin on nights when useful while on others, as little as only an hour of

nighttime observations were made.
observation may be available.

of the [Oil and NaD (doublet) emissions. A !!, A. Variation of [OI] 5577A
correction to th_ [Oil 5.577A in*t_n=ity ; ...... :-,.t

A. 1 N/g/_-ha-n/g_and Diwad Vor/_/omdue to the presence of the OH [7/1] band emis..

sions with the band head at 5562A. Using es- The observations show two categories of diurnal
timates of the mean _nith intensities of the OH variation in 5577A. One type, illustrated in .
5562A and [Oil 5577A line emissions given by Figure 3A, is one in which little variatinn i_ the
Roach (1956), 15R and 250R, respectively, or 5577A intensity occurs during the middk of ;he
measurements by Krassovsky, Shefov, and Yarin night. In the second category are those nights in
(1962) together with the known transmission which an enhancement occurs during some part of
characteristics of the 5577A filter, it is estimated the night; see Figures 3B and 3C. Evidently the
that on the average approximately 90 percent of time at which the enhancement occurs is random,
the intensity remaining after correct'on for con- since averaging ore" a number of nights (Figure
tinuum sources is due to the [OI] 5577A emission. 4A) yiel& a nearly constant l_vel of 5577A
Although the 6300A filter is quite narrow, con- emission throughout the night. The data do not
taminati, from the OH (9/3) band with band indicate any lat:mde dependence of the character
head _car 6256A is sigrifieant. Based on data of the diurnal variation, although the quantity of
given by Chamberlain (1961, pp. 555/557) the OH data is not sufficient to rule out such a dependence.

i
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" Fxouss 2.--Transmia_ioncharacteristicsof the interferencefiltersavd locationsof line emissionsnearthe filter peak_.

A. 2 /._/h_e and Sea.m_/Var/d/ou definite decrease in the 5577A airglow level t_, the
south as far as 65° geographic latitude where thefigure 5A shows a plot of the nightly average

and nightly range of hourly averages of 5577A ob_rvations end. The data are consistent with
intensity versus date. The variations here are of a seasonal variation in which there is a maximum
several types: latitude, nightly, and seasonal, summer and minimum in winter.
The same data are plotted in Figure 5B against

II. B. Variation of [01] 6300A
latitude and those taken duripg a limited period,
May 24/September 1, 1962, _.replot, _d similarly B. I N_bO-to-dg_ and D/t_d VarY/ore
in Figure 5C. An attempt to eliminate part of Unlikc the [Oil 5577A, the iOI] 6300A emis-
the nightly variation is shown in Figure 5D, sion shows a definite variation through the night.
which is compiled by taking the averages of all The well-known post-twilight decay and the lesser
data in 10 latitude-degree groups. Figures 5C and predawn increase are evident in the data taken at
5D provide the best indication of both the seasonal all latitudes; see Figure 4B. A nightly variation
and latitude variation in 5577A intensity. The occurs in [Oil 630CA; for the most part it appears
northern hemisphere data are obtained over a _s an over-all change in th_ level of the emission
rhnrt period of time (May 24/June 2) and there- t_ rough the night.
n,re include only diurnal, nightly _nd latitudina:
,_ariations. These types of variation cannot be The only exception occurred v0hen the Eltanin

=:_ separat.cd comp'.etely, however Figures 5C and was near the equator. On the two nights shown
5r_ indicate the possibility of a latitudinal maxi- in Figure 6, and possibly cn a third, an enhance-
mum near 30/40 ° geographical latitude and de- ment in [Oil 6300A developed in the h,,urs near
creasing intensity as the eqator is approached, midnight. These monochromatic enhancement_
Mo_g _outhward from the equator, there is may be related to the intertropical red arcs
som_ increase in the ave,_age intensities (Figures described by Barbier, Weill, and Glaume (1961);
5C and 5D) with a weak maximum occurring Dear ho_e_'e_, the enhancement is relatively small and
geographic latitude 40o. There appears to be a appazently restricteo ]n time to the hours near
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' contribute to the obserzed 6300A _ii_tribution in

_ -t _';_" the tropic regions.

I B. 2 Si,ulona/mJdL_/h_d/_a/Variation

_;___.__ ..... The diagrams showing versus latitude
all data

•_ ' _ ' -_. _ ' & 4 ' (Figure 7A), Southern Hemisphe.-e Winter versuslatitude (Figure 7B) and lO-latl_,lde-degree aver-

-'_" ages (Figure 7C) show generally higher intensitiesin the Northern Hemisphere and thus may in-

| . dicate a seasonal variation oi [0I] 6300A similar
[_ to that of [OI] 5577A; namel-,, a maximum in

•"'"'-........................ _._ summer and minimum in wint_,', Maximums in.o

'" um ......"'"'""......."....... ."'""'"' the latitudinal distribution of intensity appear
....:,'"'-'""':.'":'"', ' ,'" , ...... ", , , near the equator at approximately 15"N and 15°S

,. geomagnetic latitude.
".",°°.%°,.,

'_mT?

D,
(A)

'"'" 4llO .... _ I • _ _ i I ! I _ I

........'""... ,ld
........................ .__1

o Ill
•"';'"";'"":":_r-_':'.._""_: , , , 'i'_.IO Ill U 8i i_ illiti Oi II

Fxcvmc 3.--A) Example of a night el relative quiet in the _ %

airglow v._riations (plot of hourly averages); B) a_., C) _ .,,1_ "%__

ere examples of active variations in _577A. n, _[ _.._.._._.-._---

'_r (|) $0o-I0"$

_l I i t I I I I t . I . I Ilocal midnight. Although the midnight e_hance- - _._ ,_
merits obsen'ed on June 2 and 6, 1962 may not be _ _r_ _,...-_, _o.-,o-s I \
related to the intertropical red arcs, _he sones _- I'_'¢'---" "--'4" --'"'"_
where the intertropical red arcs appear coincide _ r _ " _--_'_ I

with the positions of the two ,maxima on the curve
of Figure 7C. There is much similarity between _[ Icl . _ ._

the observed latitudinal distribution of 6300A in _ w""--'--'_-'_'__j:_ _,_o I'.,heregion within 30°N and 300S magnetic latitude
and the F region electron content per vertical _ %_.-Io.s

he assumed an initially uniform electron distribu-
tion to be modifieu by electrodynamic lift and
subsequent settling down the ;,,eomagnetie field
lines. Since it has been fou,_d that the inte_,sity
of the 6300A emission is approximately proffer- is m u oo o_ o4 o,
tionsl to the maximum electron density in the F2 coc_tm_

region (Iluruhata et at., 1959), it appears possible Floc_ t--Average d!umal variation of the _drglow
that the processes described by Duncan may emimio_.
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tt Another representation ,ff the [C[] 6300A data

_rt mam.v_ is shown in Figt, re 8, where the obser qJons are
pbtted against b.titude and local time _ " then
used to compile isophotes 9f zenith intensity.
This diagram is suggested by a simila, olle by

__I! It' _ ".[J ; ._I _ , [ Barbier(19G1) and should be _omp_rea with _t.

The intensity ratio 6300A/5577_ obtained

t from individual airglow observatiol._ is highly

variable; ratioe averaged over a night _ observa-It tions range between 0.09 and 0.67. The average
In/ ratio of tile observations in the region 30/60°S

" _'ffi "-" _ _'- _" _" is 0.,_5.
UIl_mlltL Imll

_1.C. Voriation of the NaD group

As mentioned previously, the 5893A filtel passes

t T _srr _ _ both the NaD doublet centered near 5893A and
t _ _m OH emissions including the OH (8/2) emission at5886A. These emissions will be referred to here

| as the sodium group. The sodium group intensity

_°_t I ! remains relatively constant on a given night and

the average diurnal variation curves, Figure 4C,

I lil [ night,indicate little or no regqdar variation .q,rough theme ! |' ] tl tt t t lll_l I- Plots of the sodium group variat';ns versus
m "II latitude (Figure 9), show a trend toward higher

0 • i • i i i i i I I

_s_rtroans _ intensities goinq from north to south. Superim-

t _ _ _ posed on this trend are irregularitie_ _ma:dmum

O0C {MAY 24- SEPT. I )

appears near 20/30°N, and there = a minimum
centered near 0/10°N. Another m'. ;mum may
exist near 10/20°S, and ,'elatively hi6n ivtensities

T observed the latitude 30/_"°,].
are over range
The intep-ities observed between 58 and 65°S are

. I I t ilit ].[. iqtt reb, tively low. Overall, the variat;on with lati-
' t t, tI t :,.de of the sodium group intensity is somex?, at

It) less than that of the [OI] 5577A a ld 6_00A
, ......... emissions. The observed sodium vroup ;nten-
_ _ _. m._ sities ar_ consistent with a seasonal variation in

which *.here i_a maximum in winter and minimum

\ _.._m in summer.

II. D. Variation of the Backgroundnear
5340A

Except for some evening twilight cor#amination
or post-twilight enhancement, the background
near 5340A averaged over all data remained

...... ' ' & 15 gh ight; Figdm ., o ,_m 4o ao , relative , constant throu the n see re
ll0 40 I0 80 10 0 qleilaaMlaJ_ ll0 80 40 10 o0

_ 4D. The total background near 5340A, shows a
general increase from noith to south. This total

Fmumn5.--Nightly averageand rangeof hourlyaverage background includes components from integratedof MTTA:A) remus date, B) all data verminlatitude,
and C) for data taken May 24 to September1, 1902. starlight, zodiacal light and airglow continuum.
D) ten.degreelatitudeaverage_vemtmlatitude, all data. Using integrated starlight intensities given by
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! FIGURE&--Nights on which enhancements in 6300A occurred.

$

Roach and Megill (1961) and zodiacal light in- II. E. Auroral/one Observotions

: tensities from Roach and Smith (manuscript in Limited observations of auroras were made
. preparation) the contribution of these components during March and April 1962 at the northern

to the total background is determined and dis- auroral zone, howeverhigh seas and partial cloudi-
._ played in Figure 10. The background component ness during the period of these observations de-
_ due to airglow continuum is obtained by subtrac- tract from their value. Bright auroral forms

tion and is also shown in Figure 10. The airglow were observed in the _,enith during part of the
continuum determined by this method shows a observations; 5577A intensities ranged up to
pronounced minimum at low latitudes and ap- 92kR, t|,ose of 6300A ranged up to 1.8kR.
pears to be fairly symmetrical about the goemag- Although the results may not be meaningful,
netic equator. For comparison, one-year average intensities of the sodium group were not much

• values of the airglow continuum obtained by greater than that observed in the airglow (see
_ Roach and Smith for two airglow observatories, Figure 7).

FritT.Peak, Colorado and Haleakala, Hawaii, are On.einteresting aspect of the auroral observa-
indicated on Figure 10 by the numbers 1 and 2, tions is the behavior of the average [Oil 6300/5577
respectively, ratio. Individual values of the ratio varied be-
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I duringSouthernWinter1962.ThedashedlinesA-A'
_¢ 1 indicate possiblearc-like zones of enhanced radiation.

I " "I 't't' 1 (ComparewithBarbier,1961)auroras (Chamberlain 1961, p. 315). Also, molec-
(m ular deactivation of the _D level by collisions withl t t t _ m I I. ( _

_saoo_ _v.c_-_. O_ may be responsible for the results shown in

" _..._ _, Figure 12 if the brightening of 5577A is asuociated

li -
\\ .- withincreasingauroralexitationatlowaltitudein

•" thepost-midnighthours.

Ill SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS

| (c;...... , , , While it is not possible to separate completely
_o,, , m _ _ _ _ m 40 _ the types of variations which influence the results

ta_ obtained here, these results are compatible with
Fmvas 7.--Nightly averageand rangeof hourly averages the diurnal, seasonal, and latitudinal variations

of 6300A:A) for all data and B) fordata taken May 24 shown in Table I in summary form. As indicated
to September 1, 1962. C) ten-degreelatitude_verages in the right-hand column of Table I, the observa-
versuslatitude forall data. '"") ' tions may b_ interpreted as suggesting either a

rather general seasonal variation or a pronounced
tween 0.007 and 0.5, with the ratio decreasing hemispherical effect. One aspeet of the observa-
with increasing 5577A and 6300A intensity: see tions which is evident in the various diagrams but
Figure 11. The higher values of the ratio tend to which is not indicated in Table I is the sizable
occur in the hours before midnight, and the lower nightly variation observed in each of the airglow
values after midnight. The tendency for the components. Acomparisonofthesenightlyvari-
6300A/5577A ratio to decrease with increasing ations with the global magnetic activity index Kp
5577A intensity may be due to electron deactiva- did not reveal any connection. How_ever, it is
tion of the oxygen _D level in the. brighter interesting that the results of this study do suggest
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_ _N_tv,_.s that the latitudinal distribution of intensity of

_ ,o. a_T_ I[ ] ]!1I_] sOme alrglo_'v '_'missiOns may be influenced by the

The diurnal and pightly variation of 5577A

| observed on the Eltanin in 1962 is somewhat less

tt t'._ l _ I_ that tha_ observed in previous years on the Soya
(Nakamura, 1957 and 1959). Assuming t'.at the

_w,_-v_= calibrations are correct fo,' each set of data, the
_ c_=,-_.,3 _ I | Eltanin observati'_ns show lower absolute 5577A

1. intensities as well. Two differences exist in the
conditions under which these sets of data were

_ [._ t _ obtained: the observation aboard the Soya were

iI' IIz [_ _ made during southern summer and during a

period of high solar activity whereas the Eltani.u

' ]%x A observations were made near a minimum in the

:: _ %'/_ solar cycle and during southern winter.• Several factors affect the accuracy of the results

reported here. One is the uncertainty in the

i cc_ absolute calibration of the comparison source.

_ _ ._ ,o_ =" ,o°_'_,o _= ,o_ **_ Another is the problem of OH contamination,
• '"_ which is discussed above. Since the observed

i FIGURE9.--Nightly average and range of hourly averages 5577A intensities in the southern hemisphere are

of the sodium group (NaD 5893A and OH): A) for all low, somewhat more than 10 percent of the 5577Adata and B) for observations taken May 24 to Septem-
intensities reported here may be due to OH. Ifher 1, 1962. C) ten-degree latitude averages versus

_ latitude, all data. it is assumed that the NaD and OH emissions

i I I [ I i I i I I

2.0 _,5340 I0 LAT. DEG. AVERAGES
=E

A.T L D

0 _ C. AIRGLOW CONTINUUM x .,,,,_-'-¢""'--"_

40 30 20 I0 0 I0 CEOGRAPFHC30 40 50 60 70
50 N 40 30 20 IO O GEOMAGNETIC20 30 40 50 S 60

LATITUDE

FmuR_. 10.--Ten-degree latitude averages of the 5340A background: A) total background, B) the component due to1

integrated starlight and zodiacal light as computed by Roach and Smith (private communication), and C) the airglow
continuum component determined by subtracting curve B from curve A. The point labeled (a) represents the one-year
average airglow continuum obtained by Roach and Smith for the Fritz Peak Observation (geographic latitude 40°,
geomagnetic latitude 50°) and the points labeled (2) are the same for the Haleakala Observatory (geographic latitude
20°, geomagnetic latitude 10°).
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L0F through the 5893A filter is due to NaD 5893A.
It has been found during these observations thato.5

•::...... these observations that the 2-color method is not
OIt_- ' "1"**" _. "

°"1_"_" . .. ' a completely satisfactory means of eliminating the_ 0.2 , • "" ' "" astronomical and airglow continuum components

,_ 0.1 : .".': _...: .. from the observations. In using that method it

= "• "":Y...... has been assumed that a single proportionality": .•. :'.' ..

0.o5 " ":.'.."<'.. • constant relating the contaminants to the 5340A

• " " ?,_.., '. intensity is applicable at all observed light in-
0_2 .. "'" tensities. Observations made during periods of

0.ol • relative stability in the level of the various airglow
"" 7.-. emissions and in which the astronomical ccm-

I J i I I , I i

0'0050.2 0.s I_ 2_ 5.0 l0 20 50 100 2o0 ponent varied (for example, passage of the Milky
INTENSITY_,55771KILO-RAYLEIGHS) Way over the photometer) indicate that the

Fmua_. 11.--The zenith intensity ratio 6300A/5577A proportionality constant for each wavelength was

plotted against the zenith intensity of 5577A in the too low to correct for the astronomical component.

auroral zone aurora• On the other hand, if one adopts proportionality

constants of sufficient size to give a complete

co-vary, then, at all times, approximately 70 correction when the astronomical components are
percent of the sodium group intensity observed large, an obvious over-correction occurs at other

TXnLEI.--Summary of Eltanin Airglow Observalions

Emission Diurnal Variation Latitudinal Variation Seasonal Variation
(or Hemispherical Difference)

[Oil No regular diurnal variation Apparent maximum near 30- Compatible with maximum in
X5577 irregular activity (sometimes 40°N, decreasing to minimum summer and minimum in

monochromatic) on some near equator, then gradual ," inter. (Or if no such general
nights, increase to maximum near seasonal variation, the inten-

40°S. Decreasing intensity sities are greater in the north-
southward as far as 65°S. ern hemisphere than in the

southern hemisphere).

[Oil Common post-twilight and pre- Apparent maxima near 15°
X6300 dawn variations persist at all geomagnetic north and south.

latitudes. Monochromatic
enhancement observed at
local midnight near equator.

NaD + No diurnal variation evident. Apparent maximum near 20- Compatible with minimum in
OH near 30°N. Shallow minimum summer and maximum in

X5893 near 0-10°N. Irregular in- winter. (or, as above, higher
creasesouthward to maximum relative intensity in the
near 40--50°S and decreasing boutl.ern hemisphere).
from 55°S to 65° south.

Background Possible post-twilight enhance- Relatively steady increase of total background from 40°N to 65°S.
near ment, otherwise no regular Astronomical components maximize in equatorial r_i _n; airglow

X5340 diurnal variation, continuum lowest in equatorial region with apparent
symmetry about geomagnetic equator.
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times (the line emission intensities become nega- BARBIER, D., G. WEILL, and J. G_AUME, L'emission de la

_ tive). Consequently, the 2-color method, as used raie rouge du ciel nocturne en Afrique, Ann Geophys., 17,

_" here, must be considered as a very crude means of 305-318, 1961.
;: CHAM3ERLAIN, J. W., Physics of the Aurora and Airglow,

correction for th£ atmospheric continuum and Academic Press, New York and London, pp. 315, 517,
_i_ astronomical backgrounds. Despite the various 555-557, 1961.

uncertainties which influence the absolute values DAVIS, T. N., and L. L. SMITH, Latitudinal and seasonal
of the emissions reported here, the trends sum- variations in the night airglow, Report No. UAG-R!56,

_ marized in Table I appear to be real in that they Geophysical Institute, College, Alaska, p. 19, 1964.
'_ DUNCAN, R. A., The equatorial F-region of the ionospher,_ appear in the data prior to and after the applica-
i tion of any corrections. J. Atmos, Terr. Phys., 18, 89-100, 196n.
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4 ?- !7/S-?
THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER*

S. H. GRO_P,T AND S. I. RASOOL$

The properties of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter have been theoretically investigated. The
vertical temperature profile in the atmosphere above the clouds and the structure of the ionosphere
have been computed for two different model atmospheres: Model I correspondsto a H/He mixing
ratio of 20 : 1 by volume (Urey, 1959), and Model II has a H/He ratio as low as 0.03 : 1 (Opik,
1962). Assuming that the atmosphere of Jupiter above the clouds is in radiative equilibrium, the
temperaturedistribution in the upperatmosphere of Jupiter has been computed. With a cloudtop
temperature of 153° K and the total optical thickness of the atmosphere in the far infrared of
0.66, the radiation emitted by the planet is 3.1 × 104ergs cm-3 sec-L This value of radia'ion flux
i_ about four times higher than the solar flux received by Jupiter. The equilibrium distribution
of electron densities in the ionosphereof Jupiter has also been calculated. The maximum electron
densities of _106 electrons/co are found to occur at the altitudes of 220 km and 110 km above the
cloudtop for the two model atmospheres.

INTRODUCTION (Kuiper, 1952). Recently Spinrad and Trafton

Revived interest in planetary astronomy has (1963) estimated the pressure at the cloudtops to
be _--3 arm. This pressure value indicates that

provided us with a considerable amount of new
data on the temperature, pressure, and composi- the amounts of CH4 and NH3 quoted above would

Lion of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter. These account for less than I percent of the total atmos-

data may now be used to derive coherent and phere of Jupiter, indicating that more than 99

satisfactory models o¢ the structure of the Jovian percent of the atmosphere may be cor 1posed of

atmosphere, hydrogen and helium with, perhaps, s_ me traces

In this paper we first derive the two extreme of neon (Gallet, 1962).
model atmospheres for Jupiter which are consis- The exact abundances of hydrogen wld helium
tent with the available data on the relative abun- in the atmosphere of Jupiter are, at ti_e present

dances of gases on the planet. We then derive time, a subject of considerable controversy

the thermal structure of the vpper atmosphere of (Kuiper, 1952; Urey, 1959; 0pik, 1962; Spinrad

Jupiter for these two extreme cases, and study the and Trafton, 1963; Foltz and Rank, 1963). The
formation of an ionosphere due to the photo- controversy lies in the quantitative interpretation
ionization effect of the solar ultraviolet radiation, of the quadrupole lines of molecular hydrogen

observed in the high dispersion spectra of Jupiter

MODELS OF THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE (Kiess, Corliss, and Kiess, 1960; and Spinrad and
Trafton, 1963). The estimates of the amount of

Based on the recent observational evidence, the H2 present in the atmosphere of Jupiter above the

following assumptions have been made regarding clouds vary from 5.5 km atm (Zabriskie, 1960) to
the composition, temperature, and pressure in _200 km atm (Foltz and Rank, 1963).
the Jovian atmosphere. For the calculations of the structure of the

Compoziflon and Pressure upper atmosphere of Jupiter, therefore, two ex-
treme models for the composition have been con-

The atmosphere of Jupiter, above the clouds, sidered. In the first, the hydrogen/helium ratio

contains 150 m-atm of CH4 and 7 m-atm of NHs by volume is 20:1 (Urey, 1959), while in the

second, it is as low as 0.03:1 (0pik, 1962). The
*Published In l_aru#, 3(4):311-322. November 1004.
tAlrborne Instrument8 Lsbenstory, Lonz Island, New York. mean molecular weight of the atmosphere of
_Godd&rdSpace Flight Center, and New York University, NewYork. Jupiter above the clouds in these two models

93o !:
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; would be 2.2 and 3.95. respectively. The pressure of temperature with "ltitude:
at the cloudtop, for both cases, has been assumed

T 4_ T 4/!_-ar _ (I)to be._atm. ' - '_' ',"

:" Temperature Here T, is the temperature at any level z, T, is

the effective blackbody temperature of the planet,

Murray and Wildey (1963) have recently re- and rz is the average infrared optical thickness of
ported a temperature of 128° K measured in the the atmosphere above the level z.
8-12 _ atmospheric "window," confirming the In the case of Jupiter, it is assuaged that z--O

older measurements (Menzel el al., 1926) which at the cloudtop where r,-- r0---the total optical
gave a value of 130° K. thickness of she atmosphere above the clouds.

Estimates of the temperature at, the Jovian The absorption in the infrared is _ue to NHa
cloudtop have also been made by measuring the and CH4. In Fig. 1 is shown the absorption
radiation emitted by the planet in the microwave spectrum of NH3 for the wavelengths between 7
regions. Thornton and Welch (1963), from their and 60 _, based on the band intensities for the
measurements made at _--8.35 mm, estimate a vibration-rotation bands of v2and v4and the line

cloudtop temperature of 144_+23° K. Radio- intensities of the rotation lines recently tabulated
brightness temperatures at cm wavelength regions by Gille (1964). The absorption has been cam-
are contaminated with nonthermal radiation from puted for a mean pressure of 1.5 atm and a mean
the planet and therefore cannot be used for a temperature of 150° K for the total amount of

reliable estimate of the cloudtop temperatures. NHs of 7 m-atm (Kuiper, 1952). The only
Because of the presence of 700 cm-atm of NH, absorption band of CH4 which is significant in this

in the atmosphere of Jupiter (Kuiper, 1952), the
spectral interval is the 7.7-_ vibration-rotation

levels in the atmosphere to which the infrared band, and for the measured amount of 150 m-arm,
and the microwave measurements refer are not the atmosphere of Jupiter is completely opaqu*:
reliably known. NH8 has a strong absorption in thi_ spectral interval.
band in the 8-12 # interval and therefore the The absorption for the total amounts of NH:
temperatures obsc :_J in the infrared may corre- and CH_ in the atmosphere has been folded into
spend to a level high t.p in the atmosphere. At the 150° K blackbody energy curve and the net
Xffi8.35 mm the absorption due to NH: is much energy emitted is shown as the dashed line curve
less, and therefore the level to which the tempera- in Fig. 1. The mean transmittance of the Jovian
ture measured at this wavelength would refer
may be deep in the atmosphere and near the cloud atmosphere over the entire spectral region is 52
level, percent, giving the total optical thickness of the

atmosphere _'o_0.66.
Several authors (0pik, 1962; Kuiper, 1952;

Gallet, private communication) ha_e gb,en esti-

mates of the cloudtop temperature:' on _he as- __ _, _._ ,,._, ¢_-,_o_j

sumption that the clouds are composed of NHa _
cry.stals and therefore they are in phase equilib- _"_"

this basis, Opik has suggested a temperature of " _2c:_:_'_ _ t

156°K at the cloudtop. _,._._"_"'_'_. i•
VERTICALDISTRIBUTIONOF _EMPERATURE _'_"

In order to calculate the vertical distribution _ _
of temperature above the clo_,ds, it is assumed L¢__._ • _ '.
that the atmosphere is in radiative equilibrium. _ e 20 _o 4o _ _o
With the Eddington's approximation and assum- -_ ,_)--*

ing a frequency-independent absorption (gray l_otmffil.--TraMmi_ion of infrared radiation through
atmosphere), the equation of radiative transfer the Jovianatmosphere,eompo_¢lof 150m-atm of CH,
gives the following expression for the distribution and 7m-atm of NH, at 150°K.
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Above the cloud level, the opacity (_,) will, at Also to be noted is the probability that the
any level z, be giver by effective temperature of the planet Jupiter may

be about 153° K and not 102° K. The latter

•, = _0e-"'_z, (2) should be the effective temperature if the planet
were in radiative equilibrium with the incoming

where H is the atmospheric scale height in kin, solar radiation. The total flux radiated from

and z is the height in km above the clouds. Jupiter, for an effective temperature of 153° K,
We now assume that the 128° K temperature is 3.1× 104ergs cm-_ sec -1. The incoming radia-

measured by Murray and Wildey (1963) refers to tion flux from the Sun :_r a Jovian albedo 9f 0.47
a level high up in the atmosphere where the is, however, enly 0.8×10' ergs cm -_ sec -_. The
optical thickness of NH8 in the 8-12 _ spectral difference of 2.3×104 ergs cm-_ sec -_ is probably
interval has decreased to a value of unity. At the radiation being emitted from the interior of
this level the total optical thickness of the atmos- the planet.

phere above will be <0.1. We therefore solve A ro_zghestimate o" the gravitational potential
Eq. (1) for T, putting T, ffi128° K and _,=0. energy released by Jupiter (3M2G/SR, where M
The effective temperature of the planet thus calcu- and R are the mass and radius of the planet)
lated is 153° K. Equations (1) and (2) are now indicates that if this energy were uniformly dis-
combined to obtain the temperature profile of the tributed over a period of 101°years, the present
atmosphere above the clouds, flux from the interior of the planet could be as

For the total optical thickness of 0.66, the highas3.2×106ergscm-2sec -_. The rate of the
eloudtop temperature is also found to be 153° K. release of energy due to the gravitational con-
For the vertical distribution of the temperature, traction of the planet has certainly not remained
calculations have been made for the two model uniform over this length of time, and the lumi-
atmospheres and the results are shown on the nosity of the planf_t is probably much less now
left-hand side of Fig. 2. than in the earlier period of the planetary history.

From this figure it may be noted that the 128° Our calculations indicate that if the present rate
K temperature measured by Murray and Wildey of radiation from the interior of the planet were
corresponds to the level of 35 or 70 kin, depending only 1/12 of its average value, the relatively
on which model is being considered. Thi_, is higher temperatures observed in the atnlosphere
consistent wi_h the fact that Murray and Wildey of Jupiter could be explained by the release of
observed a very slight limb darkening, which de- energy due to the gravitational contraction.

notes the existence of a very small temperature In the higher atmosphere of Jupiter, the tern-
gradient at these levels, perature profile is modified by the deposition of

the solar untraviolet energy. We shall therefore

,7o , _-- • ' "_ _ _ ' _] assume that the isothermal region extends only
JUPITER

,.o T,_,,o,_,o,, A,,,,.d° up to a level defined _s the "mesopause." Above
A,_o,Dho,,Ahoy°,_o¢,°,d, this level the absorption of solar ultraviolet radia-

tso _ f.J_.-2o

_. ,._,, z tion by hydrogen and helium is very significant,,o ....... and part of the energy deposited at that level will

,3o _"_, ,_,,, u heat the atmosphere above the isothermal value,,.o.oo3- of 128° K. This increase in temperature in the
,2o_ "°'_'°"" "exosphere" gives rise to a positive temperature

°_L gradient and permits the energy deposited in the__,_ , , , ,_ _____________..... i upper atmosphere to be conducted downwards.
_ 30 ,,o _o ,oo _oo3oo4oo _._ The "mesopause" is defined as the altitude at

•'""_' _=) which all the energy conducted downwards from
the higher atmosphere is radiated away. In theFZOt_L_2.--The verticaldistributionof temperaturein the

atmosphereof Jupiter above the clouds for the two case of Jupiter CH, and NH, are the radiating
modelatmospheres, molecules.
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Following the method described by Bates (1951) In an atmosphere mainly composed of hydrogen
and Chamberlain (1962), we find that the meso- and helium, the equilibrium electron density in

pause is at a level where the total number density the ionosphere will be determined by a numbc. of
is _-_3X10 _4cm -3. These calculations are made ionizing, recombination, and charge exchange

on the assumption that "vibrational relaxation" processes. The most important of these reactions
exists at this altitude, i.e., collisions are rare are shown in Table 1 and have been considered

during the radiative lifetime of the molecules, in the present study.

The levels at which the number density equals From table 1 it is readily seen that though

3Xl0 's cm -3 correspond to 104 and 187 km only the ions of He and H2 will be formed by
above the clouds for the two model atmospheres direction photoionization of these gases, H, +, H+,
a.. shown in Fig. 2. and Hell + can also be expected to be produced

Below the level of the mesopause, the atmos- by charge transfer mechanisms. The reaction
phere is thoreughly mixed and the mean molec- (6) to form H3+ is very rapid, so that, in equilib-
ular weight does not vary with the altitude, rium, little H2+ can be expected. Hell + is also
Above the level of the mesopause, the atmosphere formed fairly rapidly [reactions (5) and (8)], fur-
is assumed to be in diffusive separation and the ther decreasing the conc*,,;.tration of H2+ and also
vertical distribution of each constituent is caleu- of He + ions. Hydrogen atoms are generated by
lated for its own molecular weight. This assump- these reactions at a fairly fast rate and H + ions
tion is based on the analogy with the Earth, and can be produced by direct photoionize4ion. Be-

• is supported by the suggestion of Spinrad and cause of the slow recombination rate of H + [mac-
Trafton (1963) that strong circulation cmTents tion (13)], it becomes an important constituent of

:_ leading to thorough mixing may exist in the the ionosphere. We therefore first calculate the
= atmosphere above the clouds, distribution of H atoms in the upper atmosphere

The rise in temperature in the atmosphere of Jupiter and then proceed to the computation
above the mesopause level is calculated by asum- of equilibrium electron densities in the ' mosphere

• ing that 50 percent of the ultravit,i_ radiation of Jupiter.
- absorbed in the upper atmosphere ()t<912,_)

goes into heating. The method used for these Distributionof Hydrogen
calculations is that described by Nicolet (1959),

, and forthetwo model atmospheres,exospheric Hydrogen atoms generatedathigheraltitudes

. temperatures of 140° and 135° K, respectively, are assumed to diffuse downward and recombine
are obtained (Fig. 2). by three-body recombination processes [reaction

This considerably smaller increase in tempera- (14)] at lower altitudes, the third body lacing
ture on Jupiter, as compared with the exospheric either Hs or He depending on the atmospheric
temperature of the Earth, which is of the order model being considered. , race the reeombmatmn
of 1500° K, results because (I) the intensity of time is long compared with the time to diffuse

: sor,r radiation at Jupiter is 27 times less than at through the atmosphere, H atoms may be con-
the distance of the Earth; (2) the conductivity for sidered in diffusive equilibrium, distributed expo-
the gaseous mixture on Jupiter is higher than for nentially at high altitudes but with the density
the Or-N_ mixture for the Earth; and (3) the decreasing rapidly at lower levels where recom-

bination is significant. In equilibrium, the totaldensity scale heights in the upper atmosphere arc
,',_5 times less than in the upper atmosphere of hydr,)gen atoms generated each second must equal
the Earth. the total lost due to recombination.

IONOSPHERE From reactions (5), (6), (8), 10, and (12) of

Using the temperature distribution in the upper Table 1, it is seen that every ionised lt_ molecule
atmosphere of Jupiter shown in Fig. 2, we can will form two H atoms, and also every ionized
now proceed to investigate the properties of an He atom will result in two H atoms. The total
ionospheric layer which may be formed by the rate of formation of atomic hydrogen, J(H), can
photoionisation of the atmospheric constituents be obtained by inttgrating the ioni_ation rates of
by the solar ultraviolet radiation. Hs and He over a vertical column.
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TABLE 1.--Hydrogen and Helium Reactions

Cross section

Process Reaction or rate symbol Reference Remarks
and value

Photoionization (1) H.. +hv--.Ht+Te a(H_) a,b X-<804 ._
(2) H-i-hv-,H_A-e a(H) c ),_<912
(3) He A-hv--*He+-I-e o'(He) d ),_<504

Charge transfer and ion- (4) He + +H2--*He +H_ + _ -- 10-n f Estimated
molecule reactions (5) He++H_-*HeH++H ,s ffi10 -n e Upper limit

(6) HI++H2-'*Hs+-bH o6ffi5×10 -10 e ..........................

(7) H2++H--*H++Hz ,7 = 1O-z° f,o Not measured, unimpor-
tant relative to (6)

(8) H2+A-He-_IIeH+-I-H os-- 10-to e ..........................

Recombir, ation (9) Hz+-i-e--*H'-i-H '' ,9 = 10-t c,f-n Upper limit
(1O) HeH*d-e--,He-i-H al0ffi10"t f Estimated

(11) He++e-,He _n-- 10-n c Theoretical, He_ + negligible
at low pressures

(12) H_+-be--*H2 A-H o,=-- 10-s f Estimated
(13) H++e--*H ,is ffi10-_= c Theoretical

(14) HA-H+X_H_4-X o1_= 10-_ f,h,p X may be H2 or He
(15) H+e-,H-+_.o o15= 10-It q Rate to small too be

significant

• Po I_e and G. L. We{ntler,Astrophys.J. 115, 570 (1952). _M. A. Biondiand S. C. Brown,Phys. Rev. 76, 1697 (1949).
bN. Wainfan,W.C. Walker,and G. L. Weitmler,Phyt. Rtr. 99, 542 JJ. M. Richardsonand R. B. Nolt, Phys. Rev. 81, 1531 (1951).

(1955). t L.J. Varnerin,Phys. Rtv. 84, 563 (1951).
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Assuming that the solar flux of wavelengths method consists of solving "_hediffusion equation
<804_ is completely absorbed above the meso- given by Chapman and Cowling (1939) with the
pause in the ionization of H_ and He, then J(H) following boundary conditions: (1) At higher alti-
=2× the total numbel of photons incident on a _udes the diffusion current equals the rate of
square centimeter column. At the distance of formation cf H. This is a reasonable assumption
Jupiter, the solar flux of ), <804_, can be obtained since recombination will occur mainly at lower
by reducing by a factor of 27 the observed values altitudes, (2) At some lower altitude both the
of the solar flux at the distance of the Earth diffusion current and the density of atomic hydro-

: recently published by Hinterreger (1961). This gen must go to zero. Thi_ is probably also reason-
gives J(It)=2×109atomscm -2 sec -1. able since recombination will simultaneously

Having obtuined the total rate of production reduce both of these quantities.
of atomic hydrogen, we can now determine the Using these boundary conditions, Zabriskie
vertical distribution of this gas following the derives a simple expression to compute the
method described by Zabriskie (1960). This vertical distribution of atcmic hydrogen. His
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formulation has been applied to the two model Ionization

:: atmospheres that have been studied, "_nd the Having obtained the distributions of He, H_,
_ resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 3. and H with altitude, it is now possible to compute

It is noted in Fig. 3 that the maximum density the equilibrium ion density distribution as a
fr of atomic hydrogen is of the order of 5X 109 cm-3 function of height.

i and occurs at a level 10-20 km above the meso- The ionization equations for the reactions
; pause. It is also noted that the density of atomic listed in Table 1 are as follows:

hydrogen increases rapidly above the mesopause
and then decreases exponentially with a scale h,=Q,(H_)TQ_(He)TQ_(H)-agn _(H2+)
height of approximately 44 km for the two cases. -alon_n(Hell+) -a,n_n( He+.

._ - _nn,n(H3 +)-a13n_n(H +) (3)
£-

,¢ :-_,,,_:_- _ h(He+):=Q'(He)-a'n'n(He+)Di_,,,b,,,.,f -- a4n(He+)n(H2)
_, ,", Above,h, c,,._ L,,, | --aan(He+)n(H2) (4)

-_ ,d ' h (I-I_+)= Q.(I-I2)- agn_n(H2+)- _.n(I-Ie)n(//2 +)
;. - a.n(I-I2) n (H2+)- aTn(H)n(I-I_+)

-I Model rf ) ] )

_: _ ", ,,,,,_ +a,n(H2)n(He +) (5)
: o . "'"'.,. fi(HeH+ ) = asn(H2)n(He +) +asn(He)n(H2 +)_' -_ ,o

i "g -a,on,n(HeH +) (6)

h(H3 +) = aen(H_)n(H_ +) - al_n_n(Hs+) (7)

,o' , h(H +) =Q,(H)+a7n(H_+)n(H)-a]3n,n(H +) (8)

", and the total ion density

., , n, = n(He +)+ n(H_+)+ n(tIeH +)

' ,d ----_ ,_ , _ _o ' ' 4_ "_ +n(H3+)+n(H+). (9)" 0--- 50 Ioo 4o0350 500 5502OO
'_ AIIIIUdl ( Z )k111

In these equations n(X) is the density of con-FIava_. &--Distribution of hydrogen atoms with height in

the upperatmosphere of Jupiter. st;ment X at any altitude z, a,'s are the corre-
, sponding values of reaction rates given in Table l,

Q_(X) is the photoionization rate, and n_ is the

: Although the two model atmospheres are two electron density in cm-_..
_. extreme cases in which the H/He ratio varies by The rate of formation of H- from reaction (15)
' a factor of 600, it is interesting to note that the is so slow that it has been neglected in the above

equilibrium number density of atomic hydrogen equations. He_+ is also neglected since it is too
for the two cases is approximately the same. The unstable to contribute significantly. In addition,

•_ amount of atomic hydrogen however, even at the it is found that there is little He + to produce He_+
level of its peak density, is some 10_ times less by the three-body reaction.

! than the total number of particles. Since n(He +) and n(H_ +) will be small in corn-
Since it has been assumed that diffusive separa- parison with n(H_ +) or n(HeH +) and n, with

tion applies above the mesopause, the densities respect to n(H_) or n(He), we can neglect certain
of molecular hydrogen and of helium at these terms in these equations. In Eq. (4) one can
altitudes are readily found from the temperature neglect the term involving a, and in Eq. (5), the
distribution and they will decrease more rapidly term with a,. Also reaction (4) is unimportant
than the density of atomic hydrogen. Conse- compared to reaction (6). This is because n(He +)

: quently, at an altitude of roughly 400 km above will not be sufficiently larger than n(H_ +) to make
the mesopause for Model I, and at 240 km above up for the difference in rate coefficients.

_' the mesopause for Model II, atomic hydrogen is From these equations we find that the contri-
the dominant constituent, bution of n(He +) and n(H_+) to the total electron
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density is relatively small and therefore we can the relevant spectral regions for the ionization of
safely neglect these terms in Eq. (9). The total the individual gases, it may, however, be noted
equilibrium electron density is therefore tbat H2 is the principal absorber of the far ultra-

violet radiation, even when He is the principal
n, fn(H+)Tn(H._+)+n(HeH+). (10) constituent, due to the following reasons: (a)

The density scale height is large compared to He
On solving the resulting set of simultaneous equa- by a factor of 2, and (b) at altitudes of _-_180 km

tions and inserting the values of the reaction and above, H2 is the principal constituent. (At
rates from Table 1, we find much higher altitudes where H is the major con-

n,={lOs[Q,(He)-t {5n(H2)+n(He)}Q,(H_)]5n(H2)+ n (H) + n (He) absorber.Stituent'it is optically too thin to be theprincipal)
In Table 2 the values of • have been calculated

+ 10,2[ n(H)Qe(H_) ]_1/2
Q_(H)-t 5n-_)+_)J). (11) for the relevant spectral interval for the various[ overlapping bands. _ =, the total incident solar

flux in a wavelength band, is calculated for the
In order to evaluate the concentration of elec- distance of Jupiter from the values obtained

tron density as a function of altitude, we first recently by Hinterreger (1961) at the distance of
determine the rates of production of H +, H_+, the Earth.

and He +. The ionization cross sections of atomic hydrogen
The rate of production of ions is are theoretical and have been obtained from Bates

x2 (1962). References for v(H2) and a(He) are given
Qe(X) =¼]nz(X)ax(X)_z(X)dX, (12) in Table 1. From the numerical values listed in

x' Table 2, we calculate the produchon rates of the
where n,(X) is the number density of the ionizing H, He, and H= ions from Eq. (12), using a mean
constituent X at the level z, ax(X) is the ionization approximation over the band, and the results
cross section for the constituent at the wavelength are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

X, and _,(_,) is the solar radiation flux at wave- It may be noted that the rate of production of
length h reaching the level z, after having been H + is 10 times less than the rate of production of
attenuated by all the ionizing constituents above. H, + in both our model atmospheres. As the
The factor 1/4 is due to the fast rotation of recombination rate of H+ ;_much slower than that
Jupiter, so the evaluation of Q, gives a mean value

of the ion production rate over the whole globe. ,o----r--_-,, :_ i-_-_-b - _--i_--- T---]

Equation (12) is evaluated by approximating the _ )ols( hMidd: lye e Coud Level ]

ionization cross section over the spectral interval
H) ( IlI

and also by taking an average value of t.l,._solar "-,
radiation _ over the relevant _pectral regions.

, , _(Model I)

The values used al _ shown in the Table 2. "',

The ionization sections and the corresponding

wavelengths for He, H2, and H are given in Table _ ,6' "",,,,,,,,,

2. Although there` is a significant overlapping in __ _| ",,,,., _,_

TABLE 2.--Mean Cross Sections and Fluxes

_(H_) (X<504) 1.7 X 10-'* cm' .d_L "',_(lI,) (804 > X> 504) 6.1X 10-" cm s
#(Hc) (X<504) 3.3X 10-Is cm s

_(H) (912 > X> 804) 5.0 X 10-_s cm= ,,
\

tl i I I ,,1, l i \ i

_(H) (804>X>504) 3'OXlO-V' cm= pd _ _oo ,50 zoo _5o 3oo $so 400 4_o 5oo 550_(H) (X<504) 6. 0X I0-'*cm=

(k<504) 6.7X108ph/cm=/sec= a,t,tud.(Z)km
®

® (804>X>504) 4'0Xl0*ph/cmZ/sec= FmvRv. 4.--Rate of production of H+ in the upper
• nlatermzer, 1961, atmosphere of Jupiter
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_' lOt--r--_--7----r M _--_

Oe (H2)cand Oe(He)vs Air*Jude Above the Cloud Level

'_ Electron Density n, v$ Altitude

_ /Oe(Hz)(iodel II) Above the Cloud Level

_;_ Q.(H.}(Mode_]] )/_ _Q. (H z ) (Model I ) JUPITER

_ -- _, -- H/He=20(Model I}

"_' _ \ I0'

O 50 IOO 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

._ Altitude (Z]km \\\ \

i_. FmuRE &--Rate of production of H2+ and He + for Mode!
_ I and Model II atmospheres.

of H2+ [which is via Ha+ or Hell +, or dissociatively 0 Ioo 200 300 400 500 600 700 Ioo
_:_ via reaction (9), Table 1], it is expected that the A,i,,.de (Z)A_

: atomic hydrogen will be a significant contributor Fmva_ 6._Distribution of total equilibrium electron
: to the total electron density. In the case where density as a function ofaltitude in the upper atmosphere
:; He makes up 97 percent of the total atmosphere, of Jupiter.
_, Fig. 4 shows that even then the rate of production
_ of He ions is less than H2+, though the amount of RESULTS

hydrogen in the atmosphere has been assumed to
_" be only 3 percent. This circumstance is due to The following are some of the important results
_ the screening of the radiation less than 504/_ by of the preceding calculations regarding the
: the H2 above, atmosphere of Jupiter:

/ Using these computed values of Q_(H_), Q,(He), (1) If the cloudtop temperature of Jupiter is

.,_ and Q,(H), we can now calculate _he total electron 153° K and the amounts of NHs and CH4 above

densities as a function of altitude from Eq. (11). the clouds are 700 and 15 000 cm-atm, then the
The results are shown in Fig. 6, which is a plot total average optical thickness of the atmosphere

l_1 of n, vs altitude for both models, in the infrared is 0.66.

When H/He = 20, the peak electron density is (2) Assuming the atmosphere to be in radiative
7X10 s cm -_ and occurs at ,-_200 km above the equilibrium, the approximate temperature profile

cloud level, with a secondary maximum of about calculated by a simplified version of the equation
3X 10_ at --_350 km altitude. In the Model II of radiative transfer for a gray atmosphere indi-

atmosphere, the maximum electron density occurs eates that the temperature near the cloudtop
at 110 km with a peak value of about 10_ cm-*. decreases with altitude slowly to reach an asymp-
The extent of the ionosphere in the two cases is totie value of 128" K at approximately 35 km for
of the order of --, 500 kin. Model II and at approximately 70 km for Model I

The major constituent of the ionosphere for (Fig. 2). These temperature profiles are consist-
both models is H +, contributing more than 99 ent with the recently measured temperatures of

percent of the ions. The maximum concentra- the planets in the far infrared and in the mm
tion of H, + and Hell +, for the two eases, is ,-,,10" region of the planetary spectrum.
to 10_ cm-_. H_+ and He + ions have a peak (3) The temperature of the upper atmosphere
concentration even less, ,_10 _ cm-*. of Jupiter has been calculate_, assuming that 50
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percent of the ultraviolet energy deposited in the --*I-Ia++H which contributes significantly in the
thermosphere is converted to heat and the energy formation of H.
is conducted downwards to the mesopause to be Rishbeth (1959) has made a very rough study
radiated away by CH, and NH3. The mesopause of the ionosphere of Jupiter with the main result
levels for Model 1 and II are at 187 km and that an ionosphere mainly composed of H+ is
106 kin, respectively, and the corresponding exo- formed with a maximum density of 106 electrons
spheric temperatures are found to be 140° and cm -3. This result is very similar to ours, but it
135° K The results are summarized in Fig. 2. is based on the erroneous assumption that the

(4) Calculations of the equilibrium electron major fraction of H2 is directly photodissociated
density for Model I (H/He=20) result in an into atomic hydrogen which then ionizes to H+.
ionospheric layer with a maximum density of From the results of Rishbeth, it is not clear at
,--7×10 s electrons cm -8 at an altitude of 200 km precisely what altitude this maximum occurs.
above the cloud level. A slightly higher electron The photodissociation of H2 is a very inefficient
density (1.0×106 cm-3) is achieved in the second process (Bates and Nicolet, 1950) and although
case when H/He=0.03, the peak being at 120 km we are in agreement with Rishbeth for the maxi-
above the clouds, mum electron density, our process of formation

(5) The major constituent of the ionosphere of atomic hydrogen is through the dissociative
in both cases in H+. recombination of Ha+ and H_+.

Zhelezniakov (1958) has also briefly discussed
DISCUSSION the formrtion of a Jovian ionosphere and quotes

a maximum electron density value of 107 cm -s.
Results on the electron density distribution in This estimate is based on the assumption that the

the upper atmosphere of Jupiter may be compared "effective recombination coefficient in the hydro-
with the earlier studies of the Jovian ionosphere, gen layer" is 4×10 -t4 cm -8 sec -1, which is

The most comprehensive study to date of the incompatible with the values given in Table 1.
possible structure of the ionosphere of Jupiter It may be mentioned that in our calculations
has been made by Zabriskie (1960). His main we have neglected the possible dissociation and
conclusion is that a Jovian ionosphere of peak ionization of methane and ammonia, which may
electron density greater than 105 cm -8 is highly be quite important at the level of the mesopause
unlikely. The disagreement of our results with and may give rise to a secondary ionization peak
those of Zabriskie is probably due to the follow- at that altitude.
i,lg differences in our basic assumptions and ap- The results of this study may have an important
proach to the problem: bearing on the validity of those hypotheses which

(1) The exospheric temperatures assumedarbi- invoke the ionosphere of Jupiter as a direct
trarily by Zabriskie were, for his two cases, 600° participant in the generation of the decameter
K and an isothermal atmosphere at 100° K. radiation. For example, a mechanism has re-

(2) Only hydrogen was assumed to be the cently been proposed which required electron
ionizable constituent of the Jovian atmosphere, densities of the order of 108 cm-s in the Jovian

(3) Zabriskie underestimates the ionization of ionosphere (Chang, 1963).

atomic hydrogen by neoglecting the ionizing radia-
tion band of 804-912 A, for which he assumes an ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
ionization cross section of 10-2° cm _. According
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THE INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER

EXPERIMENT (IRIS)*
R. A. HANEL AND L. CHANEYt

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS spectral resolution of 5 cm-1. The IRIS experi-

In addition to the experimenters, the following ment is deliberately aimed at a wide spectral
people made substantial contributions to the range to permit dear identification of many
effort presented here: pre_,..table spectral features and, even more im-

portant, to allow a search for unexpected phenom-
Frank Bartko, Goddard Space Flight Center ena. For a nominal fly-by distance of 5000 km,

Fred Bartman, University of Michigan the resolved area will be a circle of 250-km
diameter, approximately equivalent to the resolu-

Lawrence Byrne, Goddard Space Flight Center tion now obtained by photographic techniques
with ground-based telescupes.Grady Nichols, Goddard Space Flight Center

The wide spectral range of the instrument,
Dr. David Wark, United States Weather Bureau combined with the relatively high spectral resolu-

1. SCOPE tion, makes a variety of scientific studies possible;
these can be grouped into investigations concern-

The purpose of this report is ing the atmosphere, and those concerning the

to show how significant information on the planetary surface. In addition, many c,ther in-
atmosphere and surface of Mars can be ferences can be made from the results of the

measurements. The following discussions indicateextracted from the thermal-emission spec-
the wide scope of scientific investigations made

trum of the planet possible by this experiment.
to describe the design of an infrared inter-
ferometer capable of measuring the thermal= 2.1 The Thermal=EmissionSpectrum

emission spectrum The thermal-emission spectrum of a planetary

to document requirements and constraints of atmosphere depends on many parameters, of
which the most important are the temperaturethe infrared interferometer experiment on a

pla_:_et_ry fly-by spacecraft profile, the surface temperature and emissivity,
the concentratinn of atmospheric const.itl:e,:ts,

1°_.•2. SCIENTIFICOBJECTIVES and the surface pressure. Under th_ con(,: .Ion of

The objective of the infrared interferometer radiative equilibrium, the temperature profile is
spectrometer (IRIS):I: experiment is to obtain completely defined by the parameters mentioned
information on the composition and structure of above as well as the solar zenith angle. In
the atmosphere and surface of the planet Mars. theory, if a greater number of measurements of
This information will be extracted from the ther- the 3pecific intensity are obtained than the un-

real-emission spectrum within the interval of known parameters which exist, then all parameters
2000 cm -_ (5 microns) to 500 cm-_ (20 microns) influencing the thermal-emission spectrum can be

determined; however, the measurements must beand possibly to 300 cm-1 (33 microns) with a
made in independent spectral cegions or at differ-

"Published aa Goddard Space Flight Center Document X--650-6,_-20._, ent zenith angles. In practice, the extraction of
,,L_i_o4. individual parameters is more difficult, and withintUnivemity of Michigan.

1:IRIS is the Greek word for rainbow, the limited accuracy of the instruments, different
946
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parameters can be determined only within certain
limits.

_ To study the influences of the various param-
eters on the thermal-emission spectrum and to see wo-_
how these parameters can be determined from the

•. measurements, some preliminary calculations have
been made (Figure 1, Table 1).

. The radiative equilibrium temperature dzstri- 3 x I0-z
bution for a simulated Martian atmosphere has
been calculated, using technique described in

Reference 1. Some cases are shown in which the
temperature distributions require modification

;:-_ due to convective energy transport. Five indi- _" jo-2
vidual cases were studied: __ "t"- _ --_-

a.

Case 1 corresponds to the estimated maxi-
mum conditions which could possibly occur

_ near the subsolar point. The surface tern- _ __o-_
:_ perature was assumed to be 320°K, slightly
' above the maximum measured from the earth

; in the atmospheric window. The calculated
temperature profile is shown in Figure 1.

Case 2 corresponds to the expected nominal IO-' [ J l_5o 2oo 2_o 3oo 350
condition in the late afternoon local Martian T ('KI

time and +45 ° latitude. FmunE l.--Radiative equilibrium temperatures in a

= Cases 3 and 4 have been calculated for higher simulated Ns-COs atmosphere with trace amounts of
water.

surface pressures.

Case 5 is representative of the coldest condi-
tions expected during the Martian night, considered in addition to the C02 and the small

amount of water vapor. Furthermore, these cal-
All calculations were carried out for an NrCO_ culations assume only pressure broadening of the

atmosphere with trace amounts of H_O. Other spectral lines. In the low-pressure conditions to
gaseous constituents that may be detected (by be expected on Mars, Doppler broadening will be

i_ techniques described later) may influence the an important factor and must be considered in a
. equilibrium temperatures, and will have to be more refined treatment.

, TABL_ 1.--Summary of Assumptione Made in the Calculations of Temperatures for the Five
CaaesShown in Figure I.

Case 1 2 3 4 5

_olarzenithangle................... 0° 60° 60° 60° night
_urfacetemperature(degreesKelvin)__ 320° 270° 270° 270° 200°
_urfacepressur_(atmospheres)........ 01 .01 .03 . {_'_ .01
_Osconcentration.................... 25 .25 .10 .25 .25
H_Oconcentration................... 4.10-* .4.10 -s .4.10-* .4.10 -G •4.10-*
_urfaceemissivity................... 1 1 1 1 1
_urfacereflectionfornear-infrared..... 25 .25 .25 .25 .25
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3_o 2.2 Atmospheric Composition

the Martian atmosphere (CO2, H_O) and esti-
mates of their abundances are among the objec-

f - tives of the IRIS experiment. But an even more

_0o important objective is the possible detection; as
I) w_ll as the establishment of better upper limits, of

yet unidentified but suspected constituents (N_O,
NO, NO_, CH4, C_H4, C2H,, NHs, 08).

The identification of gases is based on the
characteristic absorption spectrum of each gas.

T_ Gases in the atmosphere absorb thermal radiation
z_o from the surface and, according to Kirchhoff's

law, re-emit blackbody radiation as determined by
their own temperature. As most atmospheric
temperatures will be somewhat lower than surface
temperatures, the atmospheric spectra will appear
as absorption spectra. However, this is not neces-
sarily true under all conditions; for example,
under the condition of a strong temperature in-

20o version in the atmospber_, or in spectral regions
where the surface emissivity is low, a reversal may
take place and the spectrum of a gas may appear
in emission. These complications do not exist in
the interpretation of spectra in the visible or
near-infrared (say below 2 microns) where thermal

leo emission is negligible compared to reflected solar
Jl_ I t _ _ _ I _ I _ t 1 J J _ I radiation.

_(_) The long-wave infrared spectra may be more
I I I I i I I I I I difficult to interpret, and the theory of radiative

20O0_00 10O0 8OO S.'O _0 4OO 300 _010O
)'(c.-,) transfer must be used extensively in a proper

Fzauss 2.--I_)w-resohtionthermalspectracalculatedfor treatment of the long-wave spectra; but the ther-
temperature profiles shown in Figure 1. real-emission spectra yield additional information,

such as the temperature profile, which will be
Figure 2 shows the corresponding thermal spec- discussed later. Furthermore, many atmospheric

tra. The spectral resolution of the diagram is constituents which might be of biological interest,
very low, varying between approximately 50 and such as CH4, are relatively complex molecules
100 wavenumbers in the most interesting portions, which show strong vibrational and rotational
The abscissa is proportional to the fraction of the bands in the middle and far infrared but very
energy available from a blackbody at 270°K. little detectable absorption phenomena in the
The wavenumber _.nd the wacelength scales are visible part of the spectrum. For these reasons,

nonlinear. The strong 15-micron COs band domi- the analysis of atmospheric contituents in the far
hates the central part in all spectra. Although infrared is extremely interesting in spite of the
the temperature profiles of Cases 3 and 4 are difficulties associated with their interpretation.
almost the same, the higher abundance of C02 in Figure 3 shows the spectra of constituents
C_.se 4 causes lower temperatures in the 15-- which may be expected in _!J_ atmosphere of
micron band. A comparision between Cases 2 Mars. The spectra are drawn _chematically only,
and 4 clearly show th_ strong influence of the sur- without the many details which can be recognized
face p_ssure, evidence that the surface pressure with a resolution of 5 wavenumbers. The abun-
may be t.xtracted from the emission spectrum, dance of the gases was taken according to the
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Fmvaz 3.uInfrared spectra of possible coMtituenta of the Martian atmosphere.

upper Zimits presently accepted (Kuiper, 1952; faster decay of the line shape ,_way from the line
Sinton, 1961)*. The optical depth is shown on a center and consequently gives rise to a much
relative scale, weaker continuum than that indicated. The 15-

The broad wings of the bands shown in Figure 3 micron CO, band and the N20 band near 8
correspond to the absorption continuum arising microns, using the above upper limits and racas-
from the sum of the wings of all individual lines in ured band intensities, are strong enough to be
the band. The situation for the Lorent, line totally opaque. Methaae (CH,)and other hydro-
shape is shown. This must be considered an carbons (C2H,) may also be detected. Water
upper limit for a number of reasons: First, as vapor, o-one, and others are more difficult to
Benedict has shown, the Lorentz shape does not extract from the spectra But, because water
strictly apply far away from the line centers; vapor is extremely important both from an atmos-
second, and more important, Doppler broadening pheric-physics and from a biological viewpoint, a
will be an important factor which causes a much technique for the possible identification of this as

well as other less abundant constituents will be
*m_ma_,_,ads. described here.
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Watervaporhasstrongvibration-rotationbands tion of the received spectrum and the known
near 6.3 hilcrons and the rotational band beyond spectrum of water vapor is obtained by
20 microns. If the spectral response of the instru-
ment is restricted to 20 micro_ls, then only the Ccz)ffifI,W(,+z;&,.
tirst bands are available for analysis. Figure 4
shows the transmission of a synthetic atmosphere Even under conditions of severe noise, the cross-
consisting of the expected amount of CO2 and correlation function shows a maximum for x ffiO.
water vapor, in the full detail to which the spectra The correlation technique is a powerful tool for
can be generated by the interferometer. In recognizing and estimating the amount of parti-
addition, the figure shows spectral transmission cular constituents in a complicated and possibly
of CH4 and N_O, both present in a quantity noisy spectrum. Figure 5 shows a sample of a

cross-correlation function of the water-vapor spee-corresponding ot the presently accepted upper
limit, and under the expected average atmos- trum with a combination of random noise and
pheric cGnditions. As can be seen, the atmos- water vapor (signal-to-noise ratio equal ;o oneL
phere is nearly opaque between 600 and 750 The same technique may also be employed to

assess the amounts or upper limits for otherwavenumbers (15-micron COs band) and near

1300 (N_O). Water vapor shows absorption atmospheric constituents.

phenomena between about 1300 and 2000 wave- 2.3 Atmospheric Structure
numbers. Even in the strongest parts, the maxi-
mum abs(_rption does not exceed _. few percent. Use of satellite-measured radiation values to
Consequently, it will be difficult to recognize. ;_e d:.terminc the atmospheric temperature distribu-
presence of water vapor in this I:and, and even tion of the earth's atmosphere has been discussed
more difficult to determine the ab_mdance qua,'.i., by Kaplan (1960), Wark (1961), Yamamoto
tativcly. Fortunately, however, the water-vapor (1961), King (19ti3_, and Fleming, et al. (1964).*
band spreads over almost 700 wavem:mbers and Temperature distr,[ution in the atmosphere is
shows considerable structure. This feature allows related to the absor_:t;_)n characteristics and the
the use of statistical methods t¢, obtain infoJ'ma- ::pward radiance _t_:_,_gh the radiative transfer

tion about water vapor from ' almost 140 equation expressed, f.:,:,example, in terms of the
individual spectral data point'J ,Jcnved from a pressure. In the _1_:__ral region of strongest
single interferogram. The cross-col,_el_tion rune- *_o,_a-. 4. _.s. 7._,. _

o.o_ , "¢_"

L /

o_ cO_

1
04©
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°_ Fmusz 5.-Cro_s-correlationfunction of the spectrumof
i. water vapor and a combinationof water vapor plus

'_: random noise with a sigmd-to-noise ratio of unity.

_= absorption, the atmospheric emission arises from ,o
the upper portion of the atmosphere. Radiation

in spectral regions of weaker absorption originates [ l l l
_- from lower layers in the atmosphere. Similar o o.z 0.4 _e o.e =.o
; considerations can be applied to the extraction of TRANSMITTANf[:
_, the temperature distribution o! the Martian FxGuar_&--Transmission function of COt in selected

spectral intervals in the 15_ band.
atmosphere.

To illustrate, Filzure 6 shows the transmission detected by the probe. Lorent._ broadening only
in _elected spectral intervals within the 15#carbon was taken into account; thi_ approach is inac-

i° dioxide band. The transmission data were 9ro- curate, especially at the lower atmospheric pl_-
. vided by Wark and Yamamoto. The transmis- sures. In general, a somewhat greater .tbsorption

sion curves are based upon unpublished laboratory will be found than that shown, but the differences
measurements (Yamamoto, Sasamori, Wark and will be very small in all but the intervals of
Moore abstract in Publication IAMAP No. 13 on greatest absorption. Figure 7 demonstrates that
the X,Ilth General ._embly of the 1UGG, 1963) the radiance values recovered by the !,_tederom-
which assumed that the total amount of CO2wa'J eter allow a determination of the temperature
5500 cm atmospheres, and the surface pres_lre profile. _s the interferometer resolution is 5
10 mb (Kuiper, 1964)* which corresponds approxi- cm -_ over the whole band, redundant measure-
mately to the expected conditions on Mars. ments are available which increase the accuracy

Temperature corrections were made in the same of the temperature determination.
manner as in the Meteorological Satellite Lab-

2.4 Sur_ce Studies
oratory (USWB) reports tl0 and f2l, using a
Mars model atmosphere to calculate effective After the atmosrt)eric constituents arc identi-
temperatures T, (surface temperature 2700K, fled, the effect of atmospheric absorption can be
adiabatic lapse rate to 0.5 rob, radiative equili- removed from the spectrum in those spectral
brium to 1 rob, extrapolation above.) ranges where _he at,_osphere is not opaque. The

Figure 7 shows the atmospheric =ones eontrib- specific intens;,y emitted by the surface in the
uting to the outgoing radiance which can be non-opaque regions is then obtained,

*_,_ o. 1,(surface)- 6B.(T..,=..).
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somewhat on the temperature of the sample and
to a ._uch higher degree on the surface r,)ughness.
Lyon (1963)* has studied the emission and reflec-

o.ol tion spectra of many mineral_ in great detail.
The emissivity nf several rocks in solid but
unpolished form can be judged from Figure 8.

U. I
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FZGURB7.-Weighting function_ indicating the pressure I I 1 I I I I
range from which thermal emission originatc_. 7 • s io il i2 is

WAVELENGTH- microns

In the far infrared, most natural surfaces known FIGueE8.-Emissivity in the infraredof rocksamples.
on eartil (rocks, gravel, plants, snow, etc.) have a
high emissivity over large spectral ranges. How-
ever, the crystalline structure of minerals and the Polished samples show an even stronger rest-
structure of complex molecules create stretching strahlen effect. Grooves on a rough surface act
and bending resonances. For example, quartz as small cavities and inc_rease the emissivity
exhibits strong stretching bands between 800 and considerably. Similar phenomena can be recog-
1100 cm-_ caused by the Si-O bond; other stretch- nized in the sandy or powdered form, as shown in
ing groups (Si-Si) appear between 600 and 800 Figure 9. Fine dust of a particle size below 1
cm-_. The same mineral has a bending mode micron loses the reststrahlen effect almost com-
(Si-O-Si) at 430 to 460 cm-_. These resonances pletely, and the surface emits almost with the
give a pronounced rise in the infrared reflectivity characteristics of a graybody or possibly even a
which can best be observed on polished samples, blackbody. Scattering effects also become ira-
The increase in reflectivity is necessarily associated portant for these particle sizes. For a grain the
with a redllction in emissivity over the same size of fine sand, approximately 25 to 50 microns,

spectral range, the reststrahlen phenomenon is weak, but the
The sharp rise in reflectivity has been well identification of the material may still be possible,

known since the early days of infrared studies, as has been demonstrated also by Bell and Eisner
Rubens ,sed the selective reflectivity of quartz (1956).t Identification of the mineralogical corn-

plates to ioslate narrow spectral bands in the f_:" *_to,_ _o.
infrared. The reststrablen phenomenon depends, _fo.._, 11.
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t though outside the spectral range of this experi-

ment, are a typical example of unexpected (and sc

far unexplained) spectral features. The search
for reflection or absorption phenomena is especially

SIFTED QUARTZPOWDERS interesting if the spatial resolution allows met_sure-
-- ments in predominantly bright and predominantly

FRACT ION dark areas.

TO I'Op. FRACTION A broad program of laboratory and field measo

I - TO43F FRACTION urements on earth is an indispensable requirement
for proper interpretation of planetary emission

m SAND, Imm spectra. The engineering model of the inter-z
o _ ferometer under construction will be used fora

experimental studies in this area.
m

E 8
w -- 2.5 Additional Investigations
a
= In addition to the generally well defined tasks

already mentioned, a number of inferences may
9.2y.

_r
- be derived directly or indirectly from the spectra:

QUARTZ Chemistryof the Atmesl_ere aadSurface
__ PI.ATE (Z CUT)

Chemical equilibrium between identified gases
12.S/z and others can be used to estimate the abundance0

of unidentified but suspected constituents; the
photochemical equilibrium between C02, CO, 02,
and 03 is one example. Furthermore, the atmos-

] _"OSF I ] ] I pheric gases must be in chemical equilibrium with
7 9 Io 13 the surface materials.

WAVELENGTH -- microns

FIGURE9.--Emissivity in the infrared of quartz and Ultraviolet RcKli_ion

quartz sand of differentgrain size. Knowledge of the composition of the atmos-
phere, especially the CO_ content and upper limits
for 08, allows calculations of the upper limits of

position of the Martian surface by the thermal-
the solar ultraviolet spectrum at the surface of the

emission spectrum is, therefore, very promising, planet. The ultraviolet radiation at the surface

except for areas where fine dust may cover a is of biological significance.
large portion of the surface. Such areas may
exist on Mars, but other areas may expose more

Re/athteHum/d/tyin the Atmosphere
solid rocks or gravel or coarse sand. Winds may
sweep highlands clear of the finer particles and The relative humidity near the surface is again
dust may accumulate in the valleys. The ap- of great biological interest. Low temperatures
pearance of apronouncedreststrahlen effect would near the morning terminator may allow water
not only allow identification of a particular min- vapor to condense in the form of dew or frost;
eral, but would also be indicative of a coarse condensation of Chis nature may be the only
surface structure, source of water available to vegetation if it is

The surface emission spectrum may also yield present. High temperatures near the subsolar
important information on the existence of other point would cause the water to boil there. At 10
chemical substances of inorganic, or possibly even rob, water boils at +7°C. The relative humidity
organic, nature if they occur in a sufficiently high in the atmospher,J also governs the condensation
concentration. The Sinton bands near 3.5_, al- of clouds. Atmospheric regions where water or
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ice clouds are possible, or likely, can therefore be ThermalInertia of SurfaceMaterial

determined. All these considerations will The surface temperature as a function of solar
be greatly aided by theoretical studies of radiative zenith angle, especially near the morning ter-
and convective equilibrium conditions in the minator, provides data about the thermal inertia
Martian atmosphere, of the surface material. Calculations similar to

Meteorology those performed for the lunar surface can be
applied. The great difference in thermal inertias

The temperature distribution in the atmosphere of loose sand and solid rock provides a tool for
and the mode of energy transport are intimately distinguishing among various surface conditions.
connected. The measured temperature profile

will give an indication of atmospheric stability. 3. THE INTERFEROMETERSPECTROMETER
Lapse rates close to the adiabatic one may indicate
a convective layer in the atmosphere (tropo- The instrument, basically a Twyman-Green
sphere). Theories on the general circulation, or modification of the Michelson interferometer
more concisely the Martian meteorology, are (Figure 10), departs from the classical laboratory
intimately related to the temperature profile, designs in several areas:

The temperature-versus-pressure data will also The drive mirror is suspended by a parallel
be imporLant in investigating the existence and leaf-spring system.

occasional sudden disappearance of the blue haze. The mirror assembly is driven by a moving coil
If this phenomenon is associated with condensing in a strong magnetic field; nearly critical damping
or sublimating material, the phase diagram of is provided by electronic means.

suggested materials must be consistent with the The mirror motion is monitored by an auxiliary
temperature structure derived by the experiment.

The planning of missions designed to land interferometer to assure proper sampling times
and uniformity in the mirror speed by closed-loopprobes on the surface of Mars will benefit also
feedback control.

from a better knowledge of the temperature profile,
the atmospheric composition, and the surface The compensating plate is moved to a position
press-re, adjacent to the beam-splitter.

The particular configuration of the interferom-
SpectralEmkslvityandSurfaceTemperature cter (Figure 11) was chosen because of its inherent

Determination of the spectral emissivity allows compactness, large light-gathering power, and
a more accurate determination of the true surface design simplicity.

temperature. Most materials which show resid- Radiation arriving within the field of view is
ual ray phenomena in certain parts of the spec- divided by the beam-splitter into two components
trum radiate as nearly blackbodies elsewhere, which recombin._ and interfere after reflections on

Therefore, the maximum equivalent blackbody the fixed and moving mirrors respectively. The
temperature determined over a wide spectral recombined beam, focused on the detector, is
range will be closer to the true temperature of the modulated by the motion of the scan mirror
surface than measurements obtained by radiom- proportional to the speed of the mirror and the
eters covering a wide or narrow spectral interval, wavenumber of the incident radiation. The out-
A better interpretation will be possible of radio- put signal from the detector, called the interfero-
metric data obtained in the atmospheric window gram, is the Fourier transformation of the spectrum
from the earth, or of radiometric measurements of the incident radiation. The signal is amplified,
performed from fly-byspaeeeraft. However, spe- digitized, and transmitted over the spacecraft
cial care must be taken in interpreting surface telemetering system. On the ground, the spec-
temperatures if the surface is covered with very trum is reconstructed by applying the inverse
fine powdery material; this situation will require transformation. The original pectrum can be
application of the scattering theory of small precisely reconstructed only within certain limits
particles den_iy packed, which is quite compli- of accuracy of spectral range and of spectral
cared and not well understood today, resolution.
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: FIGURE10._Schematic operation of Michelson interferometer.
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FIGUREll.--Sehematic diagram of interferometer cube, mirror drive system, and detector assembly.

3.1Theoryof FournlerSpectroscopy madegreatadvances;workhasbeenreportedby
Interferencespectroscopy,first suggestedby Fellge*.t(1958), Gebbie (1959), Mertz 1956),

Michelsonafter the developmentof hi_ origina! Connes (1961), Strong and Vanesse (1958-59),
_ interferometer,was not pursuedbecauseof ex- Loewenstein(1963),*and many others. Excel°
! treme computationaldifficulties,and furtherde- lent summaries may be found in articles by

velopmentwas forcedto waituponthe adventof Jacquinot(1960)and by Connes(1961)._
electronicsandhigh-speeddigitalcomputers. In .RefeM_12.13.14.1_._. _7,_d _S.
the last decade, interferencespectroscopyhas tP_or_a_z0,zd=0.
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The interferometer is shown schematically in x is the instantaneous value of the effec-
Figure 10; the source of radiation will be an tive path difference of the two beams of
extended source which completely fills the field-of- the interferometer (cm)

view with radiation passing through the instru- K_ is a parameter which expresses the
ment without collimation. The output fringe effective spectral responsivity of the
pattern of the interferometer is focused on the

interferometer, including the charac-
detector, which is masked to eliminate all but the teristics of the optics, the detector, and
central fringe. The output of the detector is the electronic amplifiers
amplified and recorded as a function of path

difference, d, between the fixed and movable The interferogram is then taken to be
mirror.

The relationship between the effective path I _4, ]difference, the order of interference, and the I_=2 _- (0)
co

radiation wavelength is = fK_N, cos 2T_Xd_,
m_ = 2d cos 0 0

where which is the Fourier cosine transform of K,.N,.
The product K,. N, can be obtained uniquely from

d is the path difference between the two inter- the measured interferogram, taking the inverse
ferometer paths (cm) transform by digital computation. The re-

lationship between N_ and the product K,.N,
m is the order of interference will be established by laboratory calibrations; the
X is the wavelength (cm) validity of the laboratory calibrations is estab-

lished by in-flight calibrations.
0 is the angle of an oblique ray through the The true spectral distribution K,.N, is found

interferometer, only when the interferogram is recorded for an

This expression shows that, for a given mono- infinite range of x. For ,'_finite range of x, each
chromatic signal of wavelength _,, the circular spectral component is spread out into a shape
fringe corresponding to a given order m expands known as the instrumental profile. This profile

also depends on the obliquity of rays through theaway from the center of the pattern as the sepa-
ration of the mirrors is increased. The detector interferometer, and thus on the solid angle of the

is mounted behind the mask so that only the field-of-view. The instrument profile may be
central fringe is detected; each spectral element is modified as desired during computation of the
thereby modulated sinusoidally at a rate inversely transform; this process, called apodization, usually
proportional to its wavelength. As the source is done to remove secondary maxima at the
has an appreciable range of spectral elements, the expense of resolution. Including all these effects,

the expression for the interferogram becomessignal detected will be the superposition of many
modulated intensities multiplied by a parameter

which is the "responsivity" of the system; i.e., I,=fN_.s(v, x).cos [2Tvx+¢(v, x)]dv,
0

If If where¢_z=_ K,N,&,+ K,N, cos 2_'_Xdv
S(v, x)fs(v, x) exp [iep(v, x)]

0 0

is the Fourier transform of the instrument profilewhere N_ is the spectral radiance of the source
(assumed to be the same at all parts of (including the parameter K, mentioned
the field-of-view) previously).

The spectral distribution is again obtained by

v is the wavenumber, cm-' (v=l'_ computing the Fourier transform of I(,). Recon-
struction of the spectral distribution of the source
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N, is obviously an approximation of the actual can both be made large for an interferometer, as

spectral distributiop. This approximate solution long as the resolution limitation R£=2T is not
(i.e., the transform of the interferogram) is the exceeded (for comparison, the same resolution

_i convolution of the actual spectral distribution limit for a grating spectrometer is R_2<0.1).
with the instrument profile; therefore, it is man- The transmission factor e is the only area where

fl datory to determine the form of the instrument the superiority of the interferometer, may be

i profile. This can be done experimentally, be- questioned for a given application. The reflec-

cause the instrument profile is the apparent tivity and transmissivity of the beam-splitter is
spectral distribution given by a monochromatic of primary importance and it may be difficult to
source. This determination of the instrument obtain high efficiency from mechanically suitable
profile is an important part of the laboratory materials in certain portions of the infrared
calibrations, spectrum.

Two factors which influence the instrument
3.2 Mechanical and ElectrornechanicalDesignprofile and reduce the quality of the data are the

limitation arising from the finite path of the The instrument for the IRIS exp(.riment con-
movable mirror, and the effect of oblique rays sists of:
through the interferometer. The resolution limit

* interferometer (cdbe, detector, mirror drive
imposed by the finite-path limitation is

system, preamplifiers)
1

R = _L or Av =_, • two auxiliary detectors, one for reflected solar
radiation, the other for total thermal radiation

(assuming linear apodization to remove secondary
maxima in the instrument function). The resolu- • telescope with calibration target (blackbody)

tion limit imposed by oblique-ray effects is • electronics compartment, containing all elec-
tronic circuits except for the preamplifiersv£

R£=21., or Av------ in the cube2_-"
• mechanical structure to receive the inter-

In the above, R is the resolution v/Av, L is the ferometer, the auxiliary detectors, the tele-
maximum path difference on either side of zero
path difference, and £ is the solid-angle field-of- scope, and the calibration target, and to

provide mechanical strength and thermal
view of the interferometer, protection

Advantagesof the Interferameter
The electronics compartment, located sepa-

An analysis by Jacquinot indicates that, where rately, is connected to the interferometer and to

a source whose spectrum is defined by a radiance the auxiliary detectors by a cable.
N,, having M spectral elements of interest, is to The mechanical design of the interferometer is
be analyzed with a resolution R in a time T with modular. The drive unit, the fixed mirror assem-
an optical system which is detector-noise-limited bly, the detector assembly, and the monochro-
(as presently in the infrared), then the signal-to- matic reference source-detector combination are
noise ratio is increased by maximizing the time t integral components attached to the optical cube,
of observation of each spectral element, the which houses the beam-splitter and provides
admissible solid angle fl, and the transmission mechanical strength and thermal conductioz_ to
factor e, (the optical efficiency), all components.

An interferometer fulfills these requirements to The scan mirror is one of the most critical items
a high degree. The time of observation is t-- in the design because it must be moved through a
T(m/M), where m is the number of spectral ele- distance of 2 mm with a total angular rotation of
ments studied simultaneously. For an inter- less than 2 seconds of arc.
ferometer, m equals M, and ,n/M has the maximum The use of parallel leaf springs to support the
value 1. The luminous energy received by the mirror was chosen in preference to slides on
detector is N,.A.£. The quantities A and fl ways, or pivot-point mounts, sil_ce it avoids
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frictional surfaces undesirable in space applica- which increases the effective detector area. Di-

tions. The driving force is generated by an mensions are chosen to provide the 8-degree
electrical current in a moving coil in a strong optimum acceptable angle. This particular optic

magnetic field. As Figure 11 shows, the magnetic has sensitivity to almost 40_, which will be im-

gap is inside the dual-magnet design, thus mini- portant for the future development of the instru-
mizing residual magnetic fields on the outside, ment in extending the long wavelength limit.

Lack of uniformity in drive-mirror speed nor- The f-number of this system will approach the

mally produces catastrophic effects on the wave- ideal limit of 0.5.
number calibration of interferometers. A resolv- The bolometer in this design is essentially an

ing power of 400 would require a drive-speed integral part of the condensing optic. The de-
constancy of better than 1 part in 400. Two tector is a 3.5-mm square masked to a circle of
methods used to eliminate virtually all errors and 3.5-mm d:aracter, having a time constant of 1
uncertainties in the mirror motion, and in the millisecond.

subsequent wavelength calibration, are both based The beam-splitter is the most critical item in the
on the use of an auxiliary interferometer: optical train. All the rays make two passes

* A monochromatic source (0.5852 micron) through the beam-splitter; hence, all the losses
feeds the interferometer and generates a sine arising in this unit are doubled. Although metal-
wave at an auxiliary detector. The fre- lic beam-splitters are preferable from the stand-
quency of the sine wave is directly propor- point of uniformity with wavelength, they have

the serious disadvantage that an absorption losstional to the speed of the mirror. An error
signal, derived by a digital comparison of this from 25 to 35 percent occurs, depending on the
frequency to a reference frequency generated metal used. Dielectric beam-splitters cannot be
by a clock, provides fine adjustment of the made uniform with wavelength, but over the
mirror-drive system. The speed of the drive wavelength span of interest the efficiency will be
mirror is therefore feedback-controlled, at least equal to that of a metallic splitter. The

dielectric material selected is germanium, which
• Sampling times of the interferogram are also has the additional advantage of being highly

derived from the reference frequency, reflective for wavelengths shorter than 2_ so that
Actually, either of the aforementioned methods most of the reflected visible radiation will not be

would suffice, collected.
The substrate material selected for the beam-

3.3 Optical Design splitter and the compensating plate is IRTRAN-
The optical, design of the interferometer is 4, basically a glass, which can be optically worked

conventional. The fiat mirrors and the detector in the same fashion as any optical glass. This is a
determine the limiting apertures. The condition great advantage, because the beam-splitter must
of optimum solid angle Rfl--2_ is fulfilled at the be flat to 1/10 wavelength of the shortest wave-
highest wavenumber to be analyzed (2000 cm -1, length of interest. The principal disadvantage of
5_). The optimum angle is then 8 degrees (_ 4 IRTRAN-4 is its long wavelength cutoff at 20_.
degrees) for a resolving power of 400 (5 cm-1 Other materials investigated for their suitability
at 2000 cm-l), as beam-splitters (including KBr, KRS-5, CsI,

The fixed mirror and the scan mirror are made and plastic peUicles) have higher transmission to

of gold-coated quartz polished to a flatness better long wavelengths, but are less suitable in other
than 0.1_. Gold was selected because of its respects. Further investigations are in process.

stability and its high reflectivity in the infrared. The radiation source for the monochromatic
The two-axis mirror mount is machined from a reference signal will be the 0.5852_ neon line,
single piece of metal. A differential screw which which is quite strong; in conjunction with a suit-

produces the fine adjustment required also anchors able interference filter, the signal is suitably
each adjustment plane at three points, monochromatic. Neon was selected because |

The condensing optic consists of a KRS-5 lamps are awilable in small sizes and very little
lens, combined with a gold--coated reflective cone power is required. The focusing and condensing
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_: optics are all glass of conventional and straight- craft in a digital format. The spacecraft supplies
_ forward design. A silicon photovoltaic ceUserves a single command at the beginning of each

as a detector, interferometer frame, but the necessary sequence

:;* The telescope is designed to accept a beam of of events to complete the data frame is generated

_ parallel radiation with an angular aperture of 2.8 by means of the interferometer system.
_ degrees and to fill completely the 8-degree field-of- Functions of the interferometer electronics

_ view of the interferometer. The primary and (Figure 12)are:

_ secondary mirror are electroformed for lightweight
*:_ construction and then gold-coated. * To convert the 2400-cps 100v p-p spacecraft
_ power int_ the voltages required to operate

3.4 Electronic Design the interferometer instrument

The electronic circuitry for the interferometer * To provide the necessary power and control
package is designed to operate as independently to drive the mirror

_ of the spacecraft as possible. The spacecraft
. To amplify the thermistor bolometer output"; supplies the power and command signals neces-

*_ sary to operate the experiment; the electronics signal

subsystem of the experiment processes the inter- • To sample the bolometer signal, and to

ferometer data and presents them to the space- present it in digital form to the spacecraft

_i _, OUTPUT _.Ta4[S I liCLUK$ ANAL06 0ATA

:_ _ **iV *2% IZTH[mmll_ICt_UL_lm I I_, **v _z_ I'S° psomo,ooE I.(om_ I
**v *2% 1s_*o_ouoo(p_-Am. 1**4ops-o,v I

'_. LDATACI'IMiNEL *_._v*,._, II
._ I" r----

I I

, .
• tRAM( INITI&T( I

"! I co..*.o MIRRORDRIVE CONTROL l DATA CONTROL
(_l[l[ OETAIUI_

-. WTI[I_rA¢[ 0V_

_FT_ iliXPl[.lN T
T

Fmum_ 12.--Interferometer electronics, block diagram.
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The power supply converts the 2400-cps 100v that have been applied to the analog-to-digital
p-p spacecraft powel to the voltage levels neces- converter. After 1708 samples, the mirror drive
_ary for operating the interferometer. The power circuit is de-energized and reset to zero, prepar-
supply includes the necessary regulation (+5 ing the experiment for the next frame-initiate
percent) to mainta.in the voltage to the required command from the spacecraft.
accuracy. Three telemetry points are included The analog-to-digital converter generates an
to monitor: 8-bit binary word from the bolometer _mplifier

• Spacecraft input voltage output. The encode pulse from the data-control

• 300v _ 0.1 percent bolometer bias supply channel initiates the digital-to-analog voltage ramp
that is compared with the analog voltage from the

• 12v __0.2 percent reference for mirror drive data channel. When the reference analog volCage
The power supply is regulated to 1 percent by matches the data voltage, the digital-to-analog

feedback to the primary of the power transformer; circuit is stopped and the digital word transferred
the 300-volt supply has an additional control that in parallel into the 10-bit shift register as the 8
maintains 0.1 percent regulation, least significant bits. The ninth bit is generated by

The data channel receives the signal from the comparator in the data channel designating the
thermistor bolometer preamplifier. The signal amplifiergain;thetenthbitiswordsynchronization.

is band-limited between 10 cps and 110 cps in an At the end-of-code pulse, a gate is opened that
electrical filter network. This band-limited signal allows the 50-kc clock to shift the 10-bit word

is then coupled to a switched attenuator and serially into the spacecraft buffer storage. After
amplified. 10 counts, the gate between the 50-kc clock and

The attenuator has two positions, controlled by the 10-bit shift register is closed. The tenth bit
the level of the preamplifier output voltage: 0-db in the shift register is used for synchronizing the
attenuation and 20-db attenuation. The pre- data words in the ground stations.
amplifier output fed into a comparator generates An additional 7-bit analog-to-digital converter
an output to switch in the 20-rib attenuator when and a set of analog gates are included to sample
the preamplifier output exceeds + 3.2 volts, and the low data-rate channels. The analog-to-digital
to switch out the attenuator when the signal falls col, certers are sequentially switched into the
below _+0.32 volts. The gain change is necessary spacecraft buffer storage syste'_. The frame-
to accommodate the extremely large dynamic initiate command switches the high data-rate
range (2000:1) of the input signal from the bolom- channel into the spacecraft storage, and the end-
eter preamplifier. The output of the bolometer of-frame pulse switches in the low data-rate
preamplifier is maintained between 0 and 6.4 channel.

volts, a value which is compatible with the The 400-cps spacecraft clock is coupled to the
analog-to-digital converter, low data-rate commutator and the 7-bit analog-

The function of the data control channel is to: to-digital converter to serve as switching pulses
• Provide the necessary encode pulses to the and encode pulses.

analog-to-digital converter at proper mirror The low data-rate channel contains the house-
positions keeping telemetry and auxiliary measurements of

• Ensure that data points are not transmitted the integrated visible and thermal radiation from
until the mirror velocity has stabilized the planet; these measurements are transmitted

in real time as well as in the low data rate.

• Allow precisely 1708 data points for each The function of the mirror-drive servo-loop is
data frame to maintain the mirror velocity constant at 0.2

The count-to-128 inhibits the encode pulse for a mm/sec for the l_second duration oi the inter-
sufficient time to allow the mirror velocity to ferometer data frame. The control system con-
stabilize at 0.2 mm/sec. After 128 counts, the sists of two digital-t_analog voltage ramp gen-
171-cps squarewave is coupled to the analog-to- erators fed into a summing circuit that drives the
digital converter as encode pulses. The count-to- mirror drive-power amplifier. The first ramp is a
1708 circuit counts the number of encode pulses positive-going voltage generated from the 400-cps
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spacecraft dock; the second ramp is a negative- where
going voltage generated fr'_m the 342-eps neon
signal from the interferometer. The output vol- a ffiarea of detector (em _)

tages from the two digital to-analog circuits are Af= noise bandwidth (cps)
weighted so that no signal is applied to the mirror
power amplifier when the mirror velocity is con- r = detector time constant (see)

stant at 0.2 ram/see. The loop characteristics of Additional noise will be contributed by the
the servo stabilize the mirror velocity at 0.2 compensating thermistor (V_, noise in the bias
mm/see + 1 percent within a fraction of a second supply (_,_), and preamplifier noise (v_). For
after the frame-initiate pulse is received from the operation at 260 or 270"K, the NEP is lower;
spacecraft. After the 1708 data points have been however, this improvement will not be considered
sampled, a pulse from the data-control circuit here.

doses the gate between the 400-cps clock and the The peak signal-to-noise ratio in the inter-
digital-to-analog circuits, and resets the counters ferogram, for zero path displacement, is then
in the digital-to-analog circuits to zero.

The electronics for the IRIS instrument are S P

designed to perform the functions necessary to _=_--#=I(PNAflE_]_-_.
control the interferometer and process the data
presentation to the spacecraft. The design con- The signal power in the spectral interval Av will
sists primarily of digital electronics, because of the be approximately equal to the peak power P times
inherent reliabilityofdigitalsystems. The digital the ratio N,Av_,/N_. In addition, a signal-to-
circuits are constructed of Texas !n.,trument noise improvement factor proportional to
modules. This subsystem is a self-contained in- (n = number of samples per interferogram) is
strument requiring a minimum of external control obtained; therefore,
for the operation of the experiment. A reliability

survey will be conducted as one of the system (S_ _ r2_Afevaluation parameters. \N/a, IO°N, AvE,A. £ .

3.5 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Assuming reasonable numerical values for some

The peak signal falling on the detector (for parameters,

zero path difference) is effective aperture A = 10 cm2

pffilN.A. 0._, solid angle £ffi 1.57.10-_(8 *)

optical efficiency __ _,= 0.2

where detector time const, r = 1 ms

P ffiradiant power (watts) detector area a _, 1225 cm2
N= target radiance (watt cm -_ ster-0

number of samples n = 1708
A = effective aperture (cm 2)

flffi solid angle (ster) spectral element Av= 5 em -l

_= average optical efficiency noise equivalent bandwidth Af,_ 136 cps

The factor _ accounts for the 50-percent the peak signal-to-noise ratio becomes
reflection losses inherent in this type of interferom- .q

eter. The noise at the detector is given by the N =2.5.106N,
noise equivalent power (NF, P) of a thermistor
bolom.eter, which is approximately and for a spectral interval

NEP=, 1.6-IO-'°v_, (--_)a = 3.6. IO'N,.
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The instrument temperature (270°K) was chosen ,_5 _._
to give approximately equal signals for the maxi- T_,,,_, - 270"_
mum blackbody temperature to be measured
(320°K), and for outer space (0°K), which is used
as a check of calibration. The maximum radi-
ance between 500 and 200 cm -1 is about 8.10 -s

watt cm-_ ster -_ (320°K); therefore, the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio is about 2000.

Within the spectral intervals, the signg,!-to- ,0_ I
noise ratios depend largely on spectral radiance.
A plot of the N, for various blackbody tempera-
tures is shown in Figures 13 and 1_; in both
cases, the instrument is at 270°K. However, .'--
before the final signal-to-noise ratio can be dis-
cussed realistically, errors in the coding process
must be taken into account.

The most efficient way to encode is to set one
coding step equal to the rms value of the noise in

the interferogram. Hi_her coding accuracy yields /i

/ 4

10-I N

Timh,t,me,,_,- 270oK

i_II a I

cmol _ I_ _ 0
2140--.

L u., j

Fzouu 14.--Difference in spectralradianceof a target
warmerthan the interferometer.

I
10"4

I insignificant improvement; lower coding accuracy
is undesirable. If encoding is performed to 1

I part in 2000 of the maximum possible amplitude
- I in the interferogram, the uncertainties introduced
;_ ! by the coding pl_ss will equal errors caused by

detector voise. The final signal-to-noise value,
including the coding error, becomes

I0"_

= 1.7.10iN and - 2.5.10TN,.

A (8/N)A, equal to unity is obtained for N,
-4.10 -_. This value is indicated in Figures 13
_nd 14. A temperature difference of I°K should
therefore be detectable below 1400 cm-l (above 7

,o-, ' ' ' microns); at 1800 cm=_ (5.5 microns), 3°K cot-

'"'" l-I--":"" J °"---' responde to the noise, and at 2000 (5 microns)
I. L,-,, j only al)out 6°K.

Fmuaz 13.- Differencein spectral radianceof a target These numbers were derived for 5 cm-s resolu-
colderthan the interfemmeter, tion. Clearly, numerical smoothing techniques
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can be applied and resolving power can be traded and the same field of view as the interfcrometcr.
against accuracy. This operation is done on the The purpose of this instrument is to furnish
ground after the interferogram has been received, additional calibration of the intederometer during
so that considerations of this nature do not planetary encounter. The time constant of this
influence the design of the instrument, instrument will also be 10 seconds. A 2-percent

It remains to be shown how a signal-to-noise relative accuracy are likewise sufficient for this
ratio of 2000 can be obtained in the coding measurement.
process. The large central peak in the middle of

TemperatureSensors
most intederograms is very pronounced; in most
cases, the amplitudes in the rest of the interfero- Various temperatures will be measured in the
gram are considerably smaller. An 8-bit word is optical cube (the temperature of the bolometer
used to encode on a scale of plus and minus 128 mounting, the drive mirror, the beam-splitter
levels, or a total of 256. One level is equal to the mounting, and a point near the entrance aperture)
rras value of the noise. Larger amplitudes are with an accuracy of 0.5°C. These temperature
divided by 10 electronically and then encoded, measurements will aid in tho proper interpretation
The position of the divide-by-10 circuit is indi- of the interferograms. In addition, the tempera-
cated by a ninth bit. This effective dynamic ture of the primary and secGndaD"mirror will I_
compression maintains full accuracy for most monitored (+5.0°C). The blackbody used for
points in the interferogram, but only one-tenth calibration purposes bef_ and after planetary
of the full accuracy for all poiilts exceeding a encounter will b_ .9nitored by two Lead thermis-
tenth of the maximum possible amplitude. How- tors to provide redundancy in this measurement.
ever, the one-tenth value in amplitude is exceeded Twelve temperature sensors arc provided, includ-
for only a very small number of data points, ing the two temperature sensors in the auxiliary
compared to the total of 1708 points. The slightly radiometers and the two sensors located in the
reduced accuracy of a few data points can be electronics compartment.

shown to have negligible influence on the VoS_ Memurements
rLproducibility of the spectra.

A number of important voltages and execution
3.6 Auxiliary Measurements

commands will be monitored to _er_ify proper
A number of auxiliary mea,-::,-_ments will be operation of the instrument. The measured w_t-

performed to facilitate better interpretation of the ages include the bolometer bias voltage, the main
interferogramsand tovalidate the operation of the power in the optical cube (-12 and -18 volt_),
instrument, and other strategically important voltages in the

electronics compartment. A total of 25 auxiliaryRoi_ectedSo/arRad/at/on
measurements will be perforn_ed.

Reflected solar radiation between 0.5 micron
4. DATA REDUCTION

and about 1 micron will be measured by a small
radiometer, bGre-_';:ghtedwith the optical axis of Computational efforts concerned with the ! RIS
the interferometer and having the same field-of- experiment fall into two major categories: corn-
view as the interferometer. The purpose of this puter simulation cr the interferogram, and sub-
measurement is to al}ow correlation of dark and sequent analysis t_ retrieve the optimum amount
bright areas on the planet with the interferograrns, of information from the received data. "he arti-
This instrument will use a silicon cell as a detector, ficially synthesized interferograms will serve as
with a time constant of ,_bout 10 seconds. A aids for signal-to-noise requirements and ia veri-
2-percent relative accuracy and a 10-percen* abso- lying the encoding and digitizing techniques to bc
lute accuracy are sufficient for this measurement, applied, as well as in furnishing the basis for the

Rad/atbn early development of the d_.ta analysis techniques
to be used. The synthesi: of the interferograma

Also bore-sighted with the interferometer will has been divided into two phases and the analysis
be a thermopile having the same spectral response of the data into three phases.
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4.1 Synthesis The second phase of the analysis consists of

The purpose of this portion of the study is to performing a general Fourier analysis to determine
simulate the iuterferogram in order to study the the individual frequency components eontribut-
effects of various levels of detector noise, to ing to the overall composite signal. The Fourier
analyze the possible methods of digital encoding, analysis is carried out using both cosine and sine
and to determine the total effect on the ability to terms.
recover the underlying frequencies of interest. As a third pbase, refinements in the _nalysis are

The objective of the first phase of the study is a comtemplated. A spectral analysis typically con-
computer program which generates (for specified sists of resolving ambiguities and questions that
wavenumbers, instrument and target tempera- usually cannot be answered by a single analytical
turL_, time duration, and sampling rates) the _echnique. The third phase is devoted to the

amplitudes of a Fourier series (interferogram) study and development ef techniques to be used
according to the basic instrument characteristics, instead of (or in addition to) the classical, gen-
All computer outputs are formatted, if desired, eralized Fourier analysis mentioned above. Tech-
for plotting otfline on an x-y plotter. This niques to be investigated include auto-regressive
part of the program bus been completed, and analysis_to be used in conjunction with stepwise
artificial interferograms which were constructed Fourier analysis_and digital bandpass filters,
have played an important role in the initial based on the I_place transform.
designofthedigitizationschemefortheinstrument. 5. INSTRUMENT CALIBRAtiON

The first step of the second phase of the To verifytheproperoperationoftheinstrument
interferogram synthesis program is to include the and to assure accuracy in the received data, an
instrument function. The second step is to gen- in-flight calibration technique will be used. Fol-
erate and apply any desired level of detector

lowing is a summnry of the final calibrations to be
noise to the signal. The third step is to apply performed on earth, prelaunch check-of-calibra-
several scaling techniques to find the best one, tion procedures, acd in-flight calibration require-which will then be used for the actual instrument.

ments.
Finally, the digitized version of the interferogram 5.1 Primary Calibration
will be formatted to become identical to the output
of the physical instrument. The result--the final, The primary calibration and check of perfor-
simulated interferogram--is again formatted for mance of the instrument will be carried out in a
offlinc plotting, vacuum chamber with cryogenic walls at liquid

N2 temperature. The thermostat of the instru-
4.2 Analysis ment will maintain the proper operating tempera-

The analysis program is being developed con- ture of about 270°K in the optical cube. A
currently with the synthesis program, because it is blackbody will be placed in the field-of-_iew
essential that the actual interferogram provide whose temperature can be adjusted between
the best possible analysis of the data, and of the +80°K and +320°K. Interferograms will be
information extracted. In order to accomplish taken at 10°K increments. Adjustments of gains,

this, the synthesis and analysis process must be a thresholds, etc., will be set at this time. Calibra-
"closed-loop" learning and improvement system, tion with the instrument's own reference blackbody
The resulting analysis program should, therefore, will also be checked at this time.
be one which is best fitted to analyze the data Spectral calibration and resolution will be

from the actual instr_ament, checked by two methods: First, a polyethylene
The purpose of the first phase of the analysis sheet will be inserted in front of the blackbody in

program is to apply the inverse of the "second- vacuum. Polyethylene has numerous absorption
order" effects of the synthesis program; that is, bands of precisely known wavelengths. Second,
given an interferogram in digital form, the inverse while in air (or in a chamber with wails and
operations of scaling digitizing must be applied, instrument at room temperature), a blackbody at
and an apodization function applied, before the a distance of about 10m (1 m in the CO2 chamber)
frequency analysis is begun, will be kept 10 to 20 degl_s above the instrument
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*_ temperature. The strong Q branch of the 15_ The second calibration frame will be taken witilout
" CO_ band, which should be clearly observable in the blackbody, with the interferometer viewing
'_ absorption, serves as a wavelength standard. As outer space. After this, the blackbody will be
_. the mirror speed is derived from the 0.5852- returned into its normal stowed position. In-

micron neon reference line, this test will verify flight calibration is required at regular intervals

only proper scan speed. Adjustments will not of ]5 or 30 days, except during the first week,
be necessary, when one calibration every other day is required.

J_: The field-of-view of the instrument with respect
5.5 Calibration at Planetary Encounter

to the mounting interface will be measured on an

optical bench. The interferometer will not be Shortly before and shortly after planetary en-
operated in the conventional sense for this meas- counter, a sequence of two calibration frames is

'U urement; the output of the thermistor bolometer required. The pre-encounter calibration should
will be monitored while a chopped, high-intensity be as close as possible before encounter but
source is moved at a fixed distance. The response definitely not earlier than 1 hour before. Both

will be mapped as a function of the angular pre-encounter calibration frames and post-en-
position of the source, counter frames should be stored and transmitted

together with the data frames. After encounter,
5.2 Calibration ChecksDuring Environmental the sequence of the calibration frames will be

Tests reversed: first, the sky background will be meas-
Before and after vibration, during vacuum ured as the planet moves out of the field-of-view

thermal tests, etc., check of calibration are per- of the instrument; then the reference .blackbody
formed by exposure to blackbodies. In air, black- will be brought in, and the final calibration frame
bodies above room temperature are used; in will be taken. Thereafter no further data will be
vacuum tests, blackbodies above and below oper- required from the interferometer.

."ingtemperatures(+80°K to 320°K). Also, 6. MISSION PROFILE
exposuretotheelectrically-heatedreferenceblack-
body which is part of the instrument is performed 6.1 Planetary Transfer

regularly. If possible, the instrument will be launched
The spectral response is checked by placement and stowed in the "power on" position. All

of filters (polyethylene or mylar) in front of a circuits will be energized and the scan mirror
blackbody, placed in the midrange neutral position. The

The field-of-view is checked in air only, by calibration target (blackbody)will be in front of
exposure to a small hot source placed in front of a the telescope so that it seals the instrument

room temperature background. Readout takes thermally; in this position, the blackbody will
place in the normal operation mode of the protect the optical elements during launch and will
interferometer, minimize the heater power necessary to maintain

5.3 Checkof Calibration in the LaunchArea and the proper operating temperatures of the instru-
on Launch Pad ment (270°K)and theblackbody(285°K).Total

electricalpowerrequiredduringthistimewillnot
Exposuretotheelectricallyheated,thermostat- exceed the power requiredduring the data-

icallycontrolledreferenceblackbodywillserve gatheringperiod(approximately7watts).Check
as thecheckofcalibration, ofcalibrationisperformedatregularintervalsas

5.4 Checkof Calibration During Interplanetary discussed in 5.4.
Flight The following command and readout sequence

consti_ _tes the in-flight calibration:
Two complete interferometer frames will be

required for each check of calibration. During • Frame-initiate command to obtaia one inter-
the first frame, the reference blackbody will be ferogram of the reference target
placed within the field-of-view; this is the normal . Command to move the blackbody out of the
position of the reference blackbody during flight, field-of-view of the telescope
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• Frame command to obtain an interferogram smear during the 10-second time required for
of outer space each interferogram.

• Command to return the blackbody to the • Aiming point--The aiming point should be
normal position in front of the telescope chosen to fulfill the following conditions,

listed in sequence of importance:
6.2 Planetary EncounterMode

(1) Equal chance to observe "dark" and
The planetary encounter mode consists of call- "bright" areas of Mars

bration before and after encounter, as discussed

in 5.5, with an intervening data-gathering period. (2) View of the subsolar point and equatorial
The following sequence of commands and events regions

constitutes the encounter mode: (3) Scan across the terminator (morning ter-
• Frame-initiate command to obtain one inter- minator preferred)

ferogram of the reference target (4) Observe primarily the illuminated portion
• Command to move the blackbody to a posi- ef Mars, but to have a chance to see part

tion which will clear the field-of-view of the of the dark side also

telescope • Magnetic cleanliness_No special require-
* Frame command to obtain an interferogram ments

of outer space
• Electrical noise--Only the output circuit of

• Frame command at least every 30 seconds the bolometer and the input to the preampli-
(or, if possible, every 15 seconds) during tier would be sensitive to stray electrical
p!anetary encounter fields. Care will be taken to have proper

• Frame command after the planet has left the shielding. The rest of the circuit, which is
field-of-view digital, should be insensitive to stray electrical

fields. The noise level which can be tolerated
• Command to return the blackbody to the

normal position in front of the telescope at the electrical interface will be small, but
numerical values cannot be specified at this

• Frame-initiate command to obtain interfero- time.

gram of reference target • Acoustical and structural noise--During the
After the encounter mode, the data-gathering 10-second periods of data collection or cali-

part of the experiment will be completed and bration, the platform should not be exercised.
electrical power may be removed from the The normal motion of adjustment (hunting)
instrument, of the spacecraft's control system should not

provide problems. The effect of stnmtural
6.3 Other ExperimentConsiderations noise is not fully known at this time, and

• Trajectory--No special requirements specifications of the vibrational environment

• Fly-by distances--A fly-b:" distance of 2000 to which the instrument will be exposed on
km (closest approach to surface) would be the spacecraft are urgently needed.
most desirable; at this distance, the inter- * Interaction and coordination with o_her ex-

ferometer can be used without a telescope, pe_:-nents_It is strongly suggested that all
Presently the telescope is designed to cover radiometrie experiments be bore-sighted to
the range between 5000 and 10,000 km. allow cross-correlation among the data ob-
An approcch distance between 10,000 _r,d tained. Simultaneous ground-based obser-
20,000 km would also be acceptable, but vations should be encouraged.

would require a new (larger) design of the * Spacecraft engineering measurements_No
telescope, engineering measurements are required from

• Fly-by velocity--Low fly-by relative velocity the spacecraft. All auxiliary measurements
is desirable primarily to minimize the spatial are part of the interferometer experiment.
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7. EXPERIMENT-SPACECRAFT INTERFACE ing to t�Œand a "zero" corresponding to

:; The interface between the experiment and the 0 volts. The source impedance in the data

spacecraft (Figure 15) consists of power input, channel is 5K ohms.

_i commands, clock pulses and data signals. The real-time data from the thermal and visible

_ The frame-initiate commands supplied by the channel will consist of ' pulse-width about 10
_ spacecraft consist of pulses occurring every 30 or microseconds in duration, with an amplitude of
: 15 seconds after planet acquisition. The pulse +2.5 colts and a l-ms risetime.

i_ should be about 2 milliseconds in duration and _2
" volts in amplitude, with a risetime of about 10 Design Parameters for Infrared lnterferometer

; microseconds from a source impedance of about Spectral range ........ 2000-500 cm -_ (5-20_)y

100 ohms. (possible extension to 300

! The end-of-frame command supplied by the cm-' (33,)
_: Spectral resolution .... 5 cm-l over total range

experiment and coupled into the spacecraft i_ a Travel of drive mirror_. 0.2 cm
pulse with an amplitude of 2.5 volts, and a. Diameter of effective
risetime of less than 5 microseconds from a source aperture 3.6 cm

impedance of about 5K ohms. Decteete-_ ........... Thermistor bolometer in

conical light pipe
The 400-cps clock consists of pulses of a 4-volt Detector time constant. 1-2 ms

amplitude with a 0.3-microsecond risetime and a Duration of 10 sec
source impedance of about 100 ohms. interferogram

The 50-kc clock coupled from the experiment to Electrical frequencies 20-80 cps
the spacecraft will have a source impedance of at detector

about 100 ohms and an amplitude of 2.5 volts. Sampling ............. Every fourth fringe of
The risetime will be on the order of 1 microsecond, monochromatic source 5852.5

Sampling rate ......... 171 samples sec -L

Data output from the experiment will consist of Samples per 1708
a series of 10-bit digital words, a "one" correspond- interferogram
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Housekeeping 25 samples per interferogram paper presented at the 25th national meeting of the
information Amer. Meteorol. Soc., Los Angeles (Jan. 1964).

Samples per frame ..... 1733 samples 9. KuIPE_, G. P., paper presented at 45h American
Frame synchronization- 3 words Geophysical Union meeting, Washington, D. C.
Words per frame ...... 1736 (April 1964).
Bits per word ......... 10 10. LYON, R. J. P., Evaluation of Infrared Spectropho-
Bits per frame ........ 17360 tometry for Compositional Analysis of Lunar and
Calibration frames in 4 Planetary Soils. NASA Contract (NASA-49/04)

vincinity of planet Quarterly Status Report No. 4, Stanford Research
Minimum number of 40 (every 30 see) Institute (June 1963).

data frames for 80 (every 15 sec) 11. BELL, E. E., and EISNER, I. L., Infrared Radiation
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RADIATIVE EQUILIBRIUM IN PLANETARY ATMOS-

I PHERES. I. APPLICATION OF THE STRONG LINE
ABSORPTION LAW TO THE ATMOSPHERE OF
VENUS*

RUDOLF A. HANEL AND FRANK BARTKO

The interpretation of the data obtained for Venus in the 8-12# atmospheric window clearly
requires some knowledge of the temperature distribution ill the planet's upper atmosphere. For
this purpose temperatures, net fluxes, and specific intensities were calculated for a CO_-N_ atmos-
phere in radiative equilibrium. The wavelength, temperature, and pressure dependence of the
CO2 absorption, including the excited bands, was considered. Solar radiation absorbed in the
clear atmosphere influences the temperature profile distinctly. The effects of various CO_ con-
centrations, cloud top pressure levels, and cloud reflectivities on the equilibrium temperatures are
also discussed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS n Exponent defined in Equations 2 D.nd

_,, Fractional absorptance in the wave- 19.

length interval i. P Pressure (P0 = 1 atm).

B,(T) Planck function at temperature T q CO2 volume concentration.
(watts cm -2 ster -z wave number-l).

r_o Cloud reflectivity in wave number in-
c Subscript denoting cloud surface, terval i.

E_(_) Exponential integral of order n. s Geometric path lcngth (cm).

7rF,(r_) Spectral total flux at r, (watts cm -2 S, Solar constant in wave number interval

wave number-0. 18 (watts cm-*).

H Pressure scale height (H0--value at t Integration variable.

273°K)" T Atmospheric temperature (To = 273°K).
i Index denoting wave number interval.

u Path length of active gas at NTP (era).
I,(#, r,) Specific intensity (watts cm -2 ster -*

wave number-0, u* Modified pressure- and temperature-
reduced path length (cm). See

j Index denoting vertical coordinate. Equation 16.

J,(_,) Spectral mean intensity at optical X Parameter proportional to the product

depth r, (watts cm -_ wave number -* of the spectral line intensity and tho
ster-0, ratio of path length to line half

I, Generalized absorption coefficient, l-- width.

m _ (cm -1 NTP). a Flux convergence criterion (Equation

m Parameter defined in Equation 19. 40).

Parameter proportional to the ratio of

*Publkhed as NASA T_hnical Not. D--2397, August 1964; also the spectral line half-width to the
presented at the Conference on Atmoapheric Radiation, Eppley

Laboratortu, Newport. R.I. average line spacing.
969
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_' Exponent describing the temperature tion absorbed by the atmosphere was also
dependence of excited bands (Equa- included. An effective surface emissivity was in-
tion 13). troduced as an additional parameter and permitted

a deviation from the usual assumption that the
E,o Spectral emissivity of cloud surface. surface radiates like a blackbody in the infrared.

Cosine of the solar zenith angle. In addition to the radiative equilibrium tempera-
tures, the specific intensities were calculated.

Direction cosine (_ =cos0). Net fluxes were obtained by _,ngular integration,
Wave number (cm-_). taking into account fully the dependence of the

intensity on direction. The simplifying procedure
p Atmospheric density, of converting parallel beam radiation to an equiva-

_,, Optical thickness in direction _ at lent diffuse radiation field was avoided (References
wave number v. 1-3).

The net flux of a planet can be determined
_0 Solid angle (ster). independently from the heat budget by consider-

ing the observed albedo and the appropriate value
INTRODUCTION of the solar constant. Thi._ restricts the number

The structure of a planet's atmosphere is of theoretically possible solutions, since only those
governed primarily by convectb'_ and radiative which yield total flux values consistent with the
energy transport. On the earth, _invective pru_ albedo can be admitted. The number of solu-
esses preponderate in the troposhpere and radi- tions can be restricted further by a comparison of
ative processes in the stratosphere. Similarly, calculated and measured values of the specific in-
the atmospheres of Mars and Venus should ex- tensity at several wavelength intervals and zenith

" hibit zones of convective and radiative transfer, angles.
Convection probably characterizes the Venus In the discussion below, the assumptions and
atmosphere below the cloud level, especially if the limitations of the calculations are stated and the
clouds consist of dust particles, whereas the region mathematical formulation is presented. An il-
above the cloud layer is probably dominated by lustration of the effects of the various parameters
radiative transfer. The interpretation of infrared on the temperature profiles follows, but further
measurements of the atmospheres of the terrestrial conclusions will be discussed elsewhere.

planets must, therefore, be based on the theory of
radiative transfer and appropriately modified for SOLUTIONOF THE RADIATIVETRANSFER
convection where necessary. The objectives of EQUATION
the program discussed in this paper were to In order to calculate the equilibrium tempera-
establish an analytical tool for the study of plane- tures in a finite, nongrey, optically thick atmos-
tary atmospheres based on _he radiative transfer phere, the equation of radiative transfer must be
theory. An initial version of this program has solved, subject to appropriate boundary condi-
been applied to the atmosphere of Venus. This tions (Reference 4, for example). The assump-
application must be used with relatively inaccu- tion of radiative equilibrium holds as long as the
rate estimates of physical parameters which in- atmosphere is stableagainst convection (Reference
fluence the solution of the transfer equation. 5, for example). Stability, in turn, is maintained
However, the program permits a parametric study as long as the temperature gradient is everywhere
where the number of possible solutions is ultimate- less than the adiabatic gradiet.
ly restricted by observational constraints. For the particular application considered here,

The equilil)rium temperature distribution of an the surface is taken to be the cloud tops and is
N2-CO_ atmosphere was calculated for several assumed to be the demarcation ,between regions of
volume concentrations of CO_. The wavelength, energy transport dominated by radiation and con-
temperature, and pressure dependence of the ab- vection. It is realized that the assumption of a
sorption coefficients was taken into account. The solid surface for the clouds is a severe simplifica-

effect of direct and diffusely reflected solar radia- tion. A more rigorous treatment would apply
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the theory of radiative transfer for a scattering direction. The appearance of p under the ex-
medium (Reference 6, for example), ponent n has a significant influence on the transfer

For an atmosphere in local thermodynamic problem. The value of n is unity for weak line or
equilibrium the equation of transfer is grey absorption and one-half or less for the square

root or strong line absorption law (Reference 7).

d_ I_(#. _) - B(T) . (1) In contrast to weak line or grey absorption, thestrong line absorption law reduces the thermal
coupling between adjacent atmospheric layers and

where B,(T) is the Planck function and I,(p, r,,) permits a more effective exchange of radiative
the specific intensity of the radiation field. For
radiative transfer calculations dealing with strong energy over greater optical distances.

Very general boundary conditions have been
molecular band absorption, the optical thickness selected. At some optical depth, _,_, the atmos-
r_, can be expressed phere is assumed to be bounded by a perfectly

%(C, u*) diffuse reflector of effective emissivity e,,,_,related

_._(C, u*, _) - t_ .. , (2) to the surface reflectivity l)y

where l, is a generalized absorption coefficient and E_ -- 1 - r_ . (3)
u*/p a pressure- and temperature-reduced path
length. It is convenient to use the optical path in For positive values of p this assumption requires
the vertical direction, _,, and the direction cosine the solution of Equation 1 at the boundary r,o
u, instead of the optical path, r,,, in an arbitrary to be

Iv+(_ =vvc) : ¢_c By(To) + r ¢ Ff(?_¢)+ _ _ r_¢ e ¢0 (4)

The first term on the right represents the ther- radiation outer space is considered a perfect sink.
mal emission by the surface of temperature T,. Hence the upper boundary condition is
The second term arises from the nonblack c'.mrac-

teristic of the surface; the downward flux incident s_
on the surface is partially reflected bac_ into the I_- (_. % : 0) = %- _ (5)
atmosphere. The third term describes the re-
flected solar component. The solution of the transfer equation sut)ject to

At the top of the atmosphere where r,>O only the boundary conditions and the absorption law

I_ solar radiation is assumed incident. For thermal for r, may be verified to be
_y¢ -- 'rll t - _V

'v¢ dt

= + Bv(t ) e _n

Y

-- _r _YC _'YC " _ry

,' ,,¢ s, ¢ ." (6)u" 2 " By(t) E= (We - t) dt + -- _,e e+ rye e _ _ _ rye ,Jo h

I and

'r - _ "rlv

fl ._.L__ dt Sv "--
"" -- , ¢ (7)x: (,, -,) = s(t) c "
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In Equation OI,+(_, r,) is the upward intensity with optical depths less than T, and the incident
whose respective components arise from the sur- solar radiation.
face emission, the atmospheric emission by all The temperature distribution is obtained from

layers at optical depths greater than r,, and the a solution of the equation of radiative equilibrium
downward fluxes diffusely reflected upwards, which equates the total emitted and absorbed
I,- (_, r,) is the downward intensity consisting of radiation for each volume element. For a strati-
the atmospheric emission arising from all layers fled atmosphere each layer must satisfy the energy

balance condition

/_n -- _,nt_ _aV_d_ _ LdVd_d_ (8)

The exponential term represents the attenuation COORDINATE SYSTEM

losses due to self-absorption in the layer of finite A plane parallel atmosphere is assumed and the
optical thickness. Integration over all directions computations are carried out in a 33 layer coor-
is required since I, as well as e-a'/_" is a function dinate system (Figure 1). The interface between
of _t. Furthermore, since absorption and emission

may occur in different parts of the spectrum the INTERFACE

equality holds only if the integration is taken over - - 1 P_= 0 (o_o,d r,= 0)

all frequencies. This general form of the con&- LAYER1 I t'--

tion of radiative equilibrium applies to any volume LAYER2 23 P2= |O-3a'm

element as well as to different forms of absorption _ 4 \" P/'_?s p

laws. If Ar is very small in all directions, the 5 P,I:s = v F_ -_
familiar form (References 8 and 9) of the radiative "
equilibrium equation results: LAYERj x_'N._ J

j+l

]"Pt = P,-z * (P2s - P27)
32 z9

fv lv Bt, dr, = f_ iv Jz, dv (9) 33.......... 34 P
CLOUD SURFACE

Substitution of the intensities obtained (Equa- Fmva_. 1.-Coordinate system.
tions 6 and 7) into the equation of radiative

equilibrium leads to a Milne-type integral equa-
tion in B,(r), whose solution is required in obtain- layer j-1 and j is called interface j and the quan-
ing the temperature distribution. The solution titles u j* and rj are computed from the top of the
is obtained by iteration beginning from an as- atmosphere (interface one, zero pressure) to in-
sumed temperature distribution. The net flux is terface j and the corresponding pressure Pj. In
computed after each iteration. When the dis- all computations the pressure at interface j ffi2
tribution of the net flux is constant within was taken equal to 10-satm. Layer one abovs

specified limits, radiative equilibrium is achieved this level is included for the sake of completeness.
and the calculation proceeds to the final step, the The computed temperature is only an average
computation of limb darkening, value and it should not be interpreted that layer

The components of the upward and downward one is isothermal. For this region of the atmos-
intensities, the net flux, and the condition of radi- phere, local thermodynamic equilibrium may not
ati'_e equilibrium will be examined in more detail exist (Reference 10, for eaxmple) and the absorp-
in the manner required for computer solution, tion lay adopted may not strictly apply (Reference

Hence a brief description of the coordinate system 11). In addition, photochemical and other at-
and the calculation of r, follows, mospherie processes will have a strong effect on
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: the temperatt, re in this region. For layers be- of du, the pressure, and the inverse square root
tween j =2 and 28, pressures are calculated ac- of the temperature. The temperature depend-
cording to the recursion formula ence of the excited bands may be included by an

_ exponential term which represents the increase of

p _,/_8 the population of the lower vibrational energy
:_ ' = V _ Pj-i (10) state with temperature (References 13, for ex-
! ample). An additional temperature dependence

of the rotational levels, within each vibrational
: This mode of pressure slicing yields layers of

approximately the same geometrical height but of state, has the effect of altering the band shape.
-4 However, this effect is much smaller than that due

increasing optical thickness. To avoid a very to changes in the population of the vibrational
_* thick layer adjacent to the cloud boundary, a

state. The reduced path length, with these ef-
linear pressure slicing was applied between j = 28

*_ and the surface (j =34). fects, is then

: du* : q e ds (13)
The calculation of the optical thickness requires

a value of the absorption coefficient, which varies

with pressure and temperature, and a value for the The numerical value of 7 was computed from
mass of the absorbing gas. For pressures greater Reference 1-i fo; each spectral region, and the
than 10-a arm the individual line shape is deter- adopted values are listed in Table 1. The value

: mined primarily by collision broadening. The
effect of this factor on atmospheric structure has

"i been studied by several authors (Reference 12, Table 1
for example). For band absorption the concept of Values used in the Computationof COs Absorption
optical thickness defined for a single frequency is for Various Spectral Intervals.
still very useful, but • becomes, in general, a ----1 ,-_
complicated function of u*. For all cases studied l _ (cm-_) ra n
in this paper, an analytical expression can be de- "- I
rived for this function, based on the so-called 1 0-200 0 0.50 0

2 200-300 0 0.50 0
strong line absorption law (Reference 7). This 3 300-400 0 0.50 0
approximation applies to CO_ within the pressure 4 400-495 0 0.50 0
ranges of interest, namely from 10-* to 1 atm for 5 4_b-550 7.8 × 10 -s 0.60 0
C02concentrationsexceeding0.01partpervolume. 6 550-625 4.6 x 10 "_ 0.42 0

The mass of active gas is usually expressed in 7 625-660 9.0 × 10 -l 0.38 0
terms of a path length. An element of the path 8 660-720 4.9 × 10 "i 0.42 09 720-810 9.5 × 10°4 0.40 0
length is defined by the product of the geometric 10 810-880 6.5 x 10-s 0.55 2200
path length ds and the normalized density of the 11 880-920 8.6 × 10"6 0.56 2760
active gas 12 920-1000 4.9 x 10-6 0.54 12330

13 1000-1100 4.4 x 10"s 0.52 I 2290du = q_ ds , (I1) 14 1100-1400 0 0.50 0

15, 1400-2000 0 0.50 ] 0

Since pffiMP/RT, 16[ 2000-2600 6.6 0.50 017 2600-5000 1.1 × 10-3 0.50 0

18] 1700-8000(solar) 4.9 × 10"7 0.27 0
P To ds (12)du = q "_0 T

E ads the vertical element dh.
equals path Thus,

In the domain of collision broadening, the pressure by using the hydrostatic equation
and temperature dependences of the half-width

" of absorption lines are usually considered by de- dh dP

fining a reduced path length equal to the product -fi- -" " T , (14)
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the reduced path length in a direction _ can be outer space is a fl'nction of the wavelength as well
expressed by as the temperature profile,

1 e"(''°'xT) P_ (15) _ = qXo e"_
: - q"0 p: Lt(p)j

For the remainder of this paper, only the reduced For the numericalcompm.ta6;cn_E:4uauion16 was
path length in tile vertical direction, u*(_-- 1), is reformulated in t_rms of the adopted coordinate
used. The reduced path length from a level P to system,

(-L --L_p' - pj_u* : u* + /' T° _'/2 w. ,so " ..,/_, (17)" "'-' Po'

A constant temperature within each layer is spectrum adequately. The stro,gbandsnear15_
assumed. The scale height H0 for standard tern- determine the atmospheric strucuure in _he radia-
perature is a function of the molecular weight and, tire regime; the interval of 12-20/_ is the third
therefore, of the fractional concentration of each region considered.
gas; adopted values are given in Table 2. The spectrum should be divided into many

intervals for accurate representation, but the
Table 2 number of intervals must be limited to avoid un-

reasonably long computing times. As a corn-
Pressure Scale Height in the Atmosphere of Venus

as a Functionof the CO2 Concentratiov. promise, the 18 intervals listed in Table 1 were
selected.

q(CO_per volume) Ho (ore) q H0 (era) For the pressure and temperature ranges con-
sidered, the individual line shapes are controlled

1.0 5.9Ol x 1(# 5.901 x l0s primarily by collision broadening. For high con-
0.75 6.491 × 10s 4.865 × 10s centrations of C02 (q>_0.01) the distribution of
0.5 7.212 × 1(# 3.606 x 10s the lines and their spacings in the major bands0.25 8.114 × los 2.029 x 1(#
0.1 8.771 x 1(# 8.771 × 10' indicates appreciable overlapping. The square
0.05 9.015 × 1(# 4.508 × 104 root law would overestimate the absorption in
0.01 9.210 x t(# 9.210 × 10_ such intervals; but the strong line approximation

is a generalization of this law which is valid even
Since CO_ is the primary absorbing constituent, when overlapping occurs. This approximation is

an accurate representation of its absorption spec- expressed in terms of a single variable u* and is
trum as a function of pressure, temperature, and well suited to extrapolation of the absorption '_o
path length is required. The absorption spec- large path lengths and low pressures (Reference 7).
trum of C02 can be separated into three important For each spectral interval, the fractional absorp-
regions. The near infrared region from I to about tion was computed from the expression

6_ is most important in regard to the absorption of _ = I - •"_ (18)solar radiation but less significant in regard to the
thermal emission spectrum of the clouds (Refer-
ence 15). The 9.4 and 10.4_ excited bands of where
C01 are within the second region considered in

this calculation. They lie in a spectral region for t = (m "*i)"' (19)
which planetary observations exist (References
16-18), although they play only a minor role in the The m_ at _ similar to the generalized ab_rption
determination of the atmospheric structure. Any coefficients and the m are constants ,teterminsd
realistic interpretation of the data from References by the degree of overlapping of the individual
16-18 must necessarily represent this part of the lines and the slope of the curve of growth.
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Wherever possible, tile spectral intervals were pl:es for all /slues of _ to ar accuracy of 10

chosen to coincide with the intervals used by percent, if X>I 63. For this interval)-
_" Burch et al (Reference 13). The coefficients m_
::" and n_ were determined graphically by a fit of the

_ strong line curve with applicable data points taken /J -- o. 023 P . t

(201from this source. Where experimental data were u
not available the calculated tables of CO_ absorp- x -- 0. ol g

tion compiled by Stull et al. (Reference 14) were According to Equations 12 and 14, u/P equals

used. A sample i_ shown in Figure 2 and the qH and defines the CO_ concentration (see

_ various values of m and n are listed in Table 1. Table 2). As can be seen, the strong line approx-

._ The application of 'he strong line approxima- imation is valid within an accuracy of 10 percent
g_ tion is valid whenever the central region._ of the for CO2 concentrations in excess of 10-a and m._re

_ various lines become opaque For eacl. spectral accurate for concentrations in excess of 10-_,
interval a check of the validity of the strong line which is the range of interest for Venus.

;: approximation for the conditions considered was
_ carried out. ,_ relatively weak absorbing region SPECflqC INI"|NSIT¥

" (720-810 cm-') of the 15, CO2 band may serve as The formulas derived in the section concerned

_ an illustration. If the approximation holds for with the solution of the radiative tram-rer equation

-' this spectral !nterval, then it will be valid for must be expressed in terms of the adopted co-

stronger absorbing regions. According to Plus ordinate system. The _pecific intensity is a lunc-

h (Reference 7) the strong line approximation ap- tion of I,, r, and _ and is conveniently expresscd by

1

/

u-- 10.0

lo_l 1-,-_"s_,o-',,_°,,

: _. u=l.O

.. 10-i)
?

mr_ P=I.0

P=0.1

1o-a I I I ___A
.. I0 -1 I 101 10 2 103

Ue (era)

Fmuu 2.--Hlust_fion of stronglineapproximationfit forthe q_e_t_dint_r_al720-810era-', _ derivedfromS*_dle* _J.
: (Reference 14). Data points taken from P,treh et al. (Refmenee 13)and _ightly modified are incluu_.,i for comp_mn.
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upward and downward vectors. As mentioned These six components are shown in Figure 3
before, the solution of the transfer equation ap- and discussed below.

propriate here requires four components for the

upward intensity: Surface Emission

1. Thermal emission from the cloud surface For a frequency interval i and an interface j,

2. Direct thermal emission from the atmosphere the thermal radiation emitted, which is attenu-

below interface j ated between the surface and the interface j, is
3. Downward thermal emission from the whole given by

atmosphere, reflected upward by the , .,
clouds ' ¢ ' J

_-- IJ.n

4. Downward solar radiation reflected upward I, e¢ B¢ e (21)
by the clouds.

The designation of emissiv;ty applies directly forThe downward intensity includes values for:
a solid or liquid surface, but some qualifications

5. Direct emission from the atmosphere above regarding the interpretation of E_oare necessary
interface j for a scattering medium such as a cloud surface.

6. Direct solar radiation. At this level the gas and cloud particles have a

LAYER
1

5._ 6.
ATMOSPHERIC DIRECT

EMISSION SOLAR
RADIATION

I._ 2. 3.---- 4._
SURFACE ATMOS- REFLECTED REFLECTED

EMISSION PHERIC ATMOS- SOLAR
EMISSION PHERIC RADIATION

EMISSION i

SURFACE_l']l]]llll]]]]lllll]ll]]ll]lll]ll]li]ll_T[]llll]l]llllllll_ fllli]]IIIl]ll[llIIII]lIIIli]f]I]l]l]l]]lllllll]lll]lllllllt]]llllllll
I---- ;-

FIGUR_&---Schematic diagram of the radiation component_ considered.

--' [
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temperature Te. For those spectral ir,tervals and the optical thickness,

where the atmospheric gas is opaque, the optical 33
_ properties of the cloud particles are not important. _ _*,_L_L__ A_ ,

= _ " " (22)
'_ B,e

In regions of the spectrum where the gas between I,, ,, n
_. particles is transparent the optical properties of ,:_
_'_ the particles and their concentration become very

::_ important. For the_e intervals _ is defined as a Emissionfrom the Atmosphere Reflectedby
boundary value, which indicates how much smaller the Clouds

_* tbe emerging radiation i3 compared with a black-
"_ body at temperature T¢. The cloud emissivity This component is the product of the downward

,,3 was taken as unity in the strong absorption bands flux at the cloud surface, the reflectivity, and the
|W and set equal to a constant value in the trans- attenuation factor of the atmosphere between the

surface and Ti. Since constant temperature isparent regions. In general, _e may be a com-
plicated function of wavelength and # but this assumed within a layer, the flux integral (see
dependence is ignored, below) can be integrated for each layer by using

the recursion formula for exponential integrals,
Emissionfrom the Atmosphere below Interface j

The contribution from each layer is proportional _(_) dT = dE,, (_) . (23)
to the Planck function, an attentuation factor, The _eflected intensity becomes

33

I = r e " W Bij' L_- T ' ¤�-E2_,_-L,' . (24)c 8�1._ --+l

j#= I n

Reflected Solar Radiation distance of Venus (0.047 watt em-_):

Similarly, the reflected solar intensity is calcu-
.L_lated from s

I_., -- _e _ (27)

s - 'e _" / (25)
FLUX

Within the spectral range of 1.25 to 5.9_ the The flux is derived conventionally by integra-
reflectivity of the clouds for solar radiation was tion of the components of specific intensity over
taken equal to 0.6 which is consistent with recent (Reference 9, for example):
observations (Reference 19). Again clouds were
considered to be perfect diffusers.

_rF : fI_,dw = 27riled _ (28)Direct Emissionfrom Atmospheric Layers above
Interface j

Integration leads to exponential integrals of the
This contribution is analogous to the emission form of

from lower layers:

= ." 'J (26) e _ 4- = -5 (_) , (29)I Bi, e t/_ --* 1

Direct Solar Radiation

| ° "r

The direct solar radiation is given by the solar e _ d_.._ : 1
_-_ W _ (_) (30)

constant for 1.25 to 5.9_ appropriate for the "_
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The results are expressed by exponential integrals for integration, n was taken equal to 1/4, which
tabulated for integral order numbers (Reference leads in this case to exponential integrals of the
20). For all wavelength intervals concerned with ninth and eighth orders respectively.
thermal radiation (i = 1 to 17) n is close to 1/2; for Analogous to the intensity, the upward flux
integration, n was taken equal to 1/2, which leads consists of four components, and the downward
to exponential integrals of the fifth and fourth flux consists of two.
orders respectively. For the interval concerned The individual components of the upward flux
with solar radiation (i = 18) the exponent n is 0.27; Fu + are

1. 4EcBcE,(T -'ri, ) , (31)

33

- - , - L,)] ' (32)

fffi I

3. 16rcEs(T-_ ) ,_B o [Es(_ic-_-,.,, �D�Ì�Es(_'i- _- ,)] , (33)
,* _l

I*
__._c

4. 8 S 4"r,..c 5e E,(%- _',). (34)

The components for the downward flux Fu- are

5. 4 _,B , [_'s(%,- _,. ,' �,)- Es(_',,- _,,')] ' (35)
j#l !

T

S . ....L
6. _ _ e (36)

The net flux (_F,ffi_F,+-TF,-) is calculated for each layer j, for each wavelengt! interval i, and for
the sum over all spectral intervals.

CONDITION OF RADIATIVE EQUILIBRIUM In this expression _dA represents the projection

The general condition of radiative equilibrium of the element of area in a direction /,, and
(Equation 8) will now be applied to an atmos- (AU*/_) is the effective element of the radiating
phere consisting of many layers of finite optical gas. For convenience and consistency with the
thickness. For an element of area dA in a layer equation for • (Equation 2), l, in Equation 8 :nay
of optical thickness At,, the element of reduced be included with Au*. Upon inserting Equation
volt, me is 37 into Equation 8, the factor (mAu*/_)o e-A,/_m

becomes just the increment of absorptance of the

_ layer. Upon integration from 0 to Ar the radia-dV : _ dA (37) tive equilibrium condition becomes
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The computed intensities were inserted into analytically. In terms of the adopted coordinate
Equation 38 and integration over p was carried out system, the radiative equilibrium condition is

17

l-'|

17 33

lf_ l

17 33

Iffi |
, =!

S - _1/4

17

2

' =_ (39)

The terms on the left side are arranged in the (Eal,:_tion 16). With this set of E vs. T tables

adopted sequence; the contribution from the sur- for each layer, the calculation of the temperature
face, then the contribution from the atmosphere profile continued as follows.

(direct and reflected), and finally solar radiation, First the energy absorbed by a layer j (left side
(d;rect and reflected), of Equation 39) was computed from an estimate

Radiation from the atmospheric layers above of the temperature profile. After the absorbed

and below layer j is combined into one expression energy was obtained, the computer searched the
by the use of absolute value signs in the arguments previously computed table for a temperature for
of the exponential integrals. The right side rep- layer j which balanced Equation 39. In other
resents the emission from layer j and the left words, it determined the temperature at which
side represents radiation absorbed by layer j. layer j could reradiate the absorbed energy. This

The numerical solution of Equation 39 was car- was repeated for each layer and the resulting
ried out on an TBM 7094 computer. For each temperature distribution was checked for con-
layer j and temperature T (between 100 and stancy of the net flux. If the flux criterion was
350°K) the i wave number intervals of the right not satisfied, the computed temperature distribu-
side of Equation 39 were summed by using the tion was re-inserted and the iteration procedure
appropriate value of &ru. A functional relation- continued.

ship between the total thermal emission Ej from a The convergence criterion used in terminating
layer at temperature Tj was tabulated. The the calculation was
thermal emission from a layer depends on the

Planck function and the optical thickness; both [ F(I,y,, 10) - F(I,yo, j)

are functions of the temperature. The optical I - F(l,yer 10) -<
(40)

thickness depends on temperature through u*
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where a was chosen according to the desired ac- low and high initial temperature estimates are

curacy. In general a was taken equal to 0.005. shown. More general studies of the convergence

Obviously, higher accuracy would require more of iterative processes are available (Reference 21,
iterations. Once the convergence criterion was for example).
satisfied, the limb function was calculated in "_he
final step, RESULTS

I' (i = 1. ;_) As stated earlier, a portion of the atmosphere of
(41) Venus was selected for analysis with the formu-

I * (i - 1. _ : 1) lated program. Several sets of good observational
The limb function was computed for each spectral material presently exist which can serve as a basis
interval i and for a range of specified _, by using for comparison with the computed results.
the computed equilib-ium temperature distribu- The atmosphere of Venus above the clouds is

tion. This expression (41) includes all upward more amenable to analysis and consequently is
components of the specific intensity, better understood than the region between the

The iteration process converges rapidly for low surface and the upper cloud layer (References 22-

surface pressures, where, for a praticular layer, 27). However, starting from essentially the same
radiation from the surface dominatcs radiation set of observational data, various students of
from other atmospheric layers. For optically Venus have reached different conclusions. Esti-

dense atmospheres the convergence process takes mates of the cloud top pressure range from 0.007 ]
much longer. These effects are demonstrated in to 1 atm (References 23 and 28-30). Large !
Figures 4 and 5 where samples of the iteration discrepancies exist in estimates of the water vapor
process for low and high surface pressures and for content (References 31-33), and the abundance of

Tc =250°K, (c=l.O

10-3 __,_ _ Pc-0.07, q=O.05S=O 0""EaE 10 5

10-2

J J
lo-1 I 1 I

150 200 250 300

DERATURE(°K)

Fmua_.4.--Sample of the convergenceof the iterationpr, r an opticallythin atmosphere. The numeralsadjacent
to each curve in the figureindicatethe iteration numbei correspondingto each temperaturedistributionsl- n.
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TEMPERATURE(OK)

Fmunz 5.--Sample of the convergenceof the iteration processfor a more opticallydenseatmospherethan that considered
in Figure 4. The numerals adjacent to each curve in the figure indicate the iteration number correspondingto each
temperature distribution shown.

CO_ (References 34-36)is still subject to discus- 9.4 and 10.4_ CO_ excited bands or the solar
sion. The reasnas for the discrepancies are many- heating in the clear atmosphere.

fold, but the solution to the problem will depend It is instructive to note that early application
on better observations and more refined interpre- of the grey atmospheric model to the earth's

ration of existing data. atmosphere by Humphreys (Reference 40), Gold
The interpretation of the intensities measured (Reference 41), and Emden (Reference 42) yiclded

within the atmospheric window by Sinton and only crude agreement between calculations and
Strong (Reference 16), Murray, Wildey and reality. Subsequent treatments (References 5
Westphal (Reference 17), and by Chase, Kaplan, and 43--47, for example) which included the wave-
and Neugebauer (Reference 18) clearly requires length dependence of the H_O, CO2, and Os

some knowledge of the temperature profile in the absorption were necessary for satisfactory tern-
upper atmosphere of Venus. So far, only the perature profiles. Similarly, a more exact and
black-transparent model used by Mintz (Refer- detailed study of the atmosphere of Venus should
ence 37) and the grey model used by Rasool give better results.
(Reference 38) and Ostriker (Reference 39) have Highly developed nongrey atmospheric models
been applied. None of these calculations con- (Reference 48, for example) used to describe the
sider the strong temperature dependence of the earth's stratosphere exist but have not been
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applied to Venus. However, recent work by equilibrium condition on the dark side. Three

Arking (Reference 49) and Ohring (Reference 46) factors make the large amount of solar heating
with nongrey models have been applied to the understandable. Relative to the earth, the solar
atmosphere of Mars. For Venus, the discrepan- constant is nearly double; secondly, the high
cies in estimates of composition, cloud top pres- reflectivity of the clouds gives rise to strong
sure, and other parameters necessary for accurate reflected radiation and consequently to an addi-
calculations have probably discouraged the appli- tional heat source; and finally, the C02 concentra-
cation of these models. Furthermore, CO_ tion is much higher. The high CO2 concentration

absorption coefficients for relatively large concen- increases the ability of the layers to cool very
trations have become available only recently effectively, but at long wavelengths many spectral
(References 13, 14, and 50). However. it is felt regions are already saturated. This atmospheric
that a parametric study with a variety of values greenhouse effect is very pronounced. The near
for cloud top pressure and temperature and for infrared absorpLion region considered in this dis-

CO2 concentration should improve our under- evasion, spectral interval number 1£ (1.25-5.9_),
standing of the physical conditions in the atmos- _,ould saturate at much higher pressures (between
phere of Venus. Results of the calculations can 3 and 10 atmospheres). Observations at the 8-
be compared with existing and forthcoming meas- 12u windo_v and at 3.75_ (Reference 51) indicate
urements, and the range of values for importar essentially the same brightness temperatures in
parameters then, hopefully, can bc narrowed, the :, nlit and dark hemispheres. This is not in

The effect of solar heating, carbon dioxide con- c_:ntradicti(,l to the calculated large temperature
centration, and assumed cloud top pressure, tem- differed,e,_ .' _he clear atmosphere since the ob-
perature, and emissivity, on the atmospheric servations exist only for relatively transparent
temperature above the clouds can now be dis- spectral regions. Larger differences are expected
cussed. A number of conclusions can be drawn in moderately strong absorption regions, but un-
from this parametric study. However, the at- fortunately data are not available there.
tempt to match, in detail, the calculated intensities, The equilibrium temperatures with and without
fluxes, and limb functions with the observations is solar heating for various cloud top pressures are
still underway, illustrated in Figure 7. For low cloud top pres-

The pronounced effect of solar heating in the sures and cons(,quently low optical thicknesses,
clear atmosphere is apparent in Figure 6. A the surface can be observed more readily and
realistlc interpretation of planetary observations hence the effective temperature approaches the
of a partially illuminated disk requires further cloud top temperature. The discontinuity in the
averaging over zenith angles. The temperature temperature profile near the lower boundary is
maximum disappears for larger zenith angles and characteristic of radiative equilibrium considers-
the temperature distribution approaches the tions in a bounded, finite atmosphere and has been

discussed by several authors (References 5 and 52,

T.,, =2_0° 222° 223. 22s. 226. for example). A more realistic representation of
0.001--- \ \ I /I the cloud top which does not assume a "solid

\

NIGHT-75_" 60_" i! surface" will remove the discontinuity and limit

-_ _ \S_DE _ the gradient to an adiabatic one. If necessary,

"_ V_x" _0 allowance for convective as well as radiative

,.- 22s.K \ • t. • transport of energy must be made. It can also be

0.01 ,,=L0 _X__ seen from Figure 7 that some of the calculated

P, -0.03 aim

_ -o.os gradients approach and even exceed the adiabatic

s-o.o466 h i one near the cloud top surface. Convection
1so 17s 200 22s 2so would be induced and an upward transport of

TEMPFRATURE(*K! elc " particles would occur.

Fmvaz 6.--Radlative_equilibriumtemperature dist_ibu- A curve which indicates _aturation tempera-
tion in the _,enus atmosphere,illustratingthe effectsof tures for CO_ is included in Figure 7. For the
8olarheatingforvarioussoh:rzenith angles. " conditions considered, condensation and possible
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_.,. 0.001 , , ,

_. I I I t Tc =225" K _'c=1"0
I I t _

S 111 I _ _ Pc ---INDICATED VALUES, q:0.05

_ _ % X _' S=0.0466, _=0 =

;" / \

_" Telt =210 = 220 = 222° 225/ ;t %_' \_' \''

=, \

\ \
\ \ 235°

0.01

_. "_" 226= \ \
_. _ I \ \

_' _ l , ADIABATIC GRADIENT _ _ I ,$. "--,.. I

0.10
I

"_% J CO 2 CONDENSATION (q=0.gS)

I
._,'- ioo_ I I I I I I
"_. 150 175 200 225 250 275

TEMPERATURE('K)

FmuR_ 7.--Radiative equilibrium temperature distributions as a function of cloud top pressure level, for the dark and
sunlit,hemispheres.

22 I" I T¢=22..5'K, t'¢ = I 0

\ XX \ \ I GREY ATMOSPHERE Pc =0.03 arm

\ \\\ \? sow,oN _s.oo------S=0.0466, _=0 =

i \ <.:o:,_--_\ t,, ",

\ o,, _
_ \ o.os--_ °.°1. <.=O.Ol--4oos"_¢"_,,_""" ,,__o:,s

0.01 \CO2 CONDENSATION \ " l \ \ \

(q:- 0.75) 0.05 _ "_ 226"_t _ T

I \ I \"_" I ! / "_"" ,i
150 175 200 225 250 275

TEMPERATURE(*K)

Fiavm_ &--Radiative equilibrium temperature distributions showing the effect_ of various CO= concentrations, for the
dark and sunlit hemispheres.
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ill Pc=0.30atm, q: 0.05

Teff =212° _',_',, S=0.0

- Telf =235° _",
/ ,,_,, S:0 0466,_=0"

Teff:211° Teff=?36° ._

_'0 01 - Tell_210° Teff=238° "\_'_'

ec: 1.0 _\w

/ \\F

_. -- ec=1.0 ec: 0.85 X_ \
_c=0.85 Ec=0.7_\_ _

ec=0.70- I II I IO.lO - I I I
I I

/ I ITc:225° 234° 246° / / /
P/ /

150 175 200 225 250 275

TEMPERATURE(°K)

FmuaE 9.--Radiative equilibrium temperature distributions illustrating the effect of cloud top emissivity and temperature,
for an alr_Aostconstant net fly.x, for the dark and sunlit hemispheres.

formation of C02 4ouds is unlikely. The wide perature upwards as the emissivity is lowered.

spread and the _1_pe of temperature profiles As discussed before, the value of e was set equal to

_hown in Figure ? make it difficult to extrapolate unity for the intervals i--=7, 8 and 16, where COffi

the temperatures, in detail, to much lower pres- absorption is strongest. In =tll other intervals e

sures. Caution must be exercised, especially in was set equal to the value designated in the figure.

extrapolations to the low pressures for the occulta- The effect on the resulting temperature distribu-
tion measurements ==2.6X10 -° atm (Reference tion is small.

53). In summary then, rac_iative transfer calcula-

The effects of COs concentration on the tern- tions, which include pressure, temperature, and

perature distribution (Figure 8) are different for wavelength dependence of molecular absorption,

the dark a,_d sunlit hemispheres of the planet, are a strong analytical tool for the exploration of

On the dark side, the temperatures depend very planetary atmospheres. The full capability of
little on the CO= concentration, with the excep- this tool has by far not been exhausted. Further

tion of very high layers which can cool more analysis of the spectral and angular dependence of

effectively for the higher concentrations. The the emitted energy is required for more specific
effects of solar heating have already been discussed, conclusions.

'['he temperature distribution of a grey atmos-

pheric model is included for comparison and clear- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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MIDDLE ULTRAVIOLET DAY RADIANCE OF THE
ATMOSPHERE

J. P. ItENNES, W. B. FOWLER AND L. DUNKELMAN

]'he day radiance of the atmosphere has been mra.qured, pbot_lectricMly, at two middle
_i ultraviolet wavelengths by rocket-borne photometers. Filters and collimators provided an effec-

tive fiehl of view of 1.4 X 10-2 steradians, and bandpasses of approximateb 100A at 2600A and
230A and 2200A. At a height of 146 km, nadir r_diance values of about 0.5 ergs/sec cm t ster

, 100A were obtained at both wavelengths. There is good agreement between the radiance value_
_ measured and those which have been calculated on the Lasis of single Rayleigh _cattering in the

presence of ozone. From the radiance data an atmospheric diffum reflcetivity of about S× 10 -t
at 2600A has been calculated. This may be _ontrasted with 1957 rocket observation._ of .Mars
and Jupiter which yielded albedos at 2700A of 0.94 and 0 26 respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION The spherical albedo of a planet is the ratio

If the earth's sunlit side is viewed from space it of the total flux emitted in all directioas by the
exhibits a bright appearance in the visible portion planet to the total flux inci:|_nt on the planet from
of the spectrum. In contrast, the appeara,.,ce of the sun. Both quantities are being measured
the sunlit earth in the ultraviolet wavelength over the same wavelength interval. The earth's
region below about 3100A may be expected to be visual, spherical albedo has be,:n experimentally
rather dim and relatively unifoml. In the visible determined, by studies of earth light on the moon,
region the :'Dward flux out of the atmosphere is to range from 0.29-0.56 depending on the ._ason
made up of Rayleigh scattered sunlight, sunlight and on which side of the eartli is facing the moon.
reflected directly from clouds or from the earth's The average val_e of them visual albedos is given
surface, light scattered from atmospheric dust, as 0.39-0.40 (I')anjon, 1954; Dzhasybekova,
and a relatively small amount of resonant and Kazachevskii, aad Kharitonov, 1960). The ma-
fluorescent scattered sunlight or day airglow. In jor part of the earth's visual albedo comes from
the middle ultraviole_ region from 2100-3000A, contributions by reflection from clouds. If atmo-
however, because of the totally absorbing ozone spheric scattering is considered separately, assure-
region located from approximately 10 to 40 kin, ing no clouds, calculations (Kano, 1958) show the
the day radiance will be produced only by hay- spectral albed_s due to Rayleigh scatterlng to be:
leigh scattering of sunlight in the thin _:pperatmo- infrared region_.0075; visible region--0.096; and
sphere above the ozone region and by fluorescent near ultraviolet _gion--0.23. The weighted sum
scattered sunlight or ultraviolet dayglow. The of these various spectral albedos for a Rayleigh
combination of a thin atmosphere and strong atmosphere is given as 0.066 by Kano (1958) for
ozone absorption produces a correspondingly low the entire spectral region X>2900A, and has L_n
albedo. '/'he ab_en_ of contributions from reflec- independently calculated by Coulaon (19,_9) to
tions by clouds and surface features and the be p. 0_9. The contribution in these spect'tl
strong wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scatter- regions from airglow is negligible except over nar-

row wavelength intervr,ls near the more pro-ing will produce a relatively uniform appearance.
nounced dayglow emi_,:-,n lines. The uses and

*_t_._md.. _.,_,_ SN,, nOu c,_,, _.._ X-_s-_-_0. difficulties of d._yglow measurements have been
April H_4: also I_blJ_h,_din the d_,_i _! G_pl,_d_ R_mreA,
_o_s_,-=s_o. a_ _._. summarized recently by Chamberlain (1963).

98?
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The calculations which have beeil made for must originate in scattering above the ozone

scattered solar radiation in the near ultraviolet region. This insures a relatively srdall flux since

: have include I multiple scatterings, ozone distri- even the high altitude ozone distribution is strongly

butions, and upward and dcwnward fluxes (Sekera absorbing in this spectral region. DaJ_arno (1962,

and Dave, 1961a, and Larsen, 1959). 1963) and Chamberlain and Sobouti (1962) have
In the middle ultraviolet region calculations derived equations to show the effect of non-

have assumed single Rayleigh scattering with Rayleigh resonant and fluorescent scattering near

ozone absorption (Ban, 1962; Hubbard, 1963; atomic and molecylar resonance lines, and point

Green, 1964; and Hrasky and McKee, 1964). out that this effect could be significant in the

Multiple scattering or fluorescence has not been ultraviolet where small Rayleigh scattered fluxes

included. The middle ultraviolet day radiance a_e expected.
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FmUR_. 1.--Photometer response curves. Relative response of both photometerd is shown on an equal energy basis.
The solar spectrum, averaged over i0_. intervals, is also shown. (Wilson et al., 1954; Malitson et al., 1960). The
2200A photometer response is provided by a combination of an interference filter and 4 mm NiSO4(HsO)0,crystal.
The 2a00A photometer combines aI_ interference filter, Coming 7-54, 4 mm NiSOeJ, HI)6, Cati,gn-X, and 2 mm Pb
doped KChKBr crystal (Childs. 1961).
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II. THE EXPERIMENT ,.o ,,o .,,,,,_o_..I40 I_0 140 I_0 120 )101009080 sou_.

At 1155 EST (1655 UT) on 8 August 1962 two - \_, _/-__/__/ ,.o -_

middle ultraviolet photometers were included in _/_ i-,o-_'_
an Aerobee rocket (NASA 4.60) launched from : ....

Wallops Island, Virginia. Measurements of the _,_,,, ._, _.oo.,.o,o.,,,, ,._ _
ultraviolet day radiance were taken continuously =.-,o ....... _'- .... - ..... -" . .... -_ .r"Zo °I ,2 2

as the rocket climbed to a peak altitude of 150 kin. I ,., ,,oo,,.o,o.,,, ),, ;,, _;

Each photometer consisted of a mechanical colli- !.__ .'-. ..... . . _ _.._ _ _ . ,_/ , ,O_o°
mator, a filter, and a photomultiplier sensitive ]

100 120 |40 160 I10 200 220 240 260 210 3(]0 - 32-0_

only to ultraviolet radiation. The collimator pro- ,_,o..... ,(.......,
duced an effective field of 1.4X10 -_ ster (about a FIe,ruE 2.--Rocket flight data. Curve (a) is the zenith

7 degree square field). The filters were of the angle of the i)hotometer direction as a function of time.Curves (b) and (c) are a sampling of the reduced tele-
type describcd by Childs (1961). The phototubes merry data plotted in terms of the rel.ltive intensity
were type EMR 54]F--05 p!:otomultipliers with received by the photometer. The points show scatter
sapphire windows and cesium-tellurium cathodes produced by photometer noise "_nda small amount of
(D" ,okelman, Fowler, and Hennes, 1962). structure as a fu:..ctionof zenith angle. The peaksafter

The relative spectral response of these photom- 260s'conds correspond to the horizonlimb brightening.
The iargLpeak at 273 seconds, which is extraneous, is

eters is given in Figure 1 on an equal energy produced by sunlight reflected off the photometer
basi_ (amps/watt). Also included in Figure 1 is entrance with the photometers pointed above the horizon
the solar spectrum, averaged over 10A inter:,als, in the south. Withou_ this sunlight effect the record
taken from data re[ orted by Wilson, et al., (1954) would appear as it does at 310-320 seconds with the
and Malitson, et at., (1960). The effective wave- photometers pointed above the h(,rizon in the north.
lengths of the photometers were at 2217A and

2610A with effective bandwidths of 230A and trolled in two axis, the vehicle pitched through
100A respectively. The contribution from the much larger angles than those for which the aspect
long wavelength region beyond 2800A has been instruments had been designed. Pitch rate sig-
examined and found to be much less than the nals were integrated to find approximate zenith
magnitudes of the radiance measurements made. angles outside of the region of aspect sensor opera-

During the flight the rocket pitched through a tion. These calculations could be checked by
wide range of zenith angles. Its motion, how- fitting with the aspect signals as the rocket pert-
ever, was confined by an attitude control system odically mo_,ed back throu the sensor region.
to a single plane having an azimuth of 175° pass- The photometer dat.% reduced from the original
ing through the zenith and the sun. The sun was telemetry record at one second intervals, are
at a zenith angle of 22°. The photometers, which shown in curves (b) and (c). Relative intensity
were pointed out the side of the rocket approxi- is plotted, with the data normalized to unity for
mately in the pitch plane and at an angle of 122° nadir (180 °) values. The scatter in the relative
with the rocket axis, swept from the nadir up to intensity values is produced by photometer noise
a _,enith angle of about 80° in both the north and introduced because the signal level was near the
south sky at various times, bottom of a three-ctecade logarithmic scale. The

Ill. RESULT[ photomO .r se:_sitivity in this exploratory meas-
urement had been set low to avoid the possibility

The data art" shown in Figure 2 which give of saturation due to either unexpectedly large

(curve a) the zenith angle of the photometers as reflectivities or unusually intense dayglow or au-
a function of both flight tim,. and altitude. The roral emissions. Lines have been added to _larify
aspect data was obtained f_-orasolar sensing aspect the peaks beyond 2(i0 seconds.
cells, magnetometers, and the attitude control In Figure 3 the data are replotted as a function
system error z!gnals and pitch-rate signals. Dur- of zenith angle. Data are shown only for 10

ing the flight the rocket's attitude control system degree intervals of zenith angle. Part of the
m_[unctioned to the extent that, although con- spread in the points is due _') photomet,..r noise,
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1"61 the nadir radiance. The photometer field of 1.4

>" ! X 2600A PHOTOMETER 0

1.4 × ×10 -_ ste: 4;ans would, of course, diminish the
z × effect of any increased radiance that extended

1.2 X _Xx X •
_ o over only a relatively narrow field.

g x X x_ _ _ _ _ _ _x o The peaks at about 272 seconds in Figures 21.0--
.,. x • represent direct sunlight reflected off the photom-
= o.e - eter entrance. The photometc- was pointed up

in the southern sky at that point at a zenith angle
of about 70 degrees. The magnitude of thex 22ooaPHOTOMETE_

2.o - reflected solar signal under those conditions was

× determined by laboratory measurements to be

1.a- • about 10-_ that of direct sunlight. Note that
1.6 - _ . this scattered light signal is still larger than the

earth radiance signal. The problem of making1.4- x
z x • measurements in the presence of direct sunlight

1.2 - x x x x o is emphasized by this result.
7- x • The magnitude of the radiances detected by

=_ ).o- x_i__._! _T ^ the photometers is expressed in Table 1. The
0.8- nominal effective wavelength and the effective

band width are given. The third colump, gives
0.6 - the earth's radiance, at the nadir, with the sun at

N ] i I J I L I , I o 22 ° zenith angle, assuming a uniform and equal

100 140 180 140 100 distribution across the wavelength region de-
NORTH SOUTH

ZENITHANGL_Z(degrees) scribed by the effective bandwidth. The equiv-

FZGUR_.&--Ultraviolet day radiance as a function of alent photon emission rate in kilo-rayleighs per
zenith angle. The data in Figure 2 are replotted here 100A is also given. The day radiance values
as a sampling of telemetry data taken at 10 degree determined by these measurements have uncer-

intervals. The crosses indicate data taken at altitudes tainties of about 10-15 percent arising from noise

less than 120 km. Circles indicate data taken at in the photometer signal and uncertainties in
altitudes above 120 km. Solid circles are single points, ultraviolet radiomehic standards.
open circles represent several data points (2-5) occupy-
ing the sa:ae position. The limb brightening is evident. _lhe last column gives the diffuse spectral reflec-

tivity of the earth's sunlit atmosphere averaged

over each of the wavelength intervals. This num-

part is due to combining data taken at the same her is arrived at by assuming the scattered sun-

zenith angles but from different altitudes, light has the same spectral distribution as the

The values of day radiance measu:ed during incident sunlight throughout each bandwidth (see
this flight are notable for the lack of features seen Figure 1). The values of solar irradiance are

over a large range of zenith angles. Even the taken from the sources cited. The uncertainties

horizon brightening is only a factor of two times in the calculated reflectivities are greater than

T^BLE 1.--Ultraviolet Day Radiance Measurements of the Earth Taken 8 August 1962, at 1_6 km, with Photometers
Pointed at the Nadir; Solar Zenith Angle _$o.

Nominal Effective Radiance Emission
Wavelength Bandwidth (ergs/sec cmI ster (kilorayleigh/100A) Diffuse

(A) (A) 100A) Rate Refleetivity

2600........ 100 0. 5 8 x l0 t 8 x 10-_
2200........ 230 0. 5 7 x 102 3 x 10-a
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those for our observed radiance values by the Table 2 gives the various measured and cal-
_. amount of uncertainty in published absoIute spec- culated middle ultraviolet day radiance values.
:, tral solar intensities. If we make the further The calculated values tend to support our results
_' assumption that the entire earth is a diffuse rather well. It should be borne in mind that the
:__ Lambert reflector, then the diffuse reflectivity of data were all taken or calculated using different
_ about 8× 10-4 at 2600A becomes the earth's spher- parameters of altitude, solar zenith angle, ozone

!_ ical albedo. Tbis number can be contrasted with distribution, season, etc. so that the results can-
'_' the earth's total observable spherical albedo of not be compared too directly. The relatively

0.39-0.40, and with the calculated Rayieigh scat- large factor of four between the experimental
tered albedo contribution in the near ultraviolet results of Friedman, Rawcliffe and Meloy and

_" of 0.23 as given in the introduction, ourselves is possibly explained by either a large

Of interest also is a comparison of the earth's change in the high altitude ozone distribution
if' low middle ultraviolet effective albedo with mess- between the time of the two measurements or the

urements of the relatively high effective albedos difficulties in maintaining calibration during the
:: of Mars and Jupiter raade in 1957 with a photom- preparations for and launching of a satellite.

eter of about 300A bandwidth centered at 2700A The similarity of the various calculations and our

; (Boggess and Dunkelman, 1959). They obtained measurements indicate that the simple approach
_ values of about 0.24 for Mars and 0.26 for Jupiter. to ultraviolet atmospheric radiance calculations,

._. One other known experimental observation has involving use of ozone distributions and single
" been made of the middle ultraviolet day radiance, scattering with plane atmospheres (Ban, 1962;

_ Friedman, Rawcliffe, and Meloy (1963) have Hubbard, 1963; and Green, 1964) or spherical

:: reported a satellite borne photometer measure- atmospheres (Hrasky and McKee, 1964) is ade-
_ ment of the day radiance with a spectral pass band quate for broadband measurements. If higher
._ of 140A centered at 2550A. Their result, with spectral resc' ,tion were to be considered the
_- the sun at a zenith angle of 49° and the detector agreement might be strongly affected by resona-t

._ pointed at the nadir with a field of 1.2×10 -4 or fluorescent scattering.
steradian, showed an atmospheric radiance of The calculated results depend very strongly on

_ 2.0_+0.3 ergs/sec cm2 ster 109A. ozone distribution, especially in the region around
&

_ Ta_L_ 2.--Comparison of Meesured and Calculated Nadir Ultraviolet Day Radia_ce Values. Radianceinergs/seccm%ter lOOA.

.....

_£ 2600A Region 2200A Region

i

Average Wave- Average Wave- Solar
_ Source Radiance lengths Radiance lengths Zenith
_._ Over Interval (.) (A) Over Interval (_) (A) Angle

_i_ This work (b).............................. 0.5 2560-2660 0.5 2100-2330 22
Friedman, et al. (1963) (b_................... 2. 0 2480-2620 ............................. 49°
Ban (1962) (¢)............................. 0.5 2550-2650 ........................... 0°

" Hubbard (1963) t_)......................... 0.4 (a; 2550-2650 ............................ 0 °
Green (1964) (°)............................ 0.5 _'_ 2550-2650 0.7 2100-2330 0°

! Hrasky & McKee (°) (1964) ................. 0. 4 2550-2700 0.5 2000-2_00 22°

(a) Values estimated or rounded off from data published by the referencedauthors.
(b) Measuredvalues.
(c) Calculated values.
(d) A range of 0.05--0.8 is estimated dependingon the ozone distributionchosen. The radiance listed is taken from Figure 14 representing

a "standard" osono curve.
(e) A range of 0.15---0.6 is estimated depending on the ozone distribution chosen. The r_dianee listed is taken from Figure 6

.; representing an analytical fit to the _ame "_tandard" osone curve as used by Hubbard.

g_
4
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the peak of the ozone absorption curve at 2600A Co,Lsos, K. L., "Characteristics of the Radiation Emerg-
where the very high altitude ozone has a dominant ing from the Top of a Rayleigh Atomsphere. II. Total

Upward Flux and Albedo," Plant Space Sci., l, 277-
role. The ozone distribution at higher altitudes 284, 1959.

is relatively unknown, however, so that appreciable DALG^RNO,A., "Spectral Reflectivity of the Earth's
uncertainties may be introduced into the calcu- Atmosphere, III: The Scattering of Light by Atomic
lated values. At the shorter wavelength region Systems," Geophysics Corp. of America Report 62-

around 2200A and at longer wavelengths beyond 28-A, 1962.
2800A the ozone is much less absorbing and inci- DALGARNO,A., "RayleighScattering Near an Absorption
dent solar radiation will penetrate more deeply Line," J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 53, 1222, 1963.

DANJON, A., "Albedo, Color, and Polarization of the
into the atmosphere, thus permitting more scat- Earth," in The Earth as a Planet, edited by G. P. Kuiper,
tering and producing higher albedos. By use of pp. 726-738, Univ. of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1954.

satellite-borne photometers with narrow spectral DUNKELMAN, L., W. B. FOWLER, and J. P. HENNES,

bandpasses, well removed from strong daygiow "Speetraily Selective Photodetectors for the Middle and

emission lines, and situated at various middle Vacuum Ultraviolet," Appl. Optics, 1, 695-700, 1962.
DZHASYBEKOV^, E. K., V. M. K_ZACHEVSKII, and A. V.

ultraviolet wavelengths from 2100 and 3000A, a KHAmTONOV, "Determination of the Earth's AIbedo,"
profile of high altitude ozone distribution should Astron. Zh., 37, 131-134, 1960; translated in Soviet
be obtainable. Such an idea was proposed in Astronomy-A J, 4, 125-128, 1960.

1957 by Singer and Wentworth (1957), who con- FRIEDMAN, R. M., D. RAWCLIFFE, and G. E. _V_ELOY,

sidered only wavelengths at 2800 and 3000A. "Radiance of the Upper Atmosphere in the Middle

Twomey (1961) carried out further calculatiJns "Ultraviolet," J. Geophys. Res., 68, 6419-6423, 1963.

in th_s same wavelength region. The calculations GREEn,A. E. S., "Attenuation by Ozone and the Earth's
Albedo in the Middle Ultraviolet," Appl. Optic J, 3,

in the near ultraviolet above 3000A have been 203-208, 1964.

considered in detail by Sekera and Dave (1961b). I-IRAsKY, W. C., and T. B. McKEE, Langley Research
The altitudes above 50 km would require, how- Center, NASA, Hampton, Virginia, private communi-
ever, use of wavelengths below 2800A where anal- cation, 1964.
ysis should be much easier. The seasonal and HUBRARn,E. L., "Calculationof the Intensity of Light

Scattered in the Atmosphere in the Wavelength Region
latitudinal variations in upper atmosphere ozone,

2300A to 3100A with Absorption by Oxygen and Ozone
so important to atmospheric heating processes, Considered," Report Sciences, Sept. 1963.

would thus be available. KANO, M., "The Albedo of the Earth's Atmosphere,"
Papers in Meteorology and Geophysics, Tokyo, 9 (2),
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LYMAN-O RESONANT SCATTERING USING RANDOM
STOKES VECTORS*

The easeof relativelyfewseatteringsof Lyman-a resonanceradiationin a uniformhydrogen
gas is treated by using Stokes vectorsas random variablesin _ Monte Carlo type of calculation.
Dopplerredistributionof frequenciesand the doublet nature of Fheline are taken into account.

INTRODUCTION ponents describe its intensity and state of polar-

In radiative transfer problems in which the ization completely. The scattering of a photon
number of scatterings is low, the nature of the in- may then be described by a scattering matrix
dividual scattering process becomes important, operating on its Stokes vector to produce a new
i.e. whether isotropic or anisotropic. Lyman-a Stokes vector. If the photon suffers a subsequent
resonance scattering is an example in which one scattering, the process is repeated on the ne_,
line component scatters isotropice.lly, the other stokes vector, after first taking account of the fact

anisotropically, that the coordinate system has changed.
We describe here a use of random Stokes vec- McMaster I gives an example of this in double

tors in a Monte Carlo type of calculation, to Compton scattering.
obtain the fluxes of Lyman-a radiation at various The scattering matrix for resonant scattering is
levels in a uniform (density and temperature) given in a general form by Chandrasekhar? This
atmosphere of hydrogen atoms. The method in- is specialized to the Lyman-a case by putting in
corporates Doppler redistribution of frequencies, the appropriate atomic constants. There are two
and takes account accordingly of the fact that a scattering matrices involved in Lyman-a scatter-
photon may be scattered by either of the compo- ing, because two transitions are involved, one
nents of the Lyman-a d)ublet in the course of its isotropic and the other anisotropic.
flight. The polarizatiox, at each level could also Successive scatterings of this kind are set up in
be obtained from the same calculation, if required, the present calculation. An incident photon
by adding up the Stok2s vectors. A non-uniform (specified Stokes vector) is injected into the plane
atmosphere was initially attempted, but pointed parallel atmosphere of H atoms. Its frequency

is randomly picl<ed within all assumed Dopplerup a problem in that the mean free path of a
photon becomes anisotropic and the anisotropy profile, and its direction of incidence may be
varies with level, either randomly picked from an isotropic distr:bu-

The interest in this approach stemmed from the tion or chosen at a fixed angle.

possibility of its application to upper atmosphere The photon encou.:ters an H atom every mean
night glow and similar phenomena in which the free path ),, where
intensities, frequencies and polarization of the 1
radiation may be sampled directly by rocket X=Naa'

instruments as a function of altitude. N being hydrogen number density, • the cross-

DESCRIPTIONOF GENERALAPPROACH section for resonant scattering. However, it is
not actually scattered if its frequency relative to

A convenient way to characterize a beam of the H atom is not the same as either one of the

photons is by the Stokes vector, whose four corn- two Lyman-a components. It continues on until
•Publishedas Godd,_rdSpareFliuktCenterDocumentX-614-64-165. it does encounter an H atom such that its relative

993
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frequency lies within the natural width of either in which 0 is the scattering angle and the constants
of the two Lyman-a components; its Stokes vector E,, E2, E3 depend on the particular energy levels
is then multiplied by the corresponding scattering involved.
matrix. The direction of the scattered photon In the case of Lyman-a, the transitions involved
is decided on the basis of the intensity distribution in resonant scattering are (ls_S½-2P2P½) and

given by the first two components of the Stokes (ls_S½-2fP}). For the first, j=O, initial j=_,
vector, and for the second j = + 1, initial j = ½. The con-

(The atom absorbing a photon at any frequency stants Ex, E_, Ea are therefore respectively (0, i,
within the natural width is made to re-emit the -_) and (½, ½, }).

photon at only the center frequency. This corre-
sponds to an arbitrary kind of redistribution. [el The First Scatiering

Actually, when a given atom is illuminated by a The incident Stokes vector, which is multiplied
line broader than its natural width, its scattering by the scattering matrix T, is:
redistributes the radiation over the natural width

Heitler2 The natural width is negligible com- I_o
pared to the line width here, however.) Lol

This process is repeated for the scattered photon S0 = UO
so that successive scetterings are undergone, and vo
the pbot_n describes a random walk in the
medium. The medium is divided into 100 zones, (The relation between this set of components and
and a count of positive and negative flux is kept the alternative set usPd by McMaster is discussed
for each zone. hy Van de Hulst. 5 The component V does not

When the photon escapes from the prescribed L.,x with the others in the scattering process so
region, either forward or backward, a new photon that we can work with the first three components
is injected, only throughout the calculation. It will be seen

that U does get mixed with I_ and L in successive
DETAILSOF CALCULAT:ON scatterings, however.

[a] Photon Path The scattered photon has its Stokes vector

The medium is taken to extend from z = 0 to given then by

z = 1and is infinite in the x, y directions. Photons S, = TSo
are injected at z=0. The i -th collision-free path

of a given photon has the direction cosines If So is the Stokes vector for natural (unpolarized)
(/,, m, n_). The first scattering results in a scat- light,
tering direction (l_, m_, n_) which makes an angle
0 with the incident direction (l_, m_, n_) and has ½
azimuthal angle _ (Cashwell and Everitt, _ Ch. So-- ½
VII): u and _ are chosen as in section (c) below. 0

In subsequent scatterings the scattering angle 0 is the first scattering gives a Stokes vector Sz which
obtained by the procedure of section (d). is a function only of the scattering angle 0:

t

[b] The Lyman-- ScatteringMatrix _EI cos20-1-_E2 I i I
/,

The general resonant scattering matrix is given S_= _rE_ _g_ I, I
by Chandrasekhar _ as: U' 1

T= ½E_. (_E_+IE_) 0 tered at an angle 0_ is taken to be proportional to

0 0 _E_ cos0 the intensity sum I_'+I,'; 0¢is chosen randomly
within this probability distribution by the Von

0 0 0 _E_ cos8 Neumann device described by Cashwell and
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Everitt. 4 The azimuth angle _ of *,hescattered To find an actual angle 05 resulting from the
photon is chosen at random within the interval second scattering, the Von Neumann device is
(0-2r). again used on the probability distribution

[d] SubsequentScattering$ pC= $2(1)+$2(2)

Because the plane of the second scattering is after first randomly choosing x in the interval
rotated in general by an angle x about the direc- (0-2_r). (The assumption is thereby made that
tion of incident propagation with respect to the the plane of the second scattering is randomly
plane of the first scattering, the Stokes vector $1 related to that of the first).
is transformed by a matrix M(x), where

[e] Computer Program

sin_x _ sin 2xcos X A computer program was written by C. Wade

M(x) _in2 -4= x eos_x sin 2x to carry out the calculation. It includes pro-
vision for injecting either a unidirectional beam

-sin 2x sin 2x cos 2x at any specified angle, or isotropically incident

into a vector:

2 3 • 2 3 1

COSx(TEI COS203L_E2)-{- sin x(_E,+:E2) S_(1)
t • 2 3 2 3 1

$1= sm x(TE, cos_OT'_E_)+ cos X(:I-EI-{-yE2) _ 81(2)

-sin 2x(:}E, cos_0+_E_)+sin 2x(:_E,-4-½E2) 8,(3)

multiplying this by T gives the resultant scattered Stokes vector S_:
! !

(_E, cos"O+,}E,)Sl(1) + (_E2)S,(2),, S2( U

1 _ 3E 1 S2(2)
$2= _E_ $1(1)-I-(_ 1-t-_E2)S_(2) =

!

(_Ez cos 0)S,(3) $2(3)

photons. Fig. 1 is a simplified flow chart of the r ;_IULTSAND DISCUSSION
program. A uniform plane-parallel atmosphere of hydro-

gen atoms at temperature 500°K, and of 500 km

[,.,tert.om n,m.tml _ [ ,s --] thickness, was taken as the medium on which to
FROMSl_l_¢OltllD FIIOMMAXWEtL _ llUim_. _ I_OTOII I

0,re,turn, re,roUT,0.I _ L_.._ run the calculation. Two densities ,,'ere suc-

ml i_--_ cessiveiy assumed, 1.0X 10n/cc and 2.0): l&/cc,
and with each density two different isotropically

lmm,,n incident radiation profiles were used, correspond-
SCATTt'IR

V _--"'] STOKnVECTOIIing to Doppler temperatures T_ of 500°K and
tarot_1 / 5000°K. The citrves of Fig. 2 were obtained for

/I_ rllll] _-_ the four cases, each representing results for about

5000 photons. (A computer run for 5000 photons
was about one half hour long). The ordinate

_'sn _ mt_t "] represents the relative number of photons passing¢---'--'1

ItxL_'-"'_mtmtsn'r_L_n._.[" ! ,mmttn0, forward through a given plane in the atmospherespecified by the abscissa. Since ell photons cross-

Fmu_E 1.--Simplifiedflowchart, ing a given plane are counted, the number corre-
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600 radiation, as expected, while the two-fold increase
in atmospheric density gives greater opacity.

An analytic treatment of the problem would in-
620 volve the solution of a system of transport equa-
s00 tions, 6with a kernel which incorporates both the

resonant scattering matrix and the Doppler redis-
tribution in frequency/ The difficulty of this
analysis precludes a complete check of the results,

•. but at the same time is an argument for the

_o convenience of the present method.
" It may be that the use of a simpler scattering

40e "_".. process, i.e. scattering by a sivgle la-2p transi-o
,. 4s0 ": tion, would give essentially the same results.

440: *

--_420 Cl SUMMARY
IX

The use of Stokes vectors as random variables° appears to be an effective way of handling some
radiative transfer problems. We have applied

340 the method here to Lyman-a scattering in a uni-
320 form gas of hydrogen atoms, of density low enough
300 that few scatterings occur. It may be possible,

with further work, to extend it to the case of a
200 100

DISTANCE{KILOMETERS) non-uniform atmosphere.
The same calculation can also, if required, give

Fmv]_r. 2.--Relative flux distributions
the frequency, profile aad the polarization of the
radiation at any le'/el if the frequencies and Stokes

spends to the hemispheric flux fF of transfer vectors are recorded.
theory, or to photometric radiancy.

The dotted curve represents the results of case
(c) for a smaller sample of 1000 photons. The REFERENCES
curve (c) for 5000 photons departs somewhat from 1. W. H. McMAsT_.R, Am. Jour. of Phys. g$, 351 (1954).
the dotted curve, showing that "statistical equi- 2. S. CNANnRAs_.KH^a,Radiative Transfer, p. 51. Dover
librium" has not yet been completely reached. Publications:New York (1960).

Further runs were not made, however, because 3. W. HmTLSa,The Quantum Theory of Radiation, 3rd
ed., p. 201. Oxford Univ. Press, Oxford (1954).

the models considered here are not of interest in 4. CASHWELLand Ewa_Tr, The Monte Carlo Method,
themselves. Pergamon Press (1959).

The average number of scatterings per phcton 5. H. C. VAs w ttULST, Light Scattering by Small Parti-

in each case was: (a) 0.67, (b) 1.28, (c) 1.96, des, p. 41. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York
(d) 3.43. The refle_'tion coefficients or albedos (1962).
were: (a) 0.18, (b) 0.23, (c) 0.46, (d) 0.58. Broad- 6. U. FA_o,L. V. SP_NCEnand M. J. B_Re_u,in Hand°buch der Physik 88/_, p. 684. Springer-Verlag, Ber-
ening of the iacident frequency profile gives lin (1959).
greater transparei, cy of the atmosphere to the 7. L. G. HENYEY, Prec. Nat. Acad. Sci. t6, 50 (1940).
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INFRASONIC WAVES FROM THE AURORAL ZONE*
KAICtiI MAEDA AND TOMIYA WATANABEt

Pulsating aurorae are proposed as a sourceof the infrasonicwaves associatedwith geomag-
neticactivity reportedby Chrzanowskiet ai. One of the most plausiblegenerationmechanismsof
these longperiod pressure waves is the periodicheatingof the air around 100km, corresponding
to the auroralcoruscationreported l y Campbell and Rees. In order to show the energeticrela-
tionshipbetweensourceinput and, ressurechange at sea level, sometheoretical ealeulationsare
performedby using a simple modelot _,uroraldietributionin the isothermalatmosphere.

INTRODUCTION located somewhere in the auroral region, as can

The purpose of this paper is to in_erpreC the be seen from Figure 1. The left side of this
origin of the strange traveling atmospheric waves figure shows the diurnal variation of the arrival
observed at the ground during intervals of high of sound waves during magnetic storms, reported
geomagnetic activity (Reference 1). l:, particu- by Chrzanowski et al. (Reference 1). This
lar, discussion centers on possible moues of atmo- assumption is consistent with the finding that
spheric oscillations caused by the periodic the enhancement of the wave intensity at Wash-
bombardment of auroral particles iu the polar ington, D. C. is generally delayed several hours
mesosphere, after the increase of geomagnetic activity, except

Trains of the waves are detected by a system of in the case of very severe magnei, ic storms.
four microphones placed on each comer of a During these storms the delay is less than 30
quadrant roughly 8 km square, located north of minutes, indicating southward spread of the

Wasbington, D.C. The presence of a traveling source of these waves near Washington, D. C.
wave is established when the same wave forms In attempting to understand these peculiar
can be found on all four records with certain time pressure waves, ]t is proposed that they originate

shifts between them. These time displacements from a certain domain of the ionospheric region
are used to determine me direction of wave in the auroral zone which is heated periodically

propagation and the horizontal phase velocity of by a severe bombardment of auroral particles.
the w_ves. The periods of these infrasonic waves It is thought that this periodic precipitation of
are usually 20 to 80 sec, but occasionally 100 to auroral particles occurs simultaneously with
300 see waves are recolxted. The pressure ampli- geomagnetic pulsations.

tude ranges from about 1 to 10 dynes/era _. INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN GEOMAGNETIC
One of the peculiar features of these waves is FLUCTUATIONS, PULSATING AURORAE,

the change of arrival direction with time of day. AND INFRASONIC WAVES
The general trend is from the northeast in the
evening, from the north about midnight, and from The auroral luminosity often fluctuates with
the northwest in the morning. The shift back to incoming auroral particles. The fluctuatio _s of
northeast is somewhat discontinuous. These these particles, mostly electrons, can be explained

waves occur less frequently in the daytime, by either a periodic change in the acceleration
Since auroral activity predominates at at,out mechanism of incident particles or by the change

midnight local time, the time dependence of the of mirror heights of trapped particles in the
appearance of infrasonic waves during intervals earth's atmosphere, following the variations of
of high geomagnetic activity can be explained by the field intensity of the earth's magnetosphere.
assuming that the source of this kind of wave is The variations of geomagnetic field intensity and

of auroral brightness are therefore closely related.
*Publkhed NASA Teehnitud Note D-2138, June 1064.

tunt,emi__fB,U.hC_u,ba. A clear example of the correspondence between
g97
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l_z_uRr.1.--Diurnalvariationof the arrivaldirectionof infrasonicwavesduringmagneticstormsobservedat the National
Bureauof Standards,Washington,D.C. The threefigureson the rightindicatethe shiftsof the sourceof the preNmre
waves,correspondingto the movementof auroralactivity.

the pulsating aurorae and the rapid variation of magnetic wavvs, they arealmost perfectly reflected
geomagnetic intensity observed at the ground at the earth's surface (Reference 9). This prc
h_ been given by Campbell (Reference 2). duces standing hydromagnetic waws along mag-

According to the analysis of the space probe netic lin, _of force. The simplest mode of such
data given by Sonnet et al. (Reference 3), and sta,iding waves is the fundamental mode, whose
that of Explorer X (1961 xl) giver by Heppner unique nodf_ is on the geomagnetic equatorial
et al. (References 4 and 5), the region near the plane, with two loops of oscillation on the ends
geomagnetic equator beyond about 10 earth radii of the line of force on the earth, one in ea-_
is occasionally greatly disturbed. Such disturb- hemisphere. This mode of oscillation has been i
ances may be propagated along the magnetic investigated theorotically by Dungey (Refe_nce
lines of force as hydromagnetic waw,s, and are 10), who called it the normal mode of torsimml
transformed into electromagnetic waves when they oscillations of _he magnetic field in the earth's
reach the conducting ionosphere (References 6-8). cavity. "fbe e_;:_n period ¢ these oscillations
After penetrating the ionospheric region as electro- increases rapl,_llywith the latitude of the m'_gnetie

!
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:_ line of force intersecting the earth's surface, vary- ergs/cmLsec at weak aarora and increases by
_ ing from several tens of seconds in the subauroral more than a factor of 50 at brig!,t aurora (l{efer-
° region to about 10 minutes in the polar region ence 18). Thus, the energ3 flux in a ,_rong

(References 11-13). pulsating aurora Cab be estimated to be of the
:: In addition to the above mode, there is anotimr order cf 10z ergs/em2-_ec or more. This figure is

mode of oscillation responsible for geomagnetic consistent with the estimate given by Chamberlain
_ pulsations of shorter periods. As noted by Dessler (Reference 19), based on measurement _of auroral

!_ (Reference 1U, the velocity of Alfv6n waves luminosity.
* decreases very rapidly with decreasing height in On the other hand, _he energy flux of hydro-

the exospheric region below around 2,000 km. magnetic waves deduced from the magnetic pulsa-
q The,efore, because of the continuity of energy tion data is less than 10 ergs/cm_ _ betnw 200

2_w Aff;,_n waves of certain periods coming from km. The energy flux of hydroma_Letic waves
i_ the oqtel ._xosphere can be expected to be intensi- increases with height. However, the contribution

fed. In th:s mode of oscillation, the layer of to pressure waves ir the lower atmosphere
maximum Alfv_n velocity, approximately between decreases with the iI_creasing height of the source,

" 1500 antt 3000 km, becomes the node of oscilla- as will be shown later.

_i tion, and the loop Gf oscillation is near the earth's Another evidence for the present idea i_ the
:_ surface. This mode of hydromagnetic oscillation very good correspondence between the appearance

: corresponds to the geomagnetic pulsations with of pulsating aurorae and that of infrasonic waves
periods from about 1 to several seconds, which (Figure 2). The occurrence of pulsating aurorae
appear mgre frequently in nighttime tha" in shown on the right of Figure 2 is taken from the

/ daytime (Reference 15). visoplot of auroral activity, r:_ported by IGY
:+ In considering the above facts, it -,light be

speculated that a possible mechanism for the pro- A_o_t _Jsopto_(_..,+,_._y)
++ duction of infrasonic wave_ during auroral activity _,_vt_s_tn_

i:+ would be the penetration ot Alfv_n waves, includ- "_'__'-_ _-': I*__
, ing modified Alfv_n waves and reta,'+'+Msound

waves (Reference 13), through _he io; _,sphere. _ _0
Howgver, as v'ill be shown later, these contribu-

disturbances produced by the periodic heating of t _ _ ,_
the lower ionosphere caused by auroral 10 _b o _..

bombardments. _: As sl_.qwnby Heppner (Reference 16) auroral " o

activity p_dominates around midnight local time _,, _ _
and the active region extends towards lower lati- _0 i- _,_ [i_Lm__- - - _ , . , K_

_X LOCAL TIM! (7S" W)tude., with mcreasing activity; pulsating aurorae

appear at this phase of auroral activity. In other \\__\ _ ..._
words, among several types of auroral displays _

pulsating aurorae appear with the largest :_'t .,t_ta_v. _ \ / \_

, _ _ _ _,

disturbance in energy and they occur in fairly s ,,mt,s. ,_ \ / \
low latitudes. • _tv ,, ,,_ _' '._ /,

According to Camp[::ll and Ress (Referen( e 17) _ _m t t t _ _ _ _ ,.--_
the peak oi pulsating aurorae is around 100 km, _ _ 2, m m o, 0t ,o ,_
the bottom is at 90 km, the effec_;'_¢,thickness is LOCAL_ (15_, v,_,.__;., _,_+)
o: the order of 20 km, and the most frequent l_riod Ymv_2.--Diunmi variation of the arrival direction
is from 6 to i0 see. From the direct raeacurement ef infrt.sonicwaves during _peeihcmagnetic _torms

detected at the Natio_mlBureau of Standards,Wash.
of auroral particles by means of rocket boris ington, D. C. (Chr_anowskiet al., 1960).and vorre.
detectors, the energy flux of auroral partiCes, spouding auroralactivitte_ ob_r_odin the northern
mostly electrons, is of the order of several tens of hemisphere.

L
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World Data Center A, on days which correspond Notations and Fundamental Equations

to the events, reported by Chrzanowski et al. Preliminary notation will now be given:
(Reference 1), shown on the left of this figure.
Two occurrences of infrasonic waves in 1957 were c velocity of sound in the atmosphere
reported, but since no visoplots of auroral activity in cm/sec, c2= 7gH where H = RT/g
are ._vailable before the _TGY,they are omittd is the scale height of the isothermal
from this figure. The arrival direction of these atmosphere,
waves might deviate from their true direction D/Dr Eulerian derivative, 0/0tTUV,
because of st,'ong wind systems in high altitudes, f resultant of external forces except
Therefore, the appearances of pressure waves do gravity, dynes/gin,
not neces..arily match the pulsating auroral events g(0, -g) acceleration of gravity, g = 980 cm/
in detail. However, it is quite clear that there sec 2,

is a close correspondence between infrasonic waves k horizontal wave number correspond-
and pulsating aurorae. ;ng to X, in em-_, i.e., 2 T/_,,

vertical wavelength of a pressureMATHEMATICAL TREATMENT
wave in cm, i

= It is obvious that ray theory i_ not applicable p, p, T small departures from static values !

in this problem, bec,_use the wavelength is of the of pressure, density, and tempera- ]
order of an atmospheric depth or more for the ture, functions of x, z, and t, in i
infrasonic waves observed, dynes/cm _, gm/cm a, and °K,

The excitation and propagat:.on of long period P0, p0, To static values of pressure, density, and i
pressure waves in the atmosphere have been temperature, functions of z only, ;
investigated by several workers, mainly in two p., p., T= static values of pressure, density, and
fields of geophysics, i.e., meteorology and iono- temperat_lre of air at seal level. 1

spheric physics. The former consists of the study pT, pT, T_ total pressure, density, and tempera-
of atmospheric oscillations (References 20-24), ture, i.e., p0Tp, p0Tp, and To-t-T, '
and the study of micro-barometric disirubances q' (x, z) rate of net accession of heat, erg/gm

(References 25-36). The latter is mostly con- -sec; s(x, z)= (T-1)q where q=pTq'
cerued with the investigation of ionospheric dis- in ergs/cm3-sec,
turbances and has been discussed by Martyn- R gas constantofair, B/M=2.$7X106
(Reference 37), Sen and White (Reference 38), ergs/gm-°C, where B is the universal
Wl,te (References 39 and 40) and Hines (Ref- gas constant, 8.314X107 ergs/mol-
erences 41 and 42). °K, and M is the molecular weight of

Although the subjects considered in the noted air, approximately 28.97,
references a,'e quite different, the mathematical U (u, w) velocity vector, where u is the hori-
treatments _.re essentially the same. They are zontal (southward) and w is the up-
based on a differential equation of velocity diver- ward component of air flow in em
gence, which is derived from three fundamental /see,
equations, i.e., the equations of motion, con- x, z horizontal (southward)and vertical
tinuity, and of first law of _Jmrmodynamics. The (upward) coordinates,
theoretical aspects of the problems in geophysics, _, ratio of the specific heats of air,

including oceanography, are reviewed in Refer- Cp/C, = 1.4, where Cp and C, are the |.
ences 43-46. Mathematical technique has been specific heat of air at constant pres- !
developed to solve these problems, introducing sure and constant volume, respec-
the so-called field variables instead of simple tively,
hydrodynamical variables. _ entropy of air in ergs/gm-°K,

In the present calculations, however, the classi- ), horizontal wavelength of a pressure
cal method based on the equations of velocity wave in cm,
divergence will be used, because of the conven- e frequency of the pressure wave cor-
ience in comparing the ,'esults with observed data. responding to r, i.e., 2_/r,
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r periodofpressurewaveinsec, The variationsof pressuredue to thermal
x(x,z) thedivergenceofvelocityinsec-I, excitationscanbederivedfromthefirstlawof

i.e., ×= Ou/Ox+Ow/Oz, thermodynamics, whichgivesthechangeofentropy
_2 Coriolis vector in rad/sec. (References 43-45),

In Eulerian notetion, the equation ._fmotion is _t -- (3)

1_ 1
1_ +_vp + _ +fl_ U : f , (1) By making use of the perfect gas function for

entropy (Reference 46) it can be shown that
and the equation of continuity is Equation 3 is equivalent to

_ -_VU = 0 ]R--c2 = s(x.z.t).

where

s(x,z,t) = (T-l)pq'(x,z.t) = (T-l)q(x,z.t)

Since, in the present problem, the period of equation (Equation 4)is:
oscillation is less than a few minutes, the Coriolis 8p aw
force due to the earth's rotation is negligible, and _- : -Po c2 9-i + Pogw+ (T- l)q , (9)
all other external forces can be assumed to be
zero. The equation of motion for the present where q = q(z, t) is the periodically changing heat
problem is then simply source, which can be assumed to be

+_Vp = s (6) (,),'_'_o,-_>o .
q(z,t) = _ (10)

0 for - z0 < z 0 ,
<

One-DimensionalModel
where

Fortheone-dimens;onalcaseatmosphericmotion
has only the z component of velocity, w; therefore, qoe-' /h
in its linear approximation form, the equation of q(z) = h ; (11)

motion (Equation 6) is h is a constant and q0is the maximumrateof heat
aw -ap generation in an atmospheric column with unit

Po_'_ = _ - Pg (7) cross section, in ergs/cm_-sec; z ffi0 is taken as the
height of the base of heating; and the value at the

The equation of continuity in its linear earth's surface is givenby z=-z0.
approximation form is By eliminating p and p from the above

equations, the following differential equation is
ap Ow Po
"$i"+ Po_'_ - "_"w = 0 (8) obtained:

a2..__w_| aw I _2 w T - I aq (12)
And the linear approximation form of the entropy az2 W_'_ c_ at _ = Poc_ _i" •

In the region z> 0, where the heat source exists,
:i

' ] ' °1w = _ • Q(_:)d_.+ C + _ • q(_')c_ + , (la) .:f
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where kl and k= are given by dependent factor, e_,t, is dropped in Equation 13
and will be always dropped hereafter.

V_ll 1 _ For the region -zo__z <0, where no heat source

1 i _ ' t exists,

k I = 4H2

(14) i ik,. i ik 2.

¢1 l w =, k e ^ k%e S ; (16)ka = - 4Ha

where A a_A B are constants. The condition that
w = 0 at, the earth's surface gives

and

I'(k 2"k i)z 0 A (17)I _ B = e •
C '

The vertical velocity w should be continuous at

- Z -_ I d___ (15) z = 0, and thereforeQ(£) Po ca

A - B = C - D (18)

C and D are integration constants, to be det_-- The pressure p also should be continuous at z = 0,
mined by the boundary conditions. The 1". _o that the following condition is to be satisfied:

.=o., - (_-l)q(0) = P_ca .=o-, ' (19)

where E-,O and

., : (,,o).=o. (20)

the atmospheric density at z--0.

The above equations give

k t - k2

k=C - kaD - ktA + kaB = (y- l)q(0) (21)
Pc c2

For z--*®, there should be no wave downward, To find the pressure variation at the earth's
thus from Equation 13 surface, we must obtain (dw/dz)_._0, which is

given by using Equations 16 and 17;

C =- _0 e°ik'¢ Q(_)d_ (22) (dw) -,k,,o (24)_'z ==-=o = e A

From Equations 18 and 19, Then Equation 9 gives the pressure variation at,
the earth's surface,

A = C -'>''_t
Pe ca q(0) (23) i Ca e-ikffoP'=-'o : b'P, A , (25)
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where p, is the atmospheric density at the earth's lines and dashed lines stand for the scale heights

surface. By substituting Equation 22 into of 8 km and 6.8 km, respectively, for an isothermal

Equation 23, atmosphere. The latter gives the proper ratio of
(pe/ps)l/2 as compared with the observed atmos-

IAI : (?-l)q° 1(1 h h2) -'/2 phericdensities. From this figure, it can be seenPc c2 T - IT , (26) that periodic heating corresponding to a flux of
the order of 100 ergs/cm_-sec produces pressure

waves with amplitudes of the order of I dyne/cm *

provided that the angular wave frequency a is at the ground.
larger than a critical frequency aA,

Two-Dimensional Model

= TK°A -'ZS" (27) Equation of Velocity Divergence

From Equation 6 the equation of motion for

By using Equations 14 the twu-dimensional case is

- au 8pIo : e-'o/'" (28) po _- - ax , (30)

Thus the final expression of the amplitude of pres-

sure variations at the ground, caused by the aw ap

per;odie disturbance in the upper atmosphere Po _- = -_,'- gp (31)

q(z, t), is
The equation of continuity (Equation 2) can be

P. - _,-lc qo_Tc)(P'_'/2 (l_lT+___]hh2_ '/2 (29) written in a first order approximation as
ap aPo

+ w_ : -PoX , (32)
The values for p./q0 which may be derived from

this equation are plotted vs. h in Figure 3 for where x=x(x, z,t)is the velocity divergence. By

several values of angular frequency, a. The full using Equation 32, Equation 4 can be written as

ap (33)jT = PogW - PoC2X + s

Under the assumption that the time variations

of u, w, p, p, and s are proportional to a factor e i't

Ii _ 10-_

. the tollowing relations between u, w, and p are
E *

i__ obtained from Equations 30-33:
_|

o_ (c_ I as°1 = _- x" gw)- Po ax (34)

o"°
8X au l 8s

-_=w -- c2_'7-vgx* g_-_oo_ ' (35)

0 2 4 6 8 IO
h (kin) (

iap : pogW-C =pox + s (36)
FIGUR_3.--Relative intensity of pressure waves on the _*,_

ground, produced by periodic auroral heating, vs. the (_
scale height of the heat source, for the one-dimensional By eliminating u, w, and p from these equations,
model with an isothermal atmosphere, the following differential equation for the velocity *_,,:,

._"

T"
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divergence x(x, z) is obtained:

,{de2 g) aX [__z2 lo2x _2_ __J_ +(T-J)gja-_- +Tx

_-_ I g +_ -- c'k-_ +_ -_--7ov' (37)c2e-'--"'_o (z)c2 Ox2 Po

The derivation of this equation is given in the free oscillation of the atmosphere on the
Appendix A. nonrotating earth.

We will now consider pressure waves traveling
Tile Diogno_icD/_rnm horizontally in this fiat atmosphere. If u, w, p,

If there is no thermal excitation, the right side and p are proportional to a factor eiC't"k'J), the
of Equation 37 is zero, and the solution of this following is the equation for the vertical change
homogenous differential equation corresponds to of x(a, z):

-a_+ -k_+--y_--_- �Ô�T: o

Since c_=_gH(z), this may be written

--+T[(H'-I)_'+ -k_+_-_H_ + X = 0dz2

where H'= dH/dz, where A and B are constants,

For simplicity, consider the case of an isothermal _2 = N2 - _4_> 0 , (43)
atmosphere, where H'=0. Equation 39 becomes

for the noncellular solution, and

d2 x d_

dz---T--2N-d_+M2X = 0 . (40) , -- i_, . _2 _- _2_N, > 0 . (44)

for the cellular solution. As was shown by
where the constant N = 1/2H and Pekeris (Reference 27) for the noncelluiar solution

in an isothermal atmosphere (Equation 42) the
k2g2

M2 - _ k2 + _ (T - 1_ (41) term with e_ must vanish, i.e, Bffi0. Otherwise
c 2 the kinetic energy of noncellular waves, which is

This differential equation has the solution: proportional to p0 (z)x _, would diverge. Further-
more, because of the condition that the vertical

x(_,z) : e"'(^e'_'+a-'_') (42) componentofvelocitymustvanishattheground,' we getonlytwo possibletypesoffreeoscillation,

specifiedby thefollowingcharacteristicrelations:

_ _ g(2-T) (45)
Type I: k c' V = V : c, -rid . - 2c_ '

_ _ _ . T__JL.TypelI: k : T v : -g v = v a.d . : _ ' (46)' o" ' ' g 2C:1
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where V = ¢/k and U = da/dk, the phase velocity 1.0
and group velocity of noncellular horizontal waves.
Type I corresponds to Lamb's wave (Reference _2<0

20),*which exists at all frequencies; the waves of _ 72>0 / =
type II can be propagated only above a critical _ ,o-X SONICWAVES/_

"_ value ¢_, _ _2>0

- g4 (47) _ 'A°'c c > ...........

_, _B

<_ lo-2
(the corresponding period is about 250 see), and o
the wave is dispersive. <z q2>0

It should be noted that, because of the decrease THERMOBARICWAVES
of atmosphericdensity, the amplitude of the Lamb

wave (pressure variation) dec, eases with altitude lo-3 ........ i ........ i ........
by a factor exp(-gz/c_), preventing the propaga- 10-7 I0-e lO-$ 10-4

Zion of waves in any except horizontal directions HORIZONTALWAVE.NUMBERk (cm -'1)

(Reference 46). On the other hand, for the FIGURE4.--Diagnostic diagram for an isothermalatmos-
cellular solution _ stands for the wave number in pherewith scaleheightH ffi8 Km (T0--273°K).

the vertical direction and Equation 44 is equivalent

to _2>0, one surrounded by curve A and the other
surrounded by curve B, leads to an eigen solution

(_2 _a_) + k2c 2 (_ -_2) of Equation 39. In the th;rd region (between the
v" c2 : (48) ether two), where tf<0, only the points on the

a2 line a= kc and ¢--v/l_(¢>a_) lead to eigen solu-
tions. Figure 4 is called the diagnostic diagram
of the isothermal atmosphere, and the waves

where corresponding to the two domains in _ .,ich _ >0
are named Sonic (mode A) and Thermobaric

g'/ (mode B), respectively (Reference 46). Sonic
_^ = _ ' and thermobaric waves are called acoustic and

internal gravity waves, respectively, by Hines

% = g(Y- 1)1/2 (49) (Reference 42).¢

Intens/tyof PressureWavesat the Ground

Brunt's frequency, ¢B, is the frequency of the Since the source of excitation s(x, z) ;s limited
vertical oscillation of a free air parcel in the to a certain area inside the auroral zone, the right
atmosphere, changing adiabatically. This expres- side of Equation 37 is not uniform with respect to
sion was also derived by Viiisiilii as a stability x. Therefore, this differential equation is not in
parameter of the atmosphere (Reference 46). general separable with respect to the variables x
The frequency ¢, can be called the atmoepheric and z, and the following assupmtions are made in
resonance sound frequency (Reference 47). solving the equation:

The curve for _ ffi0 shown in Figure 4 (a plot 1. The atmosphere is isothermal, with scale
of ¢ vs. k) consists of two branches, A and B. height H, in km.
The curve A starts from the c-axis at ¢ffi cA and 2. The distribution of the heat source is

is asymptotic to the line C, which corresponds uniform along the y direction (this is
to the solution of the noncellular Lamb wave, assumed at the beginning to reduce the
¢ffikc. The other cm_ce B passes through the problem to two dimensions), but it is
origin and is asymptotic to the horizontal line limited horizontally in the x direction
• ffiaB. Every point in the two regions where within +M (i.e., -_o_.<x<_o) and is
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extended vertically above a certain height the samephasewithin thedomainindicated
z (i.e., z_z0), in item 2 above.

3. The time variation of the heat source is The first assumption reduces Equation 37 to
periodicwith an angular frequency ¢, and the following form:

1 _ a= X a2 X 1 ax _2-7/_- +.-T -Tr___

=' I(, _)°'" °'" '°fl (50)Po(z)c'2 -_ ax--T+ az---3-+IT_-;]

Assumptions 2 and 3 can be written as

,,o<.,. t> : ,<,)_'°'_'(,-'o)[_(,,',,,o)- _(,,-_o)] (51)
where

S(Z) = "h" : h exp " , (52)

and 0(_) is a unit step function of/_,

for _" > O S(k, z) - I e 'kx s(.x, z)dx (56)('o 'o(e)- (53) f_
for _ < 0

Since the heat source s(x, z) vanishes outside of

It should be noted that qo is the maximumrate of the auroral zone, both s(x, z) and x(x, z) must
heat release in the atmospherein an air columnof vanish at x-- 4-_. Thu_
unit cross-section (in ergs/cmLsec).

Since the atmosphere is assumed to be iso- 1 I® aix e*k' dx = -k2X(k Z) (57)
thermal, the density of air in equilibrium at _'- _.® ax"-T ' '
height z is

,oo(.) : ,o,e-'/" , (54)

1 _'®_a2s
wherep, is the atmospheredensity at the earth's _" j.® ax= e-k" dx = - k' S(W.=) (58)
surface and tl ;s the scale height.

In orderto solve Equation 50 underthe condi- With these transforms,Equation 50 is written
tions listed, the following Fourier transformsare

applied with respect to x, d _ X dX M2 F(z, k)
di_- 2N-d;" + X = , (59)twoI

J.,_k,X(*.-)d, .X(k, z) - f_ where
(55)

= , r<,,_,,,<,,,,,,(r(,,k) c=po(z)Ldz2+'R'd;"- 1- S . (60)
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!_ and N and M sare �`as in Equations 40 and 41. The solutiono_'Equation 59 can be written:
%

X(k.z) = e"l' - F(z' k) e""1''dz° + e"2' C2+ _ F(z' dz° (61)1 ' , ,

_' where F(z',k) isgiven by Equation 60 and nt where X(k, 0) isthe solutionof Equation 59 at

_' and nsarethe rootsofthe character;sticequation z=0 satisfyingthe above conditions.Itisgiven

_ by Equation B15 in Appendix B.

Since w(x, 0)=0, then s(x, 0)=0 ai, d Ecuation
nz - 2Nn +M 2 = 0 (62) 36 reducesto

c 2 p.
Weassume p(x. o) : - _ x(x. 0) (68)

z

n t = N-_ . (63) where x(x, O) is given by the inverse Fom4er
transform of X(k, O). The cvaluations of p(% 0)

are given in Appendix C and the results are ._hc,wn

n_ = N + _ , (64) in Figures 5-10. Various values are given in
Tables 1 and 2. The symbols p, and p_ signify

the real and imaginary parts of the cehular mode,
where respectively.

: _ = _- M _ > 0 for N2 > M 2 . ] I0-3

: Ip = iv}, 7?2 = M? - N 2 > 0 for N "_ < M2#

(65) lo-' _o--

: The integration constants C1 and C., are deter'- ",,
kin%%

mined by the following two boundary conditions: _ I _ _o = 1 \

1. Theverticalcomponentofvelocityvanishes "_ E x \ P'

at the ground, f.I _ \x \\

\ \
\ \

w(x.z -- o) = o (66) .,I _ x
\% \,

\
2. The kir_eticenergy ofthe waves at zffim x

is either _.ero or remains finite. In the 10-7- p, x

latter case, the vertical component of the ""-,""-,

disturbanceshould never be propagated ""',
downward at zffi®.

1 I
10-80 10 20 30

The pressurechange at the ground can be

obtained from x(x, z-0), which is given by the x (kin)

inverse Fourler transform of X(k, z - 0), i.e., Fmvn 5.--A plot of the intermity of the cellular waves !_
madpl on the ground, as a function of the input energy
flux q0 for _-30 see and h-H, vs. x, the horisontal

f o distance from the eenter of the muree. Full limm andX,(x. O) : _y2w e'tatX(k. O)dk . (67) dashed lines correspond to Xo-lO km and X,-I kin,
respectively.
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f

_"= I0 see(_ IOn)

. i t
[-g

11 '#-2 , ""- .....
.; --*

, "4

I "r= 30sec(x 1081 "r= I00s,c (x I0-- l " !
o 5 10 iS 20 25

i

x (km)

Fmunz 10.--Intemity distribution of noneellulsr waves on the irround,p_ in the units of q_va k_rizonta_distance x from

the center of the source of width )_- 10 kin. Notice that the vertieeJse_le_eremai_fi_.:'_by a factor attached to each ,
curve. Full lines and.dashed lime et_nclfor h-H and h-_H, req_tively.

|

Table I

Intensity of the Cellular Mode of Infrason/e Waves on the Ground Below the
Center of the 8ource in Unit4 of qo"

h = . p, p, IP.i h= 1/_ p, p, [P.I

k o = 1kin _o = 1kin

_"= 1080c. 0.'/4x10 "s 4.40x10 "I 6.76x10 "i • = 108ec. 1.33xi0 "s 1.79x10 "6 1.34xi0 "s
30 sec. 8.16 x 10"s 1.21x 10-s 0.28x 10"s 30 soc. I.I0 x 10-4 4.70 x 10-s 1.23 x 10.4

100seo. 5A6 X 10-4 4.20 x 10-4 0.92 x 10"* 100 sec. 2.77 x 10.4 1.02 x 10"J 1.06 x 10"J

ko - 10 km _'o = 10 km

= 108oc. 1.85x10" s 1.20x10" 6 1.83x10 "s _r= 108ec. 8.02x10 "s 4.80x10 .6 3.66x 10-|
30800. 4.29X10 -4 8.87X10 "I 4.38X10- 4 808e¢. 7.91x10 -4 3.32x 10.4 8.68x10 "4

100 sec. 8.215x 10-3 4.11 x 10-s 6.67 x 10"3 100 sec. 2.68 x 10"] 9.68 x 10"_ 1.02 x 10-_
m_

"e = I00 lure _'o= I00 km

1"= 1081)o. 1.82x10 "1 1.20x10-* 1.83x10 "l T= lOsee. $.05_x10"s 4.80x10"* _.6,SxlO "l
$Osec. 4.84x10 -4 1.01x10 -4 4.04x10- 4 SOsec. 8.92x10 .4 3.73x_0 "4 9.68x10 .4

lOOsec. 1.45x 10"z 1.14 x 10"z 1.85 x 10"_ 100 sec. 7.62 x 10"j 2.72x 10"_ 2.8,3x 10""
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Table 2

Values for p.o. P,,c/l Pc J, add Xo, the Horizontal Distance of the first Nodal Lines from the Center
of the Source (horizontal width aesumed to be k o = 10 kin).

h:, p.c P-o/IP_ "o(_":) h= 1/2H po_ P-J[P,I "o(')
7 = 10 sec 1.28 x 10-9 7.0 x 10"s 0.85 _"= 10 sac 1.11 x 10 -9 3.03 x 10-s 0.85

30 sec 3.24 x 10-s 7.4 x 10 -s 2.56 30 sac 2.73 x 10 -s 3.18 x 10"s 2.56
100 sec 1.10 x 10"s 1.66 =_10-3 8.31 100 sec 1.02 x 10 -s 9.8 x 10-4 8.30

ATTENUATION 1o2 / / r
/ /

Because of the viscosity and thermal con- _= lo": / / /r= loo.:

/ /'_ -r=30":uuctivity of air, acoustic waves in the atmosphere / /

attenuate. The attenuation coefficient _(r), in / /_ /cm -1, for a wave of period r is given approximately 1°1 2_'--.2_. ---7 -- - .......
by (Reference 48) /

a(_) = ,, c' "+ a 2) , (69) _ 7_ //

where the coefficient of kinematic viscosity _ is _ r N

approximat 2.y _ f,(r,z)

1.7 x 10 -4 t,-"IO-t

_' : p(z) (70) .// / 1' /r= lo,_:
""

in cm_/sec, and the coefficient of thermal ,r=3o":

conductivity a_ i_ I°-2 I I T= loo":
/ /

aa 2.1 × 10 "$ / /: p(z) , (71) / /
I

I

in cm_/sec, m-3 _ i I I I I I
60 80 I00 120 140 160 180 200

Since the air density p decreases exponentially • (km)
with height, a _ and v increase exponentially with Fmuns ll._Attenuation factor f, (r, z) vs. altitude of the

altitude. The so-called attenuation factor, source z in km and -In ff(v, z) vs. z:

_g

a dashed line is also used to indicate the exponential

is shown in Figure 11 as a function of height, amplification l'aetor In (p,p0)t_,./2tt, where the scale
height H is assumed to be 8 kin.for Tffi 10 sac, 30 sac, and 100 see.

It should be noted that the relative amplitude

of the pressure wave grows as it propagates excitation level. This is shown by Equation 29

upward by a factor e '/_H, where H is the scale and Equations C9 and C10 with a factor e'd _H

height, whereas the absolute amplitude decreases for po, po (z=0), and p_o(Zffi0), and by a curved

by a factor e-'l_H, because of the exponential dash line in Figure 11.

decrease of air density (Reference 49). There- However, because of the steep increase of the

fore, if the amount of excitation energy is the kinematic viscosity of air with altitude, the yield

same, the absolute intensity of the pressure wave of pressure wave excitation drops sharply above

at the ground increases with the base of the a certain altitude for agiven period (or frequency)
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' i°4 can be expected if the maximum rate of heat
generation is of the order of 100 er_,s/cm- sec and

._ f _ the layer of periodic he_ting is around 100 km
_ _ altitude, with a thickness less than l0 km.

1°3- \ Electrons with an energy of the order of 100 key

_ \ will lose most of their energy within a layer of theorder of 10 km thickness around the height of

i _ _ / 100 km (Reference 19, p. 290). According to

._ A i°2 - Chamberlain, the rate of heat genen) ion is the
order of 60 ergs/cm_-sec in a bri_ it aurora.

'_ -'_ Therefore, if the rate of heat generation changes

'_V_* "_ "'4 periodically with this order of amplitude, baro-

;_ "1_ l0 -/ r--30_ _ metric oscillations of the order of 1 dyne/em 2 at
_ sea level can be expected from the sources in the

_: upper atmosphere.
' _ However, several other conditions must be
j_ I satisfied in order that the energy brought into the

. upper air by auroral electrons can be converted
I efficiently to pressure waves in the atmosphere.

10-z I I I I ] I I _L_ __ At first, the time n, in which an electron arrives
2o 4o 6o so me 120 140 160 at auroral height from outer space, sh(..J,l be

: z (km) smaller than the period, r, of the waves concerned.

_: FmvaE 12.-Relative yield of the sourceto the infrasonic If r,>>r, the phase of the time variation of the
wavesin the isothermal atmosphere source differs from place to place, and the resul-

tant pressure wave originating from those different

_ l/-_ ,.(r, z)_ I2__ f_a(r, ,1 ,1 sources is weakened by superposition.
; }'-_0 .xp - z dz Since the auroral electrons, whose velocity is
: of the order of 109cm/sec, lose their c_ergy within

vs. the altitude of the sourcez, wherethe scaleheight H a layer of l0 km thickness, r, < approx, l0 -_ sec.
is assumed to be 8km. This is much smaller than the period of the

: acoustic waves considered here.

of the wave. This is shown in Figure 12 for wave As discussed by IIanson and Johnson (Reference
{ periods of r= 10, 30, and 100 sec. It can be seen 50), electrons impinging into the upper atmos-
i that there is an effective height of excitat!vn of phere lose their energy mostly by inelastic colli-
•. atmospheric acoustic waves for a given period and sions with neutral air particles until. = 2 ev, which
. that this height increases with the period, is the lowest excitation energy of atomic oxygen

As mentionedin the introduction, the excitation ('D state). The time r_ for 'D excitation colli-
of pressure waves by hydromagnetie waves is sions with oxygen atoms is of the order of l0-_ sec
only effective above the height of auroral activities, at 100 km and of the order of 1 sec at 400 kin.

Figure 12 shows that waves produced at such a Below 2 ev, the electrons lose energy in the
height are greatly attenuated before they reach upper atmosphere mainly by elastic collisions _ith

the ground. Therefore, the contribution of ambient electrons. The time for those low energy
hydromagnetie waves to the excitation of internal electrons to equilibrate with ambient electrons,
atmospheric waves is practically negligible. A rs, is obtained from the expression for the rate of
more quantitative discussion will be given in the energy loss of a fast electron immersed in a
next section, thermali_ed plasma (Reference 50),

CONDITIONS FOR WAVE FORMATION s.7 × lo_ z_/_
% _ N, (73)

According to previous calculations, a pressure
variation at the ground of the order of 1 dyne/em _ where E is the elec,tron energy, i.e., E _-2 ev, and
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N, is the electron concentration in cm-s. The outside of the source region can be estimated from
equilibration time, rs, given by this expression is

aboutl0-1secatl00kmand°fthe°rder°fl0-_ (x_) t

sec above 350 km. Thus r2Tr s is much smaller _ = 1

discussionthanthe periods of the acoustic waves under 2 '. (77)It should be noted that elastic collisions with _'_

neutral particles dominate over those with ambient to _.

electrons below the F2 maximum (around 300 Since the thermal diffusivity of air a2 at a

km). The time constant T4for these elastic colli- height of 100 km is of the order of 10e cm2/sec
sions consists of r (O) andr(N2), the time constants (see Equation 71), the minimum source width
for the loss of excess electron energy to atomic necessary to satisfy the condition for thermal

oxygen and to molecular nitrogen, respectively oscillation is of the order of 30m for a period of
(Reference 50), and is given by 10 sec, and of the order of 100m for a period of

100 sec. The source width considered in the
2.08 x 1011E -I/2

_4 = n(O) + 2.36n (N2) (74) present calculation is significantly larger than these' widths. In other words, the time constant for
source cooling is sufficiently long for pressure wave

where n(O) and n(N_) are the concentration per production.
cm s of atomic oxygen and of molecular nitrogen, i
respectively. For E=2 ev, r_ is of the order of OTHER POSSIBLEMECHANISMS
0.1 sec at 100 km and increases with height. It is
of the order of 100 sec at 350 km. Now the possibility of other suitable mecha- i

nisms for the generation of microbarometric oscil-
As shown in the previous section, the excitation

lations during magnetic disturbances will be !of atmospheric pressure waves above 200 km is
considered.

not important; the time constant r4 does not

destroy the condition of wave formation. In PeriodicHeating Due to the Absorption of
other words, below 200 km _-J-r2_-r3_-r4 < HydromagneticWaves
approx, r.

Another condition necessary for wave forma- As stated in the introduction, hydromagnetic
tion is that the time constant for cooling in a waves from the magnetosphere lose part of their
certain domain of auroral activity must be much energy in the lower exosphere and in the iono-
longer than the period of oscillation. If the initial sphere. The remaining energy, which leaks
temperature To is assumed to be horizontally uni- thrvugh the ionosphere, is observed as fluctuations
form within the domain of the source, -_o_<x__o, of the geomagnetic field intensity or geomagnetic
then the temperature at the center after t(sec) is pulsations.

The rate of energy dissipation of hydromagnetic

k_ ___ / waves in the ionosphere increases with increasing
T(t) = (T O- T) @\ 2_a2 t /' (75) frequency (References 6, 51, and 52). According i

to Watanabe, the dissipation of the hydromagnetic
where wave energy in the ionosphere is negligible for

v,aves with periods longer than 20 sec. In the :_'

2 Iy auroral region, the amplitude of geomagnetic
$(Y) :_'w "o e'X= _ ' (76) pulsations sometimes exceeds several tens of

gammas (i.e., giant pulsations) and the periods
and a_ is the the,mal diffusivity (coefficient of are sometimes longer than several tens of secoads.

thermal conduction) of air. T, is the temperature The intensity of the incident wave is usually
outside the source, smaller for higher frequencies (Reference ]5). As

The time, t,, necessary to reduce the initial shown by the power density of the small scale
temperature difference between the inside and fluctuations of magnetic field intensity observed
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_.. in the earth's magnetosphere between 5 and 15 Pressure Waves Due to the Impacts of
_*' earth radii (Reference 3), the frequency spectrum Auroral Particles
_' of hydromagnetic waves, which are regarded as

i; the origins of geomagnetic pulsations observed at A particle coming into the atmosphere loses its

the earth's surface, is a decreasing function of energy by transferring its downward momentum
to the air particles. A pressure wave can be

frequency above the ionosphere. In any case, generated if the flux of the particle changes
the upper limit of the incident wave amplitude periodically with time.

_i may be taken as 100% The energy flux associ-
The upper limit of the pressure intensity, from

:_ ated with these hydromagnetic waves is then of this process, can be estimated by assuming that

_ the order of several ergs/cm2-sec 1, under the all the incoming particles would stop in a very
!_: assumption that the Alfv_n wave velocity above shol-t time within a very thin layer. By assuming

_: the ionosphere is of the order of 108 cm/sec. The the average energy of incident electrons is 6 key
_ rate of heat generation by absorption of these and the maximum flux is of the order of 10_°cm -2-

hydromagnetic waves in the upper ionosphere has sec -1, the maximum pressure exerted upon the thin
:_ been estimated by several authors and their results layer of virtual shock absorber is estimated to be

are shown in Table 3. of the order of 4.10 -8 dynes/cm 2. The corres-
_ The rate of heat generation is generally less ponding intensity at the earth's surface is of the

than 1 erg/cm2-sec, except when the period is 1 order of 10-5 dyne/cm _, if all electrons stop at an
sec. Therefore the amount of heat generated by altitude of 100 km.

• hydromagnetic waves penetrating the ionospheer

_ is smaller than that due to the auroral particles._" Penetration of Hydromagnetic Waves
_ Table 3 also contains estimates of the thickness Through the Ionosphere
i_ of the layer of heat generation. In every case
_ the thickness is much larger for hydromagnetic As mentioned above, most geomagnetic pulsa-

: waves than for auroral particles, tions are due to hydromagnetic oscillations in the

_' As shown in Figure 12, the effective height of exosphere. These oscillations are related to elec-

pressure wave generation by periodic heating of tromagnetic osciPations in the space between the

the upper air is limited, and it is lower for the earth's surface and the lower boundary of the

' shorter period. Therefore, generation of acoustic ionosphere. Any oscillation mode in which the
waves by the attenuation of hydromagnetic waves compression of atmospheric matter is involved

is less efficient than generation by the periodic gives rise to a variation in the density, and conse-

heating due to auroral particles, even if the energy quently a pressure variation. Therefore, it may
flux of the incident wave is increased to be the be possible that geomagnetic pulsations and

same as the latter, microbarometric oscillations have the same origin,

Table 3

Rate of Heat Generation Due to,Attenuation of Hydromagnetic Waves with a 100 T Incident Amplitude.

Hate of Heat [ Altitude of the
Period of Generation in av Thickness of

Source HM waves Air Column, of Heating Layer Center of the Heat
(sec) unit r'r_,ss section (kin) Generating Layer

(erg/cm2_sec) (km)
.=

Dessler 1 1.3 100 170
(Reference 53)

Francis and 6.3 0.7 50 125
Karplus 0.3 1.6 100 180
(Reference 51)

Akasofu 1 9.7 100 225
(Reference 52) 10 0.17 200 240

100 0.028 300 250
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i.e., hydromagnetic oscillations of the earth's of direct detection of modified Alfv_n waves
exosphere, coming into the earth's atmosphere from the

A simple situation can be found at the geo- magnetosphere.
magnetic equator, where geomagnetic pulsations
appear sometimes in the N-S component of the CONCLUSIONS
geomagnetic field, with amplitudes of the order of We have shown that one of the most plausible
several tens of gammas and periods of several mechanisms for pressure wave generation during
minutes (Reference 54). The origins of this kind geomagnetic disturbances is the periodic heating
of pulsation presumably exist in the outer bound- of the polar ionosphere by auroral particles,
ary of earth's magnetosphere near the geomag- observed as pulsating aurorae. As emphasized
netic equatorial plane, and it may be propagated by Campbell (Reference 56) the main energy
as a modified Alfv_n wave. A modified Alfv_n source for this type of auroral activity is not
wave is a transverse wave with respect to changes necessarily incident auroral particles, but a flow
in the electric and magnetic fields. On the other of secondary electrons called the electro-jet. In
hand, it is a longitudinal wave when viewed as this respect periodic heating by these intermittent
fluid motion (Reference 55). An electromagnetic electric currents is essentially the same as the so-
wave as well as a pressure wave should be in the called Joule heating discussed by Cole (References
space between the earth's surface and the lower 57 and 58).
boundary of the ionosphere. The energy flux The following conclusions can be drawn from
associated with an incident modified Alfv_n wave the present calculation:
is roughly (B_/8T) VA, where VA is the group 1. From Figures 3, 5--9, and 13 it can be seen

velocity of _he modified Alfv_n waves and can be than an incident energy flux of more than
taken as the Alfv_n wave velocity at a higher 100 ergs/cm2-_ec will produce acoustic
portion of the ionosphere. B is the amplitude of waves observable at the ground, provided
the wave, i.e., the intensity of magne tic fluctuation the perioJs are longer than about 10seconds.
above the ionosphere. 2. The relative intensity of the pressure wave

By assuming conservation of energy flux, the at the ground is higher when the heating
upper limit of the amplitude of the pressure wave is concentrated within a thin layei" than
at the earth's surface, pc, can be estimated as when it is distributed over a wide range of.
follows: altitudes (Figures 3, 5, and 6).

3. The intensity ratio between the inside of
1 p2 13_ the source region and the outside is smaller

cp"-'_ = -_-v^ for long periods than for short periods, as
expected.

where c, is the sound wave velocity at the earth's 4. The gradient of intensity around the
surface, and po is the air density at the earth's boundary of the source is steeper when the
surface. By taking VA=3.107 cm/sec (cortes- width of the source is wide.
ponding to daytime at the sunspot maximum 5. Inside the source the ratio of noncellular

activity) B =30% c.--3.104 cm/sec, and po= 1.25 to cellular wave intensity is of the order of
X 10-a gm/cm 3, we find p. _3 dynes/cm _. In 10-5 for r = 10 see and 10-s for r= 100 see.
this estimate the conversion factor between the Although the noncellular intensity exceeds
energy of incident Alfv_n waves and that of the cellular at large distances from the
secondary pressure waves is assumed to be unity, source, the contribution of the noncellular
This factor must actually be very small because of wave to the observed intensity is negligibl,,,
reflections and energy dissipations of incident because both waves attenuate in long
waves at the upper part of the ionosphere. If it distance p,'opagation.
is not small, infrasonic waves could appear in the 6. According to the presentealculations, which
equatorial region during strong magnetic disturb- are based on an isothermal atmosphere,
ap.-es. Since the oecarrence of aurorae in these the intensity of acoustic waves more than
regions is negligible, this might provide a method several hundred km from the region of
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_. netic disturbances (as be seen from
can

_ff 10-2 _, the auroral visoplot shows in Figure 2).
_ To show the position and structure of sonic

_ ducts as well as attenuation of the waves requires
:; 10-3 _ the actual atmospheric temperature distributions.
Li!: _\ This is discussed elsewhere (Reference 59).

{ "_ Finally, it should be noted that the energy flux

_ To-4 - of acoustic waves at the ground S in ergs/cm_-secis

k,

_. "_ s : Ec , (78)

_! _°-5 - _ where

\
_Z:_ _>'®l_l0-s - "",,,,,,, E = --2psc2 ; (79)

_ p. and p, are the maximum aplitude of pressure
:i: _[ $ ]o-7 - I change in dynes/cm _and the static density of air

Z_

I --,_ _--_ atat sea level, and c is the sound velocity in

_ _ cm/sec._ m-a Since p, is of the order of 1.25X 10-'_ gm/cm 3,
_; the energy flux corresponding to p, = 1 dyne/cm 2,_ i

_ _---_o_._ is approximately 1.4 X 10-2 erg/cm_-sec. To show
--_ m-_ - _" the energy rela;ion between the input power and

the observed output intensity, as given in Figures
_* 3, 5-10, and 13, the above relation must be used.
_. lO-m-
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Appendix A

DERIVATION OF DIFFERENTIALEQUATION 37

By differentiatin_ Equations 30 and 31 with respect to t and using Equation 33

82u a 1 as
at 2 - T_ (c=×-g.) -7o_-_ (A1)

as,, a [( .._'] _ a, (A2)at= - -_(_'x-_)- _,-I)_+ _- _-_-

When the time dependences of u, w, p, p, and s are 36 from Equations A1, A2, and 33, respectively.
proportional to a common factor e"t,a straight- Differentiating Equations A1 and A2 with
forward calculation leads to Equations 34, 35, and respect to x and z, respectively, and adding them

gives

82X c_V = 8_ fdc= g) aX /dc= g) 1 8s 1V=sat = - x - g -_-+ _"d_"-T _ - _"-d-_+_' _ -_ - ?o (A3)

where

8w 8u
= _'_ - T/- (A4)

Similarly, by differentiating Equations A1 and A2 with respect to z and x, respectively, and sub-
tracting the former fror.l the latter,

a=¢ [_d_zSz2 g]ax1{dc=g)as: - +(_-1) w �--poc=_-a_-+_ T_ (AS)
The eliminationoff fromEquationsA3 and A5 resultsin

a"x c=V= a_x (__ _a=x a [p__oe_(_dd_.z2g)ag.._.]at----_ = _ +g +(_-1)g)a--_T.-g_ +_

J+

Since it is assumed that u, w, p, p, and s are proportional to e"*, the elimination of the time
derivative from Equation A6 gives Equation 37.

l
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_ AppendixB

_ SOLUTION OF EQUATION 59 AT z--0

_ Applying the Fourier transform to Equations 34
_. dX ik dS

.:_ and 35gives -_2w = e= _-- _,gx+ ikgU -7o _- (B2)

ik where U and W are the Fourier transforms of u

,_ -_2u : ikc=X- ikgW-7o S , (B1) and w. _--e,'qolvln_ these bilateral e-u_'ons._ with

;: respect to U and W yields

dX ik (Tgi-_2 ik_ 2 kg dS(u' -k' g=)V : - ikgc' a'£ + c') X +_T S + :o (,) ;]'/" (B3)

dX k2 g _2 dS (B4). (_'-k'e)w ; -_'_,_-,g(_.'-k':)x *:o-;'_s �,o<,)

Since W(zffi0)ffi0 and dS/dz]=.ofS(z=0)=0, where
? from the above equations

g __7 (B6):" _ ,-o re(c,)X(O) , (B5) m(o') = i -

Similarly, the Fourier transform of Equation 33 is

i_P(k, z) = a%(z)w - c=Po(z)X(k, z) + S(k, z) (B7)

' where

P(k, z) = _ eik= p(x, z)dx
_r

SOLUTIONFOR X[z-O], DIRECTCALCULATION

From Equation 61

dX..,.[,s; -'] [c'so' ]_" : n I CI - _" F(z')e ",' d= + ni e"=, i �_Ffz') e'*=''d=' (BS)

Using Equation BS, from Equation B8 we get

ni - B(Cr)

Cl " nl - ,_(_,)Ci (Bg)

Ifwewrite lil = Cl-_;_ F(z,)e.,.,Od=,

1019
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and

1 _ e-n2s '
A_ : C2 + _ F(z') dz'

then from Equations B8 and Bg, by assuming h<2H,

Cse'_'' for O_. z < zo ,

A 1 e "_'s =

I + qo 2_c2_2 n, '_ _ C'("'"_)'° e'" + qo 2_., +13 C-[(,/,,,)-(I/+,.)]. B10)

for z 0 _<z < co ,

and

/

A2e +_'. : C2e _', for 0 < z < zo ,

-_-.+ - k 2
k+g J<+(,.+<.,,.,].,,,,,+-qo 2,+++, n+ _ e"' -Qo +_.n++_ •

for z o < z < _ ,

where N s > M s. On t_,. other hand, if N s < M s this

V_ term represent++ i+r,'ard-going waves.sin_ok (Y- _)% e.0/_ (B12) Because of _,_,. boundary conditions listed inOo = _ p, hc_
the section "?+',+,_het_atical Treatment," the terms

and includin_ _, t,u+.+t vs+nish. Therefore

: ._-½ (m3) - k".___
C+ '"" _ c" <.+ n+ \ _ e'(""_)'° (BI4)

The term including e_ represents the waves whose

aml_'itudes increase with height. Thecorresl;ond- Puttin+ this constant into Equation 61, for
kinetic energies diverge to infinity provided that s=0, gives

, - I) qo e(.o/..)-_.o "_ o,' - k" z+aX(k, O) : ,,o.'-'+',:'+Po (,,,, _.)(,,;, + ,+) (m,+) .+_+

The continuity of W(k, s) and P(k, s) at s-s0 is satisfied by the above choice of constants, i.e.,
it can be shown that

'i-'(--o-,) : _,_o,,(,o+,+') .

limP(.'0-() -- limP{-,,+e')
I_0 ,I +'"0 + +
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SOLUTIONFOR g[k,O] BY MEANS OF THE LAPLACETRANSFORM

By applying the Laplace transformwith respect to z,

X(k,s) : j_oe"_'X(k.z)dz (BI6)

Equation59becomes

- -- s2-2Ns-ksI - •

By makinp,_oftherelationshownby EquationB5,thisis

(,-.-m) 0oe'("')'° [ ='-k'g' ] (B17)X(k, ,) = (S-hi) (s-n:l)X<O) + -- _ + s I- (s__t) (s_n:e)c2o,

wheren_and n2aregive.. " " " ar,d 64;mfm(¢) and Q0are_ven by Equations B6 and B12.
By making use of the inverse _., " ,.,. ,f Equation B16 the solution to Equation 59 is

( 2N" m" nl an'" 2N" m- n' )X(k.,) : , 2;" .",'

q
"_J0/.e .... + •- Qo0.4" k2z_ - [" "2('-'o) e"_('"o) "8('"o)

Because of the boundary conditions at z ffico, the term proportional to e_ must vanish_ i.e., from
Equation B18

" 2.',L" X(O) - Qo c:t=2 2_(,B+n:t) - 0 (Big)

This gives the same solution as Equation B15. It should be noted that the above solution satisfies the
eunditionsof continuity of w(x, z) end p(x, ,.) at zffize,although u(x, s) and s(x, z) are not continuous
at s'= So.
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Appendix C

EVALUATION OF p[x, O]

As can be seen from Equation B15 X(k, 0) is an even functiop, of k. Therefore, the substitution of
F,quation B15 into Equation 67 gives

2 (_' - 1) qo c_2 fi' cos xk sin 4 o k k: - k2
-- _ ego/2H e-/._z c

" hk/p c4 k (n _m)(n 2+fl) dk (CI)
X(x, O)

where

cr2
-- ,k, g (C2)

Since _ is a real function of k for k>l_ and complex for 0_<k<l_, where

kc = ¢ V cr2 o-82 (C3)

' Equation CI can be written

x(x.0) : xc(x,o) + ×.¢(x,0) (C4)

where

f£ ce e" I_ZO

2 (V- 1)qoc _2 eSO/2 s cosxksin_ok k: - k2
X¢ (x, 0) : 77 hk_p, c 4 k (n, °m)(n 2 +fl) dk (C5)

and

f® cosxksin_ok k: - k2
2 (T-1)qo _a e,O/2n e-_,o (C6)

X'nc (x. 0) = 77 hk_p. c 4 k (n| -m)(n2+,_) dk

The integrand of xn° (x, 0) has two singular The integrand of x° has no singularities but

points e/c and ¢2/g, corresponding to the two oscillates by the term e'l"o. The main contribu- 6
types of free oscillations of the noncellular mode tion arises from a narrow domain near k _<
which were pointed out by Pekeris* and have approx, k.. Equation 68 can be written
been discussed earlier. Because of a steep expo-
nential term e'0, however, contributions of these p(x. 0) : Pc (x. o) + Pnc (x. 0) , (C7)
singularities to the integral is not as important as where

the contribution from the narrow band near k_>k., Pc (x, 0) : Pr + iPi ' (C8)
where the exp_ nential term is nearly unity.

*Peked*,C. L.,"The Propagationof a Pu_,ein the Atmcmphere.II," PAI/*.R_. 73:14S-154,January 15,1948.
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: 2 (7- 1) qo °" em_/2_ e_i_,o •
'_ IP_(x, 0)1 : _ hk,,_ 2c, k _1 -m)(n 2 +]3) dk = _, (C9)

and

2 - k 2

f_s cos xk sin _o k kl
2 ('Y- l)qo° e.o_2. e-H, xo (CIO)

2 c' k (hi -.) (n,3 +/3) dkp._(x,O) _ _ hk

I
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